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Synopsis 

Historically, the ribosome has been described as a protein synthesis machinery in the cell rather 

than intrinsic regulator of mRNA translation. However, emerging studies revealed that ribosomal 

activity is highly regulated. Translational regulation is involved in a range of biological processes 

including metabolism, development, and stress responses.  

A feature of polypeptide might have a strong influence on translational status. Regulatory 

nascent peptides have been identified to cause nascent peptide-mediated ribosome stalling 

(NPmRS) during translation on either the main open reading frame (ORF) or an upstream ORF 

(uORF), which is a small ORF present upstream of the main ORF of eukaryotic mRNAs. In both 

cases, the stalled ribosome inhibits translation of the succeeding ribosomes, either by blocking 

ribosomal scanning for initiation or blocking translation elongation, and thus down-regulates the 

translation of the mRNA. In eukaryotes, however, molecular mechanisms underlying how the 

nascent peptide works with the translating ribosome for the NPmRS induction is not fully 

understood. In this doctoral thesis, I conducted reverse genetics-based biochemical studies to 

obtain insights into the involvement of the ribosomal constriction region in mediating NPmRS.  

For the NPmRS systems to be tested, I selected five genes from divergent eukaryotes, 

including virus, fungus, mammals, and plants, of which four have their relevant amino acid 

residues >20 from the stalling site. I also tested another NPmRS system, in which only six amino 

acids are encoded and is the shortest among the NPmRS systems thus far identified. Lastly, I 

tested the shortest possible uORF, AUG-stop. This minimum uORF codes for only one amino 

acid, methionine, and is not actually an NPmRS, but was included as a negative control. 

To know whether these amino acid sequences could function in Arabidopsis ribosomes, I 

first investigated their stalling using an Arabidopsis cell-free extract (ACE) in vitro translation 

system prepared from wild-type Arabidopsis (Chapter 2). In all cases, I observed accumulation of 

peptidyl-tRNA, a translation intermediate, and, in cases when the 5′-UTR carrying the relevant 

uORF was placed before a reporter gene, down-regulation of expression was observed. These 

results showed that all NPmRSs to be tested are recapitulated in ACE in vitro translation system. 

During translation, new peptide bonds are formed at the peptidyltransferase center in the 

ribosomal large subunit, and the growing peptide passes through the ribosomal exit tunnel that 

penetrates the large subunit before emerging from the ribosome. The exit tunnel is approximately 

100 Å long and holds 30–40 amino acid residues of the nascent peptide. Since regulatory 

peptides are usually 20–30 amino acids long, they exert their function while residing inside the 
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exit tunnel. In the midst of the tunnel, there is a constriction region, where the tunnel narrows. 

This region has been suggested to function as a discriminating gate by interacting with the 

nascent peptide, and this is supported by recent structural studies of stalled ribosomes using 

cryo-electron microscopy. In contrast to bacteria, however, genetic evidence showing that the 

physical contacts of the nascent peptides and the constriction are the cause, and not the result, 

of eukaryotic NPmRS is still elusive. Therefore, I investigated contributions of the constriction 

region on the NPmRS induction (Chapter 3). 

Among the ribosomal components that constitute the constriction region, I focused on 

ribosomal protein uL4. The uL4 protein contains two β-loop structures, both of which protrude 

into the exit tunnel to form the constriction in coordination with ribosomal protein uL22. Two 

types of mutant uL4s were used: a point mutation [uL4D(R77A)] and a small deletion [uL4D(ΔTV)]. 

The latter would alter the geometry around the constriction region. In Arabidopsis, cytosolic uL4 

protein is encoded by two paralogous genes, uL4A and uL4D. Since double-knockout mutant of 

uL4A and uL4D is lethal, the mutant plants carry modified uL4D:FLAG gene in the genetic 

background of uL4D knockout mutant, in which endogenous uL4A is kept intact.  

To know the functionality of mutant uL4D proteins, I first tested the association of 

FLAG-tagged uL4D proteins with 80S ribosomes with immunoblot analyses. The results showed 

that mutant uL4D proteins are efficiently incorporated into translating ribosomes, and the mutant 

uL4D-containing ribosomes can all achieve active translation. To confirm this, I then performed 

complementation analyses. The results showed that both R77A and ΔTV mutant uL4Ds 

complement the ribosome-deficient phenotypes, further supporting the functionality of mutant 

ribosomes in vivo. Therefore, I next examined effects of the two uL4D mutations on ribosome 

stalling using ACE prepared from transgenic lines carrying mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes. 

Translation analyses showed that uL4D(ΔTV) mutant ribosomes reduced the ribosome 

stalling of the four eukaryotic systems, in which the nascent peptide is long enough to cross over 

the constriction region. Among these, two were also reduced in uL4D(R77A) mutant ribosomes. 

The difference is consistent with structural data obtained using cryo-electron microscopy. In 

contrast, NPmRS caused by the six-amino-acid uORF and the AUG-stop were unaffected. The 

results indicate that NPmRS is indeed affected by mutation of uL4 residues, but not all are 

affected in the same way. 

In this doctoral thesis, I clearly showed that the constriction region of the ribosomal exit 

tunnel is crucial for most of the NPmRS systems that have their functional amino acids >20 amino 
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acids. The results also explained the difference in spatial allocation of the nascent peptides in the 

constriction region that have been solved by the structural analyses. In contrast to these stalling 

systems in which the regulatory nascent peptide >20 amino acids, the one in which the relevant 

nascent peptide is too short to reach the constriction region uses a distinct mechanism for the 

induction of ribosome stalling. These findings provide new insights into regulatory mechanisms 

underlying the commonality and the specificity involved in eukaryotic NPmRS systems. 
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Abbreviations

AAP arginine attenuator peptide 
ACE Arabidopsis cell-free extract 
AdoMet S-adenosyl-L-methionine 
AMD AdoMet decarboxylase 
CGS cystathionine γ-synthase 
Col-0 Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia 
cryo-EM cryo-electron microscopy 
DP dipeptidyl-aminopeptidase B 
gp48 glycoprotein gpUL4 
GST (tag) glutathione S-transferase 
HA (tag) human influenza hemagglutinin 
hCMV human cytomegalovirus 
IP immunoprecipitation 
KO knockout 
LUC firefly (Photinus pyralis) luciferase 
MifM membrane protein insertion and folding monitor 
NIP5;1 nodulin 26-like intrinsic protein 5;1 
NMD nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 
NPmRS nascent peptide-mediated ribosome stalling 
ORF open reading frame 
PTase peptidyltransferase 
PTC peptidyltransferase center 
RF release factor 
RLUC sea pansy (Renilla reniformis) luciferase 
r-protein ribosomal protein 
SecM secretion monitor 
SD sequence Shine-Dalgarno sequence 
Spd spermidine 
uORF upstream ORF 
UTR untranslated region 
VemP Vibrio protein export monitoring polypeptide 
WGE wheat germ extract 
XBP1 X-box binding protein 1 
  





 

 

CHAPTER 1. 

Introduction 
 

ABSTRACT: Historically, the ribosome has been viewed as a ribozyme that converts the genetic 

information into an amino acid sequence of polypeptides rather than an intrinsic regulatory 

machinery that controls mRNA translation in response to cellular conditions. Recently, a number 

of regulatory nascent peptides have been shown to regulate gene expression by causing 

programmed ribosome stalling during translation. In this chapter, I summarize translational 

regulation by nascent peptide-mediated ribosome stalling. I first provide an overview of the 

structure and function of ribosomes (1.1). Then, I introduce several examples of translational 

regulations from bacteria to higher organisms including plants and mammals (1.2). Finally, I also 

introduce important roles of plant ribosomes in developmental control (1.3). 

 

1.1. Structure and function of ribosomes 

1.1.1. Protein synthesis 

1.1.2. The peptidyltransferase center 

1.1.3. The ribosomal exit tunnel 

1.2. Translational regulation by ribosome stalling 

1.2.1. Regulatory nascent peptides 

1.2.2. Ribosome stalling on uORFs 

1.2.3. Classification of regulatory nascent peptides 

1.2.4. Biological aspects of programmed ribosome stalling 

1.2.5. Genetic studies for programmed ribosome stalling 

1.3. Roles of ribosomes in plant developmental control 

1.3.1. Molecular organization of plant ribosomes 

1.3.2. Phenotypes of ribosomal protein loss-of-function mutants 

1.3.3. Roles of ribosomes in plant development 

1.3.4. Differences and similarities between plants and animals 

1.4. Tables 

1.5. Figures 
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1.1 STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF RIBOSOMES 

The ribosome is a macromolecular machine that is responsible for protein synthesis in all living 

organisms. All ribosomes are composed of two subunits, both of which are built from RNA and 

proteins; however, their composition and size differ significantly among the organisms (Figure 1.1) 

(Melnikov et al. 2012). Bacterial small and large ribosomal subunits have sedimentation 

coefficients of 30 and 50 Svedberg units (S), respectively, and together form the complete 

ribosome with a sedimentation coefficient of 70S. In contrast to their bacterial counterparts, the 

sedimentation coefficients for eukaryotic ribosomal small and large subunit is 40S and 60S, 

respectively, with a sedimentation coefficient of 80S for the whole eukaryotic ribosome particle. 

The eukaryotic 80S ribosome is much larger and more complex due to additional rRNA as well as 

eukaryote-specific ribosomal proteins (r-proteins) and their extension sequences (Figure 1.1) 

(Melnikov et al. 2012, Wilson and Cate 2012). In spite of these differences, all ribosomes possess 

a conserved core that is necessary for the basic functions of translation. 

Each subunit has three binding sites for three different states of tRNA molecules: the A-site 

that is responsible for the recognition of aminoacyl-tRNA, the P-site that binds to peptidyl-tRNA, 

and the E-site that holds deacylated tRNA before it dissociates from the ribosome. Both subunits 

have different functions during protein synthesis. The small subunit contains the mRNA exit site 

(5′-end of the mRNA) and the decoding center, where codon and anticodon are paired to ensure 

the fidelity of translation. The large subunit contains the peptidyltransferase center (PTC), where 

peptide bond formation is catalyzed. 

 

1.1.1 Protein synthesis 

Protein synthesis is carried out on the ribosome in a series of reactions, termed the translation 

cycle. The translation cycle proceeds in three steps: initiation, elongation, and termination. In 

each of these steps, additional protein factors are required, many of which are GTPase that are 

activated by the ribosome itself. 

 

Initiation of translation 

Bacterial and eukaryotic ribosomes use different strategies to recruit an mRNA during initiation. In 

bacteria, an initiator tRNA is loaded onto the ribosomal small subunit along with three initiation 

factors. This ternary complex (preinitiation complex) binds to the first initiation codon of the 
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mRNA template, and then associates with the large subunit to form an initiation complex of 

translation. A nucleotide sequence, called the Shine-Dalgarno sequence (SD sequence), plays an 

important role to anchor the small subunit at the correct location on mRNA. The initiator tRNA is 

bound to the P-site of the ribosome while the A-site is empty. In eukaryotes, a similar complex is 

formed by the small subunit, initiation factors, and the initiator tRNA. Instead of the SD sequence, 

the preinitiation complex recognizes the 7-methylguanosine cap, to which several initiation 

factors are bound, at the 5′-end of mRNA. This preinitiation complex then moves forward (5′ to 

3′) along the mRNA, searching for an initiation codon. Additional eukaryotic initiation factors are 

involved in this process. 

 

Elongation of translation 

In both bacteria and eukaryotes, elongation is conservative and contains three steps, namely 

decoding, peptide bond formation, and translocation. During the first step, an aminoacyl-tRNA 

with an anticodon complementary to the mRNA codon binds to the A-site of the ribosome. The 

decoding center is located on the ribosomal small subunit. In the second step, the 

aminoacyl-tRNA in the A-site reacts with a peptidyl-tRNA bound to the P-site to form a peptide 

bond, resulting in a deacylated tRNA in the P-site and the peptidyl-tRNA in the A-site that is 

extended by one amino acid. The reaction takes place at the PTC of the large subunit. The cycle 

of elongation is completed by peptidyl-tRNA translocation from the A-site to the P-site; during 

this movement, the deacylated tRNA moves to the E-site and dissociates from the ribosome. For 

the first and the third steps, GTP hydrolysis of elongation factors is required. 

 

Termination of translation 

Termination occurs when one of three termination codons (UAA, UAG, or UGA) reaches the 

A-site in the decoding center of the ribosomal small subunit. Termination codons are recognized 

by a release factor that promotes peptidyl-tRNA hydrolysis in the P-site, releasing completed 

polypeptides. Ribosome recycling factor binds together with the elongation factor to the 

post-termination ribosome, leading to the dissociation of the ribosome into two subunits to 

prepare for the next round of translation. 

 

1.1.2 The peptidyltransferase center 

New peptide bonds are formed at the PTC during translation. This reaction involves a nucleophilic 
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attack of the α-amino group of aminoacyl-tRNA on the ester carbonyl carbon of peptidyl-tRNA in 

the P-site. This reaction leads to formation of peptidyl-tRNA in the A-site and the peptide is 

extended by one amino acid residue and deacylated tRNA in the P-site (Figure 1.2). Another 

chemical reaction at the PTC is peptidyl-tRNA hydrolysis, which is required for the release of fully 

assembled polypeptides from the ribosome during translation termination (Figure 1.2). In this 

reaction, water molecule attacks the ester carbonyl carbon of peptidyl-tRNA bound to the P-site, 

leading to the transfer of nascent peptide to the water molecule. 

The PTC is located on the ribosomal large subunit and is almost all organized by the domain 

V of rRNA (Nissen et al. 2000). Therefore, the ribosome is regarded as a ribozyme with the rRNA 

being responsible for peptide bond formation (Morgan et al. 2000, Nissen et al. 2000). The 

ribosome utilizes an induced-fit mechanism in which substrates and active site residues are 

repositioned to facilitate the peptidyltransferase (PTase) reaction (Sievers et al. 2004). The PTC 

core is comprised of the universally conserved rRNA nucleotides including C2063, A2451, 

C2452, U2506, U2585, and A2602 of 23S rRNA (E. coli numbering of rRNA nucleotides is used 

unless otherwise stated) (Nissen et al. 2000). Upon peptide bond formation, proper 

accommodation of an aminoacyl-tRNA in the A-site induces specific movements of 23S rRNA 

nucleotides and reorients the ester group of the peptidyl-tRNA for a nucleophilic attack 

(Schmeing et al. 2005b). Accumulating biochemical studies have demonstrated the fundamental 

importance of these rRNA residues. Indeed, their mutations are dominantly lethal in E. coli 

(Thompson et al. 2001, Sato et al. 2006). 

 

1.1.3 The ribosomal exit tunnel 

The growing nascent peptide passes through the ribosomal exit tunnel that penetrates the 

ribosomal large subunit before emerging from the ribosome. The exit tunnel is approximately 100 

Å in length and the diameter is 10–20 Å in both bacteria and eukaryotes (Morgan et al. 2000, 

Nissen et al. 2000). The tunnel holds 30–40 amino acid residues of a nascent peptide provided 

that the nascent peptide adopts an extended conformation (Malkin and Rich 1967, Blobel and 

Sabatini 1970, Morgan et al. 2000, Nissen et al. 2000). The tunnel walls are primarily formed by 

the 23S/28S rRNA. At approximately 80 Å from the PTC, there is a vestibule near an exit port 

where the tunnel widens (Lu and Deutsch 2008, Kosolapov and Deutsch 2009). Formation of 

short α-helix and β-hairpin structures are observed in the last 20 Å of the tunnel (Nilsson et al. 

2015). The exit tunnel also contains a constriction region located 30–40 Å from the PTC (Morgan 
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et al. 2000, Nissen et al. 2000). The β-loop structures of two r-proteins, uL4 (formerly L4; Ban et 

al. 2014) and uL22 (formerly L17 in eukaryotes and L22 in prokaryotes; Ban et al. 2014), protrude 

into the exit tunnel to form the constriction, where the tunnel narrows (Morgan et al. 2000, Nissen 

et al. 2000). This region has been suggested to function as a discriminating gate by interacting 

with growing nascent peptides in programmed ribosome stalling (Nakatogawa and Ito 2002). 

In eukaryotes, the constriction is narrower than in bacteria because of additional insertions in 

uL4. Although the significance of this difference between bacteria and eukaryotes is unclear, it 

has been suggested that the narrower size of the constriction in eukaryotes may block the 

access of several macrolide antibiotics to the PTC (Tu et al. 2005, Zaman et al. 2007). Genetic 

studies showed that an insertion of six amino acids in the β-loop of uL4 endows the E. coli 

ribosome with a resistance to macrolides, which is similar to eukaryotic ribosomes (Lawrence et 

al. 2008). 

On the solvent side, the rim of the exit tunnel contains several bacteria- or eukaryote-specific 

r-proteins and extensions: bL17 and bL32, and an insertion in uL24 in bacteria and eL19 and 

eL31 in eukaryotes (Ban et al. 2014). These differences are partly associated with N-terminal 

processing of nascent peptide. In bacteria, nascent peptides contain formyl group at the 

N-terminus as a result of the special modification of initiator tRNA. During protein synthesis, the 

formyl group is cleaved by the bacteria-specific deformylase through the interaction with bL32 

(Bingel-Erlenmeyer et al. 2008). Since initiator tRNA is not formylated in eukaryotes, the 

corresponding positions to bL17 and bL32 on the ribosomal large subunit are occupied by other 

eukaryote-specific r-protein, eL31. In yeast, eL31 is associated with eukaryote-specific 

chaperone ZUO1 and is involved in co-translational folding of growing peptides (Peisker et al. 

2008). 

 

 

1.2 TRANSLATIONAL REGULATION BY RIBOSOME STALLING 

Features of nascent peptide could affect the rate of translation or even direct the ribosome to stall 

during translation. Some of the nascent peptides, or the regulatory nascent peptides, contain an 

amino acid sequence that specifically interacts with the exit tunnel components, including the 

PTC and the constriction. Such programmed ribosome stalling is involved in translation regulation 

in both bacteria and eukaryotes as described bellow (Ito and Chiba 2013). 
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1.2.1 Regulatory nascent peptides 

Nascent peptide-mediated ribosome stalling (NPmRS) is caused by the functional amino acid 

sequences of regulatory nascent peptides, but is independent of mRNA features, such as codon 

usages (Sørensen et al. 1989, Plotkin and Kudla 2011), local secondary structures (Doma and 

Parker 2006, Tholstrup et al. 2012), and complementary interaction of SD sequence with 16S 

rRNA (Li et al. 2012). Regulatory peptides act in cis on the ribosome during their own translation 

to induce ribosome stalling. Generally, these peptides are 20–30 amino acids long to interact with 

the exit tunnel component (Table 1.1a); however, it should be noted that some of them are long 

enough to have their N-terminus emerge from the ribosome. The nascent peptide outside the 

ribosome might also affect the stability of ribosome stalling (Yang et al. 2015, Fujiwara et al. 

2018).  

Regulatory nascent peptides have been found in a variety of organisms (Ito and Chiba 2013). 

Functional sequences are divergent in amino acids, whereas functional amino acid residues 

essential for the stalling are located near the PTC and constriction (Figure 1.3). Translation 

elongation can be inhibited at either the peptidyltransfer or the translocation step, leaving 

peptidyl-tRNA in the P-site or the A-site, respectively. Other stalling occurs during termination 

with a stop codon in the A-site of stalled ribosomes. Thus, both elongation and termination have 

a potential to be interfered in the NPmRS systems. 

 

1.2.2 Ribosome stalling on uORFs 

The translation status of the uORF regulates translation of the downstream ORF, including the 

main ORF (Kozak 1986, von Arnim et al. 2014, Hinnebush et al. 2016). The presence of uORF is 

not exceptional because 40–50% of mRNAs in mammals and 30–40% of mRNAs in higher plants 

have one or more of them (Crowe et al. 2006, von Arnim et al. 2014). Many of the uORFs are 

actually translated, as evidenced by ribosome profiling analyses that showed the presence of 

80S ribosomes on the uORFs (Juntawong et al. 2013, Wethmar 2014). Translation of a uORF 

generally down-regulates the translation of the main ORF because those ribosomes that have 

translated the uORF will be dissociated from the mRNA (Hinnebush et al. 2016) (Figure 1.4A). The 

uORF may occasionally be overlooked and then translation starts at the start codon of the main 

ORF by a mechanism termed leaky scanning (Kozak 1999, 2002). The nucleotide sequence 

around the start codon, known as the Kozak sequence (Kozak 1986, Joshi et al. 1997), of uORF 

plays a major role in determining the frequency of leaky scanning (Figure 1.4B). When a very short 
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uORF is translated, the ribosome may not be fully dissociated at the termination codon and the 

small subunit may remain on the mRNA. The small subunit re-scans for the downstream start 

codon and reinitiates translation there (Kozak 1987, von Arnim et al. 2014, Wethmar 2014) 

(Figure 1.4C). If the ribosome stalls on the uORF, translation of the downstream ORF is severely 

inhibited by blocking the succeeding ribosomes (Hinnebush et al. 2016). The ribosome stalling on 

uORF can occur either during translation elongation or at translation termination, while most of 

the known stalling events in eukaryotes occur at the termination (Figure 1.4D). 

 

1.2.3 Classification of regulatory nascent peptides 

Regulatory nascent peptides can be classified into two categories (Table 1.1b). The inducible 

class of regulatory peptides senses a specific small molecule in conjunction with the translating 

ribosome. The known effector molecules include amino acids (tryptophan and arginine), a 

derivative of amino acid (S-adenosyl-L-methionine), polyamines, and antibiotics (erythromycin 

and chloramphenicol). This class of regulatory peptides directs the ribosome to stall only when 

the effector is present at a significant concentration. In contrast, the intrinsic class of regulatory 

peptides halts translation autonomously without any assistance by a metabolite or a drug; 

however, this class of ribosome stalling is subject to resumption of translation under physiological 

conditions. 

 

1.2.4 Biological aspects of programmed ribosome stalling 

Regulatory nascent peptides control gene expression by causing NPmRS at a specific position 

on mRNA. Therefore, the robust ribosomal occupation could affect cellular states of the mRNA, 

leading to repression of target genes (Figure 1.5), as well as mRNA degradation (Chiba et al. 

2003; Onouchi et al. 2005, Tanaka et al. 2016), altered mRNA localization in the cell (Yanagitani 

et al. 2011), and mRNA recoding (Kurian et al. 2011). 

 

The SecM system 

E. coli sec operon encodes two different proteins: the 170-amino-acid leader peptide of SecM 

and an ATPase encoded by secA, which is involved in protein export. SecM is one of the most 

characterized examples of bacterial regulatory peptides that cause ribosome stalling 

autonomously. When the protein translocation activity is impaired, SecM stalling persists for a 

long time, which, in turn, leads to activation of the downstream secA expression (Nakatogawa 
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and Ito 2001). The stalled ribosome alters the mRNA structure to make the SD sequence of secA 

accessible to ribosomes (Nakatogawa and Ito 2001). 

The C-terminal amino acid sequence of SecM, 150FSTPVWISQAQGIRAGP166 (important 

residues are underlined), is the cis element for autonomous stalling that occurs at Gly-165 

(Nakatogawa and Ito 2002, Muto et al. 2006, Yap and Bernstein 2009). The stalled complex has 

peptidyl-tRNA in the P-site and Pro-tRNAPro in the A-site of the ribosome and is thus stalled 

during peptide bond formation (Muto et al. 2006). Genetic analyses identified essential residues 

of ribosomal components located in the mid-tunnel region (A751 and A2058 of 23S rRNA and 

Gly-91 and Ala-93 of uL22) and in the vicinity of the PTC (A2503 and A2062) (Nakatogawa and 

Ito 2002, Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2010). These results suggest that interactions between the 

nascent peptide and the exit tunnel are essential features of the SecM stalling mechanism.  

Structural analyses of the SecM-stalled ribosomes using cryo-electron microscopy 

(cryo-EM) identified physical contacts of critical residues of nascent peptide with the exit tunnel 

components (Bhushan et al. 2011, Zhang et al. 2015). Near the PTC, the P-site-bound 

peptidyl-tRNA was found to be shifted away from its canonical position, as a consequence of 

interaction between Arg-163 of SecM and A2062 of 23S rRNA. Since precise positioning of the 

A-site and P-site tRNA substrates is required for peptide bond formation, even slight shifts of 

relative positions of the either substrate reduce the efficiency of peptide bond formation 

(Simonović and Steitz 2009). Therefore, this orientation of A2062 might trigger a relay of 

conformation changes around the PTC, leading to blockage of PTC activity. Mid-tunnel contacts 

are also observable between Trp-155 and A751 of 23S rRNA as well as between the N-terminal 

region of SecM and the β-loop of uL22. These interactions might assist in positioning Arg-163 in 

contact with A2062. 

 

The TnaC system 

E. coli tna operon encodes three proteins: the 24-amino-acid TnaC leader peptide, 

tryptophanase encoded by tnaA, and tryptophan permease encoded by tnaB. TnaC is another 

well-documented example of bacterial regulatory peptides that directs the ribosome to stall in the 

presence of high concentrations of L-tryptophan (Gong and Yanofsky 2002). The stalled 

ribosome precludes the access of a transcription termination factor ρ by covering its binding site 

on the mRNA to ensure transcription of the downstream tnaA/B (Gong et al. 2001). Elevated 

levels of free L-tryptophan inhibit peptide release by the release factor 2 (RF2) (Gong et al. 2001). 
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Thus, the ribosome stalls with Pro-24 codon in the P-site and a stop codon in the A-site (Gong 

and Yanofsky 2002).  

TnaC uses the critical residue of Pro-24 for L-tryptophan-induced stalling (Gong and 

Yanofsky 2002), similar to the hCMV system (see below). Mid-tunnel residues Trp-12 and Asp-16 

of TnaC are also shown to be essential for stalling (Cruz-Vera et al. 2005, Cruz-Vera and 

Yanofsky 2008). These residues might contact with different ribosomal components as 

evidenced by mutation, cross-linking, and methylation-protection experiments (Gong and 

Yanofsky 2002, Cruz-Vera et al. 2005, Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky 2008). Mid-tunnel mutations, 

which includes β-loops of uL4 and uL22, were identified by genetic screening for suppressors of 

L-tryptophan-induced stalling (Cruz-Vera et al. 2005). It has been suggested that the nascent 

peptide of TnaC and the exit tunnel cooperate in monitoring free L-tryptophan levels.  

The cryo-EM analysis of the TnaC-stalled ribosomes provides structural insight into 

L-tryptophan-induced stalling (Bischoff et al. 2014). First, a number of critical residues of TnaC 

were in a defined conformation inside the exit tunnel and exhibited physical contacts to the tunnel 

wall, which is consistent with their importance shown by genetic studies. Second, two 

L-tryptophan molecules were shown to bind to the hydrophobic pockets formed by TnaC and 

23S rRNA residues. Finally, compared with the crystal structure of release factor RF2-bound 

ribosome (Jin et al. 2010), the PTC adopted a conformation that would clash with the GGQ motif 

of RF2, which is required for peptidyl-tRNA hydrolysis (Zavialov et al. 2002, Mora et al. 2003). 

Taken together, the nascent peptide of TnaC cooperates with the ribosome to create specific 

binding sites for L-tryptophan molecules inside the exit tunnel. Stabilization of TnaC directs the 

PTC to be an unfavorable geometry, which precludes productive accommodation of the 

A-site-bound RF2. 

 

The MifM system 

In Bacillus subtilis, a leader peptide, MifM, is located upstream of a gene encoding YidC2, which 

is involved in membrane protein biogenesis. The 95-amino-acid nascent peptide of MifM causes 

ribosome stalling autonomously during translation elongation (Chiba et al. 2009, Chiba and Ito 

2012). As is the case in the SecM system, B. subtilis ensures translation of sufficient levels of 

YidC2 to direct membrane protein insertion and folding by programmed ribosome stalling (Chiba 

et al. 2009).  

MifM contains a functional C-terminal region, 69RITTWIRKVFRMNSPVNDEED89 (important 
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residues are underlined), which is critical for autonomous stalling. Remarkably, the ribosome 

stalls at four consecutive codons, namely Asp-89, Ala-90, Gly-91, and Ser-92 (Chiba and Ito 

2012); however, the molecular mechanism of multisite stalling remains to be investigated. 

Mutational studies have identified six residues (Arg-69, Ile-70, Trp-73, Ile-74, Met-80, and 

Asn-81) of MifM located in the mid-tunnel region as well as the negatively charged DEED 

sequence (residues 86–89) as essential residues for ribosome stalling (Chiba et al. 2009, Chiba 

and Ito 2012). Despite the high conservation of the exit tunnel, MifM-induced stalling occurs on B. 

subtilis ribosomes, but not efficiently on E. coli ribosomes (Chiba et al. 2011).  

The cryo-EM analysis of the MifM-stalled ribosomes provides structural insight into 

MifM-induced autonomous stalling in addition to its species-specificity (Sohmen et al. 2015). First, 

nascent peptide adopts a predominantly extended conformation and makes extensive 

interactions with exit tunnel components, including uL4 and uL22. Of all the contacts observed, 

only Lys-90 of uL22 is less conserved in E. coli and thus modulates the species-specificity of 

MifM stalling in B. subtilis. Second, conformation of the side chain of Glu-87 of MifM, part of the 

DEED motif, inhibits the PTC, in particular U2506 and U2585 of 23S rRNA, from adopting the 

conformations required for tRNA accommodation in the A-site. These rotated conformations 

might contribute to inhibition of peptide bond formation by perturbing accommodation of 

aminoacyl-tRNA at the A-site, which results in ribosome stalling. 

 

The VemP system 

VemP of Vibrio alginolyticus is one of the recently discovered examples among bacterial 

regulatory peptides. Similar to both the SecM and MifM systems mentioned above, the 

159-amino-acid nascent peptide of VemP causes ribosome stalling autonomously in response to 

impaired protein export (Ishii et al. 2015). The stalled ribosome destabilizes an mRNA secondary 

structure that hinders the SD sequence for the downstream secD/F, both of which encode 

components of the protein targeting machinery, and allows V. alginolyticus to adapt to changes 

in salinity by modulating the SecDF expression (Ishii et al. 2015).  

Ribosome stalling occurs at Gln-156 with peptidyl-tRNA at the P-site of the stalled ribosome 

(Ishii et al. 2015). A C-terminal region (residues 138–156) of VemP is highly conserved among 

Vibrio species and important for efficient ribosome stalling (Ishii et al. 2015, Mori et al. 2018). 

VemP-mediated regulation of SecDF expression is similar to other NPmRS systems including 

SecM and MifM (Nakatogawa and Ito 2001, Chiba et al. 2009), but the functional sequence of 
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VemP and release mechanism appears to be completely distinct (Ito and Chiba 2013, Ishii et al. 

2015). Two mutations of uL22 (G91D and A93T) were previously isolated as stalling-defective 

mutants for SecM-induced ribosome stalling (Nakatogawa and Ito 2002), and these mutations 

showed distinct effect on VemP stalling; the former mutation dramatically decreased stalling 

efficiency, whereas the latter mutation did not (Ishii et al. 2015). Thus, specific interactions exist 

between the VemP nascent peptide and the interior of the ribosomal exit tunnel, and the 

interaction pattern of VemP is different from that of SecM. 

Recently, the cryo-EM structure of the VemP-stalled ribosome has been determined and 

provided structural insight into VemP-induced autonomous stalling (Su et al. 2017). The nascent 

peptide adopts a compacted conformation in the exit tunnel and forms two α-helices in the exit 

tunnel. The α-helix in the upper region of the exit tunnel is comprised of the C-terminal residues of 

VemP and is directly linked to the P-site-bound tRNA. As a result of this α-helix formation, two 

nucleotides of 23S rRNA, U2506 and U2585, are stabilized in a unique conformation that is 

incompatible with peptide bond formation and thus contributes to the PTC inactivation. α-Helix 

formation has also been reported in the upper tunnel of the hCMV-stalled ribosome (Matheisl et al. 

2015), but the α-helix of hCMV did not directly extend into the PTC-proximal region as observed 

for VemP. The linker between the two α-helices (residues 130–146) is located adjacent to 

r-proteins uL4 and uL22 and forms specific interactions with the constriction region; for example, 

a contact between Trp-143 of VemP and Arg-92 located at the tip of uL22 β-loop was observed. 

Consistently, alterations in uL22 reduced the efficiency of VemP-induced ribosome stalling (Ishii 

et al. 2015). Taken together, α-helix of VemP encroaches directly on the PTC and stabilizes an 

inactive state of the PTC that inhibits accommodation of the incoming tRNA at the A-site and 

therefore promotes ribosome stalling during peptide bond formation. 

 

The ErmCL system 

Drug-induced ribosome stalling is utilized by a variety of bacteria to regulate expression of 

antibiotic resistance genes in response to a low-level accumulation of the drug in the cell (Ramu 

et al. 2009). One of the most characterized examples is macroride-dependent stalling during 

translation of Erm-type leader peptidase ErmCL (Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2008). In the presence of 

the macrolide erythromycin, the 19-amino-acid nascent peptide of ErmCL directs the ribosome 

to stall, which, in turn, ensures expression of the downstream ermC, which encodes Erm-type 

methyltransferases (Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2008). ErmC di-methylates A2058 of 23S rRNA to 
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confer resistance to erythromycin by reducing their affinity to the binding site on the ribosome 

(Skinner et al. 1983). In many cases, macrolide antibiotics bind within the ribosomal exit tunnel 

and inhibit translation of most proteins by blocking the path of growing peptides (Arenz et al. 

2014, 2016).  

The conserved C-terminal 6IFVI9 motif of ErmCL is critical for erythromycin-induced stalling 

that occurs at Ile-9 (Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2008). Since Ser-10 of ErmCL can be substituted to 

any amino acids without impairing ribosome stalling (Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2008), a peptide bond 

formation of the 9-amino-acid ErmCL-tRNA to any aminoacyl-tRNA is inhibited. Although alanine 

substitution at residues 2–6 did not impair erythromycin binding to the tunnel wall, N-terminal 

truncations abolished erythromycin-induced stalling (Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2008). These results 

suggest that N-terminus of ErmCL partially contributes to ribosome stalling albeit in an amino 

acid sequence-independent manner and that the mid-tunnel components is less efficient for the 

induction of ErmCL stalling than other stalling systems.  

The cryo-EM analysis of the ErmCL-stalled ribosomes in the presence of erythromycin 

provides structural insight into erythromycin-induced ribosome stalling and the critical role of the 

PTC proximal region for ErmCL stalling (Arenz et al. 2014). First, the IFVI motif of ErmCL forms 

multiple contacts to the tunnel wall in the vicinity of the PTC, in particular U2506 and U2585 of 

23S rRNA. Consistent with this, mutation of A2503, which is located in close proximity of U2506, 

severely reduced the efficiency of ErmCL stalling (Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2010). Second, 

erythromycin binds to the ErmCL nascent peptide via interactions between Phe-7 and the 

cladinose sugar moiety of erythromycin. Lastly, U2585 adopts an unusual conformation in the 

stalled ribosome compared to its canonical position during peptide bond formation. U2585 is 

known to be involved in PTase reaction and binding of peptidyl-tRNA to the P-site (Schmeing et 

al. 2005a, b). The rotated conformation of U2585 might contribute to inhibiting stable binding and 

accommodation of aminoacyl-tRNA in the A-site, thus leading to inhibition of peptide bond 

formation and ribosome stalling. 

 

The AAP system 

Both Neurospora crassa arg-2 and its Saccaromyces cerevisiae ortholog CPA1 encode 

carbamoyl phosphate synthetase, which is involved in arginine biosynthesis. The 24-amino-acid 

nascent peptide encoded by arg-2 uORF, termed the arginine attenuator peptide (AAP), causes 

ribosome stalling during translation termination to repress arg-2 expression in the presence of 
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high concentrations of L-arginine (Wang and Sachs 1997). The stalled ribosome blocks additional 

ribosomes from scanning to the downstream ORF, thus reducing translation of arg-2 (Figure 

1.5A) (Wang and Sachs 1997). Moreover, in yeast, ribosome stalling at the termination codon of 

CPA1 uORF triggers nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) (Gaba et al. 2005).  

AAP orthologs contain conserved residues of Asp-12, Tyr-13, and Asp-16, but its C-terminal 

segment (residues 21–24) and the stop codon were not evolutionary conserved (Spevak et al. 

2010). In the mid-tunnel region, Thr-9 and Leu-14 of AAP are essential for L-arginine-induced 

ribosome stalling as well as conserved Asp-12 and Tyr-13 (Spevak et al. 2010). AAP depends 

mainly on these residues to mediate the mid-tunnel interactions; AAP nascent peptide can be 

cross-linked to uL4 and uL22 at several residues of AAP (Wu et al. 2012), although there is no 

genetic evidence supporting the involvement of ribosomal components in AAP stalling. 

Additionally, peptidyl-tRNA at the P-site of the stalled ribosome exhibited low reactivity to 

puromycin (Wei et al. 2012). Puromycin is an antibiotic that is widely used to monitor the PTC 

activity in stalled ribosomes (Cruz-Vera et al. 2005, Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2008, Yamashita et al. 

2014). These results suggest that AAP nascent peptide and L-arginine together cooperate to 

interfere the PTC activity by interacting with the constriction region. 

The cryo-EM analysis of the AAP-stalled ribosomes provides structural insight into 

L-arginine-induced ribosome stalling (Bhushan et al. 2010); however the effects of L-arginine on 

the structure have not been investigated. A number of contacts of AAP were observed with 

distinct regions of the exit tunnel. At the constriction region, AAP nascent peptide was in contact 

with the exit tunnel components, including uL4 and uL22. Consistent with this, a number of 

critical residues of AAP appear to be involved in these interactions, such as Ser-6, Thr-9, Asp-12, 

and Asp-16. Mutations of these residues abolished L-arginine-induced stalling (Wang and Sachs 

1997, Delbecq et al. 2000, Spevak et al. 2010). In the PTC-proximal region, C-terminus of AAP 

adopted a compact conformation. The compaction of AAP was resulted from one turn of an 

α-helix, although an overall change in nascent peptide compaction in response to L-arginine was 

not observed in a PEGylation assay (Wu et al. 2012). Importantly, the loop of uL16 is in contact 

with the CCA end of AAP-tRNA at the P-site, suggesting that AAP stabilizes a distinct 

conformation of the PTC, in particular A2602 of 28S rRNA, that is not conducive to peptidyl-tRNA 

hydrolysis by the release factor eRF1. This pattern is reminiscent of that suggested in the TnaC 

system; it may be important for the anti-termination mechanism of AAP.  
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The hCMV system 

The gp48/UL4 (gp48) of human cytomegalovirus (hCMV), which encodes a 48-kDa glycoprotein, 

is preceded by three uORFs. The 22-amino-acid nascent peptide encoded by uORF2 cause 

ribosome stalling autonomously to down-regulate gp48 expression during the early stages of 

infection (Geballe et al. 1986, Degnin et al. 1993, Cao and Geballe 1996). Similar to the AAP 

system, the stalled ribosome severely represses translation of the downstream gp48 by blocking 

ribosomal scanning (Figure 1.5A) (Degnin et al. 1993, Cao and Geballe 1996). For this 

autonomous stalling, no mechanism to release the ribosome from stalling is known, which 

therefore leads to general down-regulation under normal condition, but the biological meaning of 

this in viral multiplication remains unclear. 

Nascent peptide of hCMV stalls the ribosome in pre-termination state with a stop codon 

positioned in the A-site (Cao and Geballe 1996). hCMV inhibits peptide release and thus leads to 

accumulation of the ribosome-bound eRF1 in the A-site (Janzen et al. 2002). Five amino acid 

residues of uORF2, 1MEPLVLSAKKLSSLLTCKYIPP22 (important residues are underlined), are 

critical for hCMV stalling (Degnin et al. 1993, Alderete et al. 1999). Specifically, mutations of the 

P-site residue Pro-22 and the penultimate Pro-21 of uORF2, but not mid-tunnel residue Ser-12, 

increased hydrolysis activity of eRF1 in the stalled ribosome (Janzen et al. 2002), while did not 

affect accumulation of eRF3. eRF3 binds to eRF1 and stimulates eRF1 activity in a 

GTP-dependent manner. Thus, it has been suggested that C-terminal region of hCMV interfere 

with the eRF1 function and that mid-tunnel residues of hCMV interact with other ribosomal 

components, such as uL4 and uL22, although there is a lack of genetic studies for the 

involvement of the constriction region in hCMV stalling. 

The cryo-EM analysis of the hCMV-stalled ribosomes provided structural insight into 

autonomous stalling of hCMV (Bhushan et al. 2010, Matheisl et al. 2015). Nascent peptide of 

hCMV forms one turn of an α-helix inside the exit tunnel. The compacted structure contributes to 

several contacts with the tunnel wall: the α-helix ends at the constriction region with the most 

distal His-133 of uL22 β-loop in close vicinity to essential residues Ser-7 and Ala-8 of uORF2. As 

a result of this α-helix formation, a pair of the C-terminal proline is stabilized in a distinct 

conformation, which, in turn, resulting in reorientation of nascent peptide that would clash with 

U2585 as well as adjacent U2586 and U2609. Mutations of these residues lead to loss of 

termination activity of ribosomes. Taken together, the nascent peptide of hCMV adopts a distinct 

positioning in the exit tunnel, which, in combination with the C-terminal proline pair, results in 
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specific perturbation of the PTC and thus ribosome stalling. 

 

The CGS1 system 

The Arabidopsis CGS1 encodes cystathionine γ-synthase, which catalyzes the first committed 

step of methionine biosynthesis in plants. Expression of CGS1 is negatively feedback-regulated 

by mRNA degradation in response to S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet), a direct metabolite of 

methionine (Figure 1.5B) (Chiba et al. 1999, 2003). In the presence of AdoMet, ribosome stalling 

occurs temporarily during translation elongation prior to mRNA degradation (Chiba et al. 2003, 

Onouchi et al. 2005). Since the 5′-ends of 5′-truncated RNA species are separated from each 

other by ~30 nt (Haraguchi et al. 2008, Yamashita et al. 2014), it has been suggested that 

endoribonuclease digestion occurs near the 5′-edge of the stalled ribosomes including those 

secondarily stacked ribosomes.  

The 183-amino-acid sequence of the CGS1 exon 1 coding sequence, which contains the 

MTO1 region, is necessary and sufficient for the regulation (Suzuki et al. 2001). The MTO1 region 

(residues 77–87) is the cis element for AdoMet-induced ribosome stalling that occurs at Ser-94 

(Ominato et al. 2002, Onouchi et al. 2005). CGS1 nascent peptide stalls the ribosome at a 

pre-translocation state with peptidyl-tRNA positioned in the A-site (Onouchi et al. 2005). This is a 

unique feature of the CGS1 system among the known NPmRS systems (Ito and Chiba 2013). In 

response to AdoMet, the nascent peptide containing the MTO1 region adopts a compacted 

conformation in the exit tunnel (Onoue et al. 2011). Thus, AdoMet induces overall compaction of 

nascent peptide upon AdoMet-dependent ribosome stalling; however, which part of the nascent 

peptide is compacted remains to be elucidated. 

Although any structural information of the CGS1-stalled ribosome is not available, two lines 

of biochemical evidence obtained from wheat germ extract (WGE) in vitro translation system have 

suggested the involvement of the exit tunnel in the CGS1 system (Onoue et al. 2011). First, two 

nucleotides A879 and A885 of 28S rRNA exhibited distinct methylation patterns in the stalled 

ribosome (Onoue et al. 2011). These nucleotides correspond to E. coli 23S rRNA nucleotides 

EcU744 and EcA750, respectively, which are adjacent to EcA749-EcA753 and constitute the 

constriction. Second, UV cross-link patterns changed at U2955, U2956, and U2957 (Onoue et al. 

2011), which correspond to EcU2584, EcU2585, and EcU2586, respectively. This region is 

known to contribute to PTase activity and peptidyl-tRNA binding to the P-site (Schmeing et al. 

2005a, b). Taken together, nascent peptide and AdoMet corporate with the ribosome to adopt a 
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specific conformation of the tunnel wall that could contribute to ribosome stalling; however, the 

presumptive binding site of AdoMet has not been identified. 

Genetic analysis revealed physiological importance of AdoMet-induced regulation of CGS1. 

The mto1 mutants, which are deficient in this response, overaccumulated 10- to 40-fold more 

soluble methionine than wild-type plants (Chiba et al. 1999). Although CGS1 is a nuclear gene, 

CGS protein functions after transportation to the chloroplast. The later steps in 

methionine/AdoMet biosynthesis are carried out predominantly in the cytosol (Wallsgrove et al. 

1983). Therefore, to finely tune methionine/AdoMet levels in the cytosol, feedback regulation 

during translation in the cytosol could be a reasonable strategy for plants. 

 

The AMD system 

Both mammalian AMD1 (mAMD1) and Arabidopsis AMD1 (AtAMD1) encode AdoMet 

decarboxylase that catalyzes one of the key steps in polyamine biosynthesis. Mammalian and 

plant cells use a similar strategy to down-regulate expression of AMD1 by using a uORF in a 

polyamine-dependent manner (Figure 1.5A), but the lengths and the amino acid sequences of 

the uORFs are quite different (Ito and Chiba 2013). In mammal, the 5′-UTR sequence of mAMD1 

has a regulatory uORF that encodes six amino acids, MAGDIS (Hill and Morris 1992). MAGDIS 

stalls the ribosome in response to high concentrations of polyamines at a termination step, 

inhibiting ribosomal scanning for the initiation codon of the downstream mAMD1 (Law et al. 2001, 

Raney et al. 2002). C-terminal residues Asp-4, Val-5, Ser-6 as well as a stop codon are required 

for the regulation (Law et al. 2001, Raney et al. 2002). MAGDIS is the shortest among the 

NPmRS systems identified so far and the nascent peptide is too short to reach the constriction 

region. Thus, the mid-tunnel elements such as uL4 and uL22 do not seem to be involved in 

mAMD1 stalling. Further investigation is needed to determine how 6-amino-acid MAGDIS works 

together with the ribosome to sense polyamine and halt translation.  

In Arabidopsis, AtAMD1 has two uORFs, Tiny uORF and Small uORF (S-uORF) in its 5′-UTR 

(Hanfrey et al. 2005). The 52-amino-acid nascent peptide encoded by S-uORF cause 

polyamine-induced ribosome stalling during translation termination (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 

2014). Amino acid sequences of S-uORF are highly conserved among higher plants 

(Franceschetti et al. 2001), and ribosome stalling occurs in an amino acid sequence-dependent 

manner (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014); however, amino acid residues responsible for stalling 

function have not been identified. 
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Spermidine accelerates decay of the S-uORF-containing mRNA as well as efficiency of 

ribosome stalling (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). One of the possible pathways of mRNA 

degradation is NMD, in which a stop codon of uORF may be recognized as a premature 

termination codon (Gaba et al. 2005, Amrani et al. 2006). Biochemical analysis with NMD 

mutants showed that NMD is responsible for the spermidine-responsive acceleration of mRNA 

decay (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). Hou et al. (2016) carried out high-throughput analysis 

for profiling the 5′-ends of RNA degradation intermediates using Arabidopsis seedlings. In this 

approach, mRNA-bound ribosome protects mRNA from degradation and thus leaves ribosome 

footprints in the RNA degradome. Protected fragments were found at position -16 from the stop 

codon of S-uORF, consistent with the ribosome stalling at the stop codon (Hou et al. 2016). 

 

The XBP1u system 

The unfolded protein response is a central cellular response mechanism that alleviates 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress (Walter and Ron 2011). Upon ER stress, an endoribonuclease 

IRE1α splices the XBP1u mRNA on the ER membrane to obtain its spliced form XBP1s, which 

codes for an active transcription factor. The 261-amino-acid nascent peptide of XBP1u causes 

ribosome stalling during elongation (Figure 1.4B) (Yanagitani et al. 2011). As a result, the stalled 

ribosome-nascent-peptide mRNA complex is targeted to the Sec61 channel on the ER 

membrane, where mRNA splicing by IRE1α is active (Kanda et al. 2016). 

Due to an unconventional splicing, the C-terminus of XBP1u protein is completely different 

from that of XBP1s. The C-terminal region (residues 236–261) is important for ribosome stalling 

(Yanagitani et al. 2011, Shanmuganathan et al. 2019), and the ribosome stalls at Met-260 with 

peptidyl-tRNA located at the P-site. Intriguingly, most positions of functional amino acids are not 

optimized for efficient stalling. Moreover, translational analyses in the presence of microsomal 

membrane revealed that XBP1u-induced stalling is required for the efficient membrane targeting 

of XBP1u itself (Yanagitani et al. 2011). Therefore, the wild-type XBP1u induces only an 

intermediate level of ribosome stalling to allow efficient targeting by SRP without activating the 

Sec61 channel. Since the mid-tunnel region of XBP1u is important for stalling (Yanagitani et al. 

2011), it has been suggested that nascent peptide of XBP1u and the exit tunnel component 

cooperate in alleviating the ER stress. 

Recently, the cryo-EM structure of the human XBP1u-stalled ribosome has been determined 

and provided structural insight into XBP1u-induced ribosome stalling (Shanmuganathan et al. 
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2019). In the stalled ribosome, nascent peptide adopts an extended conformation, except in the 

proximity of the PTC, where XBP1u forms a unique turn in the exit tunnel. The turn is comprised 

of eight-consecutive amino acid residues from Trp-249 to Trp-256, six residues of which have 

been previously shown to be critical for stalling by alanine-scanning mutagenesis (Yanagitani et al. 

2011). The turn begins only four residues away from the PTC, suggesting that the turn within the 

exit tunnel may be critical for XBP1u stalling. Nascent peptide of XBP1u makes extensive 

interactions with the exit tunnel wall; the turn consisted of two tryptophan residues and protrudes 

into a hydrophobic pocket in the exit tunnel, causing the displacement of G3904 nucleotide of 

28S rRNA, whose corresponding nucleotide is EcA2058 and is critical for macrolide binding and 

drug-dependent ribosome stalling (Ramu et al. 2009). At the constriction region, Arg-71 and 

Ser-87 of uL4, as well as Arg-128 of uL22 make contacts with XBP1u. Taken together, the entire 

XBP1u contributes to ribosome stalling by interacting with the exit tunnel to form a unique turn 

structure. 

 

The AUG-Stop system 

The Arabidopsis NIP5;1 encodes a boric acid channel that is required for normal growth under 

low boron conditions in Arabidopsis (Takano et al. 2006). Expression of NIP5;1 is regulated 

through AUG-UAA motif present in its 5′-UTR (Tanaka et al. 2016). Prolonged ribosome stalling 

occurs during translation of AUG-stop in response to high concentrations of boric acid prior to 

mRNA degradation (Figure 1.5A) (Tanaka et al. 2016). In contrast to other NPmRS systems, 

AUG-stop is a minimum ORF that consists of only initiation and stop codons and thus does not 

produce any regulatory peptide that can interact with the ribosomal exit tunnel. At this point, how 

the stalled complex with AUG-stop works to sense boric acid remains to be elucidated. 

Ribosome stalling through AUG-stop is accompanied by mRNA degradation. One of the 

possible degradation pathways is NMD as observed in the AtAMD1 system. However, NMD 

mutant analysis showed that NMD does not function in this response (Tanaka et al. 2016). 

Considering that induction of the uORF-dependent NMD in plant is efficient if the uORF encodes 

a peptide longer than 34 amino acids (Nyikó et al. 2009), it is reasonable to assume that a 

mechanism other than NMD is involved in AUG-stop-mediated mRNA degradation. A conserved 

sequence located near the 5′-end of the stalled ribosome is also responsible for promoting 

mRNA degradation. Disruption of this sequence decreased mRNA degradation intermediate, 

whereas did not affect efficiency of boron-induced stalling (Tanaka et al. 2016). Thus, it is 
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proposed that an endoribonuclease recognizes the upstream sequence directly or indirectly and 

enhances mRNA degradation at a step(s) after ribosome stalling. 

Physiological analysis with transgenic Arabidopsis plants showed biological significance of 

the AUG-stop-mediated regulation of NIP5;1. Under high boron conditions, the root growth of 

transgenic plants carrying a deletion of the AUG-stop was poorer than that of wild-type plants, 

whereas the growth of all plants was indistinguishable under normal conditions (Tanaka et al. 

2016). Therefore, impairment of the translational regulation of NIP5;1 is important for avoiding the 

toxic effect of excess boron. 

Apart from NIP5;1, boron-induced translational regulation is also observed in a borate 

transporter BOR1 (Aibara et al. 2018). Despite BOR1 has an AUG-stop (uORF1) in its 5′-UTR, 

uORF1 is not a major element required for boron response and this process is mainly controlled 

by other uORFs, which differs from the regulation mechanism of NIP5;1. 

 

1.2.5 Genetic studies for programmed ribosome stalling 

As mentioned above, in bacteria, the importance of the ribosomal components for the induction 

of programmed ribosome stalling has been extensively investigated by structural studies using 

the cryo-EM as well as genetic studies. Specifically, reverse genetic analyses using the known 

stalling-defective mutants exhibited qualitative differences depending on each stalling system, 

which differ totally in functional amino acid sequences (Nakatogawa and Ito 2002, Cruz-Vera et al. 

2005, Vázquez-Laslop et al. 2010, Chiba et al. 2011, Ramu et al. 2011, Ishii et al. 2015). Thus, it 

is shown that the ribosome itself is responsible for the induction of NPmRS, but that interactions 

between the nascent peptide and ribosomal components are not identical among bacterial 

stalling systems. In contrast to bacteria, in eukaryotes, no genetic approach has been taken to 

establish ribosomal mutants since a slight defect in eukaryotic ribosomal biogenesis generally 

causes growth defects and developmental alterations known as ribosomal stress responses 

(Ohbayashi et al. 2017). Thus, there is a lack of genetic evidence showing the contribution of the 

ribosomal components to NPmRS. To date, even in bacteria, there are few studies to compare 

the stalling efficiencies of different NPmRS systems under the same ribosomal mutation 

background, which will enable us to deduce both qualitative and quantitative differences in the 

contribution of the ribosomal components among the stalling systems.  
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1.3 ROLES OF RIBOSOMES IN PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTROL 

Translational regulation in plants is less well understood compared to other regulatory steps, 

including transcription, RNA silencing, protein modification, and protein degradation.  

Nevertheless, a number of genetic evidence has suggested that the ribosome plays important 

roles in plant development, probably through translational regulation.  

 

1.3.1 Molecular organization of plant ribosomes 

The cytosolic ribosomal proteome of Arabidopsis has been studied intensively by proteomics 

approaches and is now one of the most characterized examples in eukaryotes. Plant cytosolic 

ribosomes are distinguished from other eukaryotic ribosomes by an abundance of r-proteins for 

which multiple paralogous genes are expressed. 

Rat (Rattus norvegicus) liver ribosomes were the first identified eukaryotic ribosomes for 

which a presumed complete list of r-proteins became available (Wool et al. 1995). In 2001, 

Barakat et al. (2001) revealed that the Arabidopsis genome encodes 81 different types of 

r-proteins (48 ribosomal large subunit and 33 small subunit proteins). All r-proteins are encoded 

by small gene families (two to seven genes), and the amino acid sequence is highly conserved 

among the paralogs (Barakat et al. 2001, Chang et al. 2005). A series of proteomic studies have 

confirmed the presence of all of the 81 predicted r-proteins and of multiple paralogous members 

in Arabidopsis cytosolic ribosomes (Chang et al. 2005, Carrol et al. 2008, Hummel et al. 2015). 

Theoretically, the multiple r-protein paralogs can form more than 1034 different ribosomes in the 

cell, not including different post-translational modifications (Hummel et al. 2015). Therefore, high 

heterogeneity of ribosomes might contribute to the sessile nature of plants under changing 

environments; however, proving the existence of such specialized ribosomes will be extremely 

challenging (Xue and Barna 2012, 2015).  

 

1.3.2 Phenotypes of ribosomal protein loss-of-function mutants 

Although ribosomes are ubiquitously distributed in plant cells and are essential for plant 

development, a number of loss-of-function mutants of r-proteins are viable. These mutants 

exhibit common phenotypes including growth defects and changes in leaf morphology (Bayne et 

al. 2009, Horiguchi et al. 2012). A characteristic developmental phenotype, referred to as pointed 

leaves, is frequently found. Thus far, r-protein mutants have been identified for more than 20 
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genetic loci in Arabidopsis (Table 1.2). Generally, r-protein mutants share developmental 

abnormalities including reduced shoot growth, reduced cell proliferation, and increased nuclear 

ploidy in leaf cells (Horiguchi et al. 2011). A short root phenotype is observed in several cases (Ito 

et al. 2000, Weijers et al. 2001, Degenhardt and Bonham-Smith 2008, Falcone Ferreyra et al. 

2010, Rosado et al. 2010, 2012), suggesting that r-protein deficiency causes growth defects in 

the whole plant body. There are several extreme cases; for example, mutations of r-protein genes 

lead to an embryonic lethality (Tzafrir et al. 2004).  

There are several rare phenotypes in plant development. The close link between specific 

phenotypes and r-proteins suggests their own roles in developmental regulation. For example, 

pfl2/es15b produces trichomes with fewer branches than wild-type plants (Ito et al. 2000), while 

reduced trichome number is observed in aml1/es7b (van Minnebruggen et al. 2010). Arabidopsis 

es27a is more sensitive to a DNA-damaging drug, methyl methane sulfate, but is 

indistinguishable from wild-type plants under normal conditions (Revenkova et al. 1999). Whether 

these uncommon phenotypes are indeed specific to limited r-protein-defective mutants or widely 

shared is unclear. Since there are more than 200 genes encoding cytosolic r-proteins in the 

Arabidopsis genome as mentioned above, a more comprehensive analysis is needed to address 

this question. 

 

1.3.3 Roles of ribosomes in plant development 

The diverse developmental phenotypes in r-protein-defective mutants raise an intriguing question 

as to how the ribosome specifically controls these processes. One of the possible explanations is 

a ribosome heterogeneity model. In this model, multiple r-protein paralogs have a non-equivalent 

function during translation whereby different ribosomes could be optimized for or dedicated to 

the translation of specific mRNAs. Although only a few studies have compared functions of all 

paralogs of r-protein gene family, most mutants in Arabidopsis (e.g., uL4 and eS6) exhibited 

nearly identical phenotypes (Creff et al. 2010, Rosado et al. 2010, 2012). However, a few 

observations might support the ribosome heterogeneity model. Some of paralogous genes are 

identical in amino acid sequence, but are differentially expressed during development. For 

example, uL16A is strongly expressed in dividing cells, whereas uL16B is expressed in cells 

undergoing differentiation (Weijers et al. 2001). The expression of uL5B is also high in all actively 

dividing cells, whereas the expression pattern of uL5A is tissue-specific (Williams et al. 1995). 

However, there is no direct evidence that suggests regulatory roles of ribosome heterogeneity; 
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detailed developmental expression patterns are not known except for uL5 and uL16 members, 

and whether the function of one paralog is exchangeable by another one has not been studied. 

In contrast to plants, the ribosome heterogeneity model seems to hold true in yeast. Similar 

to the case in Arabidopsis, 59 out of the 79 cytosolic r-proteins are encoded by two genes in 

yeast (McIntosh and Warner 2007). It has been proposed that different ribosomes are specialized 

for diverse cellular processes in yeast. For example, deletions of at least six r-proteins, but not 

their paralogs, affect the localization of ASH1 mRNA (Komili et al. 2007). Recently, high-resolution 

mass spectrometry analysis has shown that the stoichiometry among core r-proteins depends 

both on the growth conditions and on the number of ribosomes bound per mRNA (Slavov et al. 

2015). These findings support the existence of specialized ribosomes with distinct protein 

composition and distinct physiological function in yeast. 

 

1.3.4 Differences and similarities between plants and animals 

In contrast to plants, most r-proteins in animals are usually encoded by a single gene (Sugihara et 

al. 2010). Moreover, unlike plants, which have few pseudogenes for r-proteins, mammalian 

genomes have a large number of r-protein pseudogenes, from 1800 in humans to 2000 in mice 

(Zhang et al. 2004, Balasubramanian et al. 2009). Some pseudogenes are actually expressed, 

but the significance of the amplified copy number in animals remains to be determined. 

In both plants and animals, the defect of r-proteins leads to reduced growth, which is 

probably linked with reduced ribosome production and lower rates of protein synthesis. 

Loss-of-function mutants of r-proteins in animals are generally homozygous lethal, whereas 

heterozygotes with reduced levels of r-proteins are viable. Specific developmental defects and 

cancer formation result from reduced ribosome function in mice. For example, the belly spot and 

tail gene in mice, which encodes r-protein eL24, is characterized by skin pigmentation and 

skeletal abnormalities as well as a reduced adult size (Oliver et al. 2004). Thus, reduced ribosome 

function in animals could also disrupt the translation of specific targets involved in development, 

and this mechanism might be common to plants and animals. 
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1.4 TABLES 

Table 1.1a. Published regulatory nascent peptides and their functions. 

Stalling sequencea 

(stalled positions are underlined) 
Stalling 
system Organism Gene / ORF 

300 00000020000000001000000001    
GYRIDYAHFTPQAKFSTPVWISQAQGIRAG SecM Escherichia coli secA / leader peptide 

MNILHICVTSKWFNIDNKIVDHRP* TnaC E. coli tnaA, B / leader peptide 
MGIFSIFVI ErmCLb

 Staphylococcus aureus ermC / leader peptide 
NQYTFYHFTSDHRISGWKETNAMYVALNSQ VemP Vibrio alginolyticus secD2 / leader peptide 
LIIIYHRITTWIRKVFRMNSPVNDEEDAGS MifMc

 B. subtilis yidC2 / leader peptide 
MNGRPSVFTSQDYLSDHLWRALNA* AAP Neurospora crassa arg-2 / uORF 

MEPLVLSAKKLSSLLTCKYIPP* hCMV Human cytomegalovirus gp48 / uORF 
MAGDIS* MAGDIS mammal AMD1 / uORF 

QRSTQKDPVPYQPPFLCQWGRHQPSWKPLM XBP1u Human XBP1u / ORF 
PPNFVRQLSIKARRNCSNIGVAQIVAAKWS CGS1 Arabidopsis thaliana CGS1 / ORF 
FMLNSTIRRRTHLVQSFSVVFLYWLYYVS* bZIP11 A. thaliana bZIP11 / uORF 
LGYSIEDVRPNGGIKKFKSSVYSNCSKRP* AtAMD1d

 A. thaliana AMD1 / uORF 
M* AUG-Stop A. thaliana NIP5;1 / uORF 

a Twenty-nine amino acid sequences upstream from the stalled position are shown if the regulatory peptide 

is longer than 30 amino acids. Amino acid residues important for NPmRS are marked in red.  
b Drug-induced ribosome stalling has been reported in several other erm genes (Ramu et al. 2009). 
c MifM undergoes NPmRS at four consecutive codons (Chiba et al. 2012). 
d For AtAMD1, functional amino acids are not reported, but importance of the amino acid sequence was 

shown by a frame-shift mutation (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). 
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Table 1.1b. Published regulatory nascent peptides and their functions. 

Stalling 
system Effectore Step Outputs 

SecM – elongation Up-regulation of secA translation 
TnaC L-tryptophan termination Up-regulation of tna operon transcription 
ErmCL erythromycin elongation Up-regulation of ermC translation 
MifM – elongation Up-regulation of yidC2 translation 
VemP – elongation Up-regulation of secD2 translation 
AAP L-arginine termination Down-regulation of arg-2 translation 
hCMV – termination Down-regulation of gp48 translation 
MAGDIS polyamine termination Down-regulation of AMD1 translation 
XBP1u – elongation Splicing of XBP1u mRNA 
CGS1 AdoMet elongation mRNA degradation and down-regulation of CGS1 translation  
bZIP11 sucrose termination Down-regulation of bZIP11 translation 
AtAMD1 polyamine termination mRNA degradation and down-regulation of AMD1 translation 
AUG-Stop boric acid termination mRNA degradation and down-regulation of NIP5;1 translation 

e "–" indicates an autonomous ribosome stalling without any effector. 
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Table 1.2. Published Arabidopsis r-protein mutants and their phenotypes. 

r-Proteina AGI code Phenotype Reference 

uL1B At2g27530 Pointed leaves Pinon et al. 2008 
uL2A At2g18020 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 
uL3A At1g43170 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 
uL4A At3g09630 Vascular defects, pointed leaves, short roots Rosado et al. 2010 
uL4D At5g02870 Vascular defects, pointed leaves, short roots Rosado et al. 2012 
uL6C At1g33140 Pointed leaves Pinon et al. 2008 
uL14C At3g04400 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 
eL15C At1g70600 Vascular defects, pointed leaves Szakonyi and Byrne 2011 
uL16A At1g14320 Embryo lethal Falcone Ferreyra et al. 2010 
uL16B At1g26910 Pointed leaves, short roots Falcone Ferreyra et al. 2010 
uL18A At3g25520 Vascular defects, pointed leaves Yao et al. 2008 
uL18B At5g39740 Pointed leaves, pale green leaves,  Yao et al. 2008 
eL19A At1g02780 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 
uL23A At2g39460 Vascular defects, pointed leaves, short roots Degenhardt and 

Bonham-Smith 2008 
uL23B At3g55280 No visible phenotype Degenhardt and 

Bonham-Smith 2008 
eL24B At3g53020 Vascular defects, pointed leaves, pale green leaves Nishimura et al. 2004 

Yao et al. 2008 
eL28A At2g19730 Vascular defects, pointed leaves, pale green leaves Yao et al. 2008 
uL30B At2g01250 Pointed leaves Horiguchi et al. 2011 
eL38B At3g59540 Pointed leaves Horiguchi et al. 2011 
eL39C At4g31985 Pointed leaves Horiguchi et al. 2011 
eS6B At5g10360 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 
eS7B At2g37270 Vascular defects, reduced trichome number Weijers et al. 2001 
uS13A At1g22780 Pointed leaves van Lijsebettens et al. 1994 
uS15A At3g60770 Vascular defects, pointed leaves, short roots, 

trichome shape change 
Ito et al. 2000 

uS17A At3g48930 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 
eS21B At3g53890 Pointed leaves Horiguchi et al. 2011 
eS27A At2g45710 Increased sensitivity to UV irradiation and methyl 

methane sulfate 
Revenkova et al. 1999 

eS28B At5g03850 Pointed leaves Horiguchi et al. 2011 
eL40B At3g52590 Embryo lethal Tzafrir et al. 2004 

a A new naming system for r-proteins proposed by Ban et al. 2014 is used. In this system, homologous 

r-proteins are assigned the same name, regardless of species.  
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1.5 FIGURES 

 

Figure 1.1. Structures and compositions of bacterial and eukaryotic ribosomes.  

Bacterial (E. coli) and eukaryotic (T. aestivum) ribosomes share a common core that consists of 
3-rRNA and 33-r-proteins. In addition to the universal core, ribosomes in each domain of life 
contain the specific r-proteins. 
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Figure 1.2. The two principal chemical reactions of protein synthesis: peptide bond 
formation and peptide release.  

The ribosomal PTC is composed of highly conserved nucleotides of domain V of 23/28S rRNA. 
(A) During peptide bond formation, the α-amino group of aminoacyl-tRNA in the A-site attacks 
the carbonyl carbon of P-site-bound peptidyl-tRNA. As a result, tRNA at the P-site is deacylated 
and peptidyl-tRNA in the A-site is elongated by one amino acid. (B) During translation termination, 
nascent peptide at the P-site is transferred to an activated water molecule that leads to 
peptidyl-tRNA hydrolysis and peptide release from the ribosome. 
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Figure 1.3. Functional amino acid sequences of regulatory nascent peptides.  

Relative position of amino acid residues important for NPmRS identified by mutational analysis. 
For each stalling systems, the gene and ORF in which stalling occurs, effector molecule, and 
translation step at which stalling occurs (elongation or termination) are shown. "–" indicates an 
autonomous ribosome stalling without any effector. Important amino acid residues are marked in 
red. For AtAMD1, functional amino acids are not reported, but importance of the amino acid 
sequence was shown by a frame-shift mutation (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). The MTO1 
region of CGS1 (Ominato et al. 2002) is underlined with ambiguous amino acids in dotted 
underline. Amino acid residues are numbered from the stalled residue (−1, marked with a clover). 
Approximate positions of the PTC and the constriction region are shaded, although some 
ambiguities in the boundaries are present because the nascent peptide may undergo 
compaction in the PTC proximal region.  
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Figure 1.4. Down-regulation of the main ORF expression by uORF. 

(A) Translation of a uORF generally down-regulates the translation of the main ORF. (B) The uORF 
may occasionally be overlooked by a mechanism termed the leaky scanning. (C) When a very 
short uORF is translated, the ribosome may not be fully dissociated at the termination codon and 
the small subunit may remain on the mRNA. (D) If the ribosome stalls on the uORF, translation of 
the downstream ORF is severely inhibited by blocking the succeeding ribosomes. 
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Figure 1.5. Outcomes of programmed ribosome stalling in eukaryotes. 

Regulatory nascent peptides control gene expression by causing programmed ribosome stalling 
at a specific position on the mRNA. Blue and gray boxes indicate a uORF sequence and a main 
ORF sequence that induce ribosome stalling, respectively. (A) In eukaryotic mRNAs, the stalled 
ribosome on the uORF inhibits other scanning ribosomes from reaching the initiation codon of the 
main ORF (Degnin et al. 1993, Wang and Sachs 1997, Law et al. 2001, Hanfrey et al. 2005, 
Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014, Tanaka et al. 2016, Hayashi et al. 2017, Yamashita et al. 2017). 
(B) Ribosome stalling on the main ORF occurs during translation elongation (Chiba et al. 2003, 
Onouchi et al. 2005, Yanagitani et al. 2011). The stalled ribosome inhibits other translating 
ribosomes from reaching the termination codon of the main ORF. For both cases, the 
programmed ribosome stalling results in translational repression of the main ORF. 



 

 

CHAPTER 2. 

Characterization of regulatory nascent peptides that cause 
programmed ribosome stalling in eukaryotes using Arabidopsis 
cell-free extract for in vitro translation 
 

ABSTRACT: The ribosome has been regarded as a protein synthesis machinery rather than 

sophisticated regulator whose activity is highly regulated in response to cellular conditions. In 

eukaryotes, translational regulation is involved in a variety of biological processes including 

metabolism, development, and stress responses. Some of the nascent peptides can inhibit 

ribosomal functions during translation and thus cause programmed ribosome stalling to regulate 

gene expression. In eukaryotes, the stalled ribosome inhibits other ribosomes’ scanning for 

initiation, leading to down-regulation of translation of the downstream ORF. Although a number of 

the regulatory nascent peptides have been identified, the mechanism by which how the nascent 

peptide works with the ribosome in mediating ribosome stalling is not fully understood. In this 

chapter, I conducted biochemical experiments using Arabidopsis cell-free translation system to 

investigate whether several known regulatory nascent peptides could function in Arabidopsis 

ribosomes. In all cases, I observed ribosome stalling and, in cases when the 5′-UTR carrying the 

relevant uORF was placed before a reporter gene, repression of expression was observed. The 

results showed that all stalling systems to be tested can be recapitulated using ACE in vitro 

translation system.  
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2.1. Introduction 
During the translation of mRNA, elongation process does not proceed at a uniform speed and 

ribosomes can transiently pause or even become stalled for prolonged periods owing to several 

elements in both mRNA and the nascent polypeptides. The mRNA elements include codon 

usage, local secondary structures, and Shine-Dalgarno-like sequences within the coding regions 

(Sørensen et al. 1989, Doma and Parker 2006, Plotkin and Kudla 2011, Li et al. 2012, Tholstrup 

et al. 2012). Features of a nascent peptide also can modulate translation status. A range of amino 

acid sequences, or the regulatory nascent peptides, is known to inhibit specific steps of 

translation in cis, leading to ribosome stalling (Ito and Chiba 2013). Nascent peptide-mediated 

ribosome stalling (NPmRS) is involved in biological processes including metabolism, stress 

responses, and protein export (Ito and Chiba 2013, Ishii et al. 2015, Hayashi et al. 2017, 

Yamashita et al. 2017). The stalled ribosome changes the translation efficiency either positively by 

destabilizing mRNA secondary structure in bacteria or negatively by inhibiting other ribosomes’ 

scanning for initiation in eukaryotes.  

The regulatory nascent peptides can interact with the ribosomal components at the 

peptidyltransferase center (PTC) on the ribosomal large subunit and/or the exit tunnel to interfere 

with ribosomal functions including the peptidyltransfer, translocation, and termination. Regulatory 

peptides are diverse in lengths and primary sequences and NPmRS is either intrinsic or is 

inducible in response to a specific effector. Thus, it has been thought that each regulatory 

peptide acts with the translating ribosome in a different way (Bhushan et al. 2010, Ito and Chiba 

2013, Wilson et al. 2016). However, molecular mechanisms underlying how the nascent peptide 

works for the NPmRS induction is not fully understood in eukaryotic stalling systems due to a lack 

of biochemical studies. The aim of the present study is to determine the involvement of the 

constriction region in eukaryotic NPmRS. To this end, I took reverse genetics-based biochemical 

approaches.  

For the NPmRS systems to be tested, I selected five from divergent eukaryotes including 

virus, fungus, mammals, and plants (Figure 2.1), of which four have their relevant amino acid 

residues >20 from the stalled residue, as in most NPmRS systems (Ito and Chiba 2013). These 

systems include Arabidopsis CGS1 (the CGS1 system) (Chiba et al. 2003, Onouchi et al. 2005, 

Onoue et al. 2011, Yamashita et al. 2014), Neurospora crassa arg-2 upstream open reading 

frame (uORF), termed the arginine attenuator peptide (AAP) (the AAP system) (Wang and Sachs 

1997, Spevak et al. 2005, Wei et al. 2012), and human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) gp48 uORF2 
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(the hCMV system) (Degnin et al. 1993, Cao and Geballe 1996, Alderete et al. 1999), and 

Arabidopsis AdoMet decarboxylase 1 (AtAMD1) S-uORF (the AtAMD1 system) (Hanfrey et al. 

2005, Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). I also tested another NPmRS system, mammalian 

AdoMet decarboxylase 1 (mAMD1) uORF. This uORF, encoding six amino acids, MAGDIS (the 

MAGDIS system) (Law et al. 2001, Raney et al. 2002), is the shortest among the NPmRS 

systems thus far identified (Figure 2.1) (Ito and Chiba 2013). Lastly, I tested the shortest possible 

uORF, AUG-stop, of AtNIP5;1. AUG-stop causes prolonged ribosome stalling in response to 

boric acid (the AUG-Stop system) (Tanaka et al. 2016). This minimum uORF codes for only one 

amino acid, methionine.  

I exploited an in vitro cell-free translation system prepared from wild-type Arabidopsis plants, 

namely Arabidopsis cell-free extract (ACE) (Figure 2.2) (Murota et al. 2011), to elucidate whether 

amino acid sequences could function in Arabidopsis ribosomes. In all cases, I observed ribosome 

stalling activity and, in cases when the 5′-UTR carrying the relevant uORF was placed before a 

reporter gene, down-regulation of gene expression was observed. These results showed that all 

NPmRSs to be tested can be recapitulated in ACE in vitro translation. 
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2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals 

AdoMet and spermidine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), and 

L-arginine was purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan). Other chemicals were 

obtained as described previously (Murota et al. 2011, Yamashita et al. 2014). 

 

Construction of plasmids used for stalling assay 

Plasmid pST00 (Table 2.1) carries the M8:His:HA:DP75 sequence between the SP6 promoter 

and the 30-nt poly(A) in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). The DP75 linker 

was derived from the dipeptidyl-aminopeptidase B coding sequence (Matheisl et al. 2015, 

Yamashita et al. 2017). To construct pST00, the His:HA:DP75 coding region was amplified by 

PCR from pYY105, which carries T7::His:HA:DP75:uORF2(WT) DNA in the pEX-A2 vector 

(Yamashita et al. 2017), using the primers DP75f and DP75r (Table 2.2). The amplified fragment 

was digested with XbaI and BamHI and inserted between the XbaI and BamHI sites of pYK00, 

which harbors M8:CGS1(WT) DNA in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (Onoue et al. 2011). 

Plasmids pST55 and pST56 (Table 2.1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(WT) and 

M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(D12N), respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these 

plasmids, complementary oligonucleotides AAPf/AAPr or D12Nf/AAPr (Table 2.2), encoding 

wild-type or mutated N. crassa arg-2 (Wang and Sachs 1997), respectively, were annealed and 

filled-in using KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan). The amplified fragments 

were digested with EcoRV and BamHI and inserted between the EcoRV and BamHI sites of 

pST00.  

Plasmids pTI5 and pTI6 (Table 2.1) carry M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(WT) and 

M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(D12N), respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To 

introduce the Myc tag sequence between the HA tag and the DP75 linker in pST55 and pST56, 

in vitro mutagenesis was carried out by inverse PCR using the primers MycDP75f and HAMycr 

(Table 2.2), followed by digestion of the plasmid DNA by DpnI (Toyobo). The amplified fragments 

were self-ligated using T4 DNA ligase (Wako Pure Chemicals) and T4 polynucleotide kinase 

(Toyobo). To construct pTI5 and pTI6, complementary oligonucleotides 3xFLAGf and 3xFLAGr 

(Table 2.2) were annealed and filled-in by PCR, and the amplified fragments were ligated with the 

PCR-amplified fragment from the Myc tag-fused pST55 or pST56 using Mycf and HAr primers  
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(Table 2.2) by the SLiCE reaction (Zhang et al. 2012). 

Plasmids pST57 and pST58 (Table 2.1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(WT) and 

M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(P21A), respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these 

plasmids, complementary oligonucleotides hCMVf/hCMVr or hCMVf/P21Ar (Table 2.2), encoding 

wild-type or mutated uORF2 of hCMV gp48 (Schleiss et al. 1991, Matheisl et al. 2015), 

respectively, were annealed and filled-in by PCR. The amplified fragments were inserted into 

pST00 in the same way as for the construction of pST55. 

Plasmids pST76 and pST77 (Table 2.1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(WT) and 

M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(fs), respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these 

plasmids, the coding region of the AtAMD1 S-uORF was amplified from pNU14 or pNU15, which 

carries GST:S-uORF(WT):RLUC or GST:S-uORF(fs):RLUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) 

vector (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014), using the primer sets SAMDC1f/SAMDC1r or 

SAMDC1fsf/SAMDC1fsr (Table 2.2), respectively. The amplified fragments were inserted into 

pST00 in the same way as for the construction of pST55. 

Plasmids pST116 and pST117 (Table 2.1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) and 

M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L), respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these 

plasmids, the His:HA:DP75 tag sequence was amplified from pST00 using the primer sets 

DP75f/MAGDISr or DP75f/I5Lr (Table 2.2), respectively, and the amplified fragments were 

digested with XbaI and BamHI and inserted between the XbaI and BamHI sites of pST00.  

Plasmids pST124 and pST125 (Table 2.1) carry 

M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) and M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L), 

respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, the 

His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75 tag sequence was amplified from pTI5 using the primer sets 

DP75fMAGDISr or DP75f/I5Lr (Table 2.2), respectively, and the amplified fragments were 

inserted into pST00 in the same way as for the construction of pST55. For all constructs, the 

integrity of PCR-amplified regions was confirmed by sequence analysis. 

In the Results section, M8:His:HA and M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc sequences will be referred 

to as TagI and TagII, respectively. 

 

Construction of plasmids used for reporter assay 

Plasmids pST122 and pST123 (Table 2.1) carry gp48 5′-UTR(WT):LUC and gp48 

5′-UTR(P21A):LUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, 
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complementary oligonucleotides hCMVf2/hCMVr2 or hCMVf2/P21Ar2 (Table 2.2), which 

correspond to the wild-type or mutated 5′-UTR of the hCMV gp48 sequence (Schleiss et al. 

1991, Cao and Geballe 1995), respectively, were annealed and filled-in by PCR. The amplified 

fragments were digested with HindIII and inserted at the HindIII site of pMI21, which carries 

CGS1(WT):LUC in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (Chiba et al. 2003). 

Plasmids pST120 and pST121 (Table 2.1) carry AtAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC and AtAMD1 

5′-UTR(fs):LUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, the 

5′-UTR of AtAMD1 was amplified from pSY209 or pSY214, which carry S-uORF(WT):RLUC or 

S-uORF(fs):RLUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014) 

using the primers SAMDC1f2 and SAMDC1r2 (Table 2.2). The amplified fragments were digested 

with XbaI and NcoI and inserted between the XbaI and NcoI sites of pMI21. 

Plasmids pST118 and pST119 (Table 2.1) carry mAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC and mAMD1 

5′-UTR(I5L):LUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, 

complementary oligonucleotides MAGDIS(WT)f/MAGDIS(WT)r or MAGDIS(WT)f/MAGDIS(I5L)r 

(Table 2.2), which correspond to the wild-type or I5L mutant 5′-UTR (Hill and Morris 1992), 

respectively, were annealed and filled-in by PCR. pSR327 carries a chimeric 5′-UTR: −327 to 

−311 nt of the human AMD1 and −310 to −1 nt of the bovine AMD1 (Hill and Morris 1992). The 

amplified fragments were inserted into pMI21 in the same way as for the construction of pST120. 

For all constructs, the integrity of PCR-amplified regions was confirmed by sequence analysis. 

Plasmid pMI27 carries the RLUC gene in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (Chiba et al. 2003). 

Plasmids pMT131 and pMT132 carry the wild-type or mutated 5′-UTR of AtNIP5;1, respectively, 

joined to the LUC gene in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (Tanaka et al. 2016). 

 

In vitro transcription 

DNA templates in the pSP64 poly(A) vector were linearized with EcoRI and purified using the 

QIAquick Nucleotide Removal Kit (Qiagen), with the exception of the M8:His:HA:DP75 and 

M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75 fusion constructs. DNA templates for these plasmids and 

nonstop RNAs were prepared by amplifying the corresponding region by PCR using 

KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase. For PCR amplification, SP65’fP (Onoue et al. 2011) was used 

as a forward primer and the reverse primers as listed in Table 2.2 were used. In vitro transcription 

in the presence of a cap analog, m7G[5′]ppp[5′]GTP, was carried out as described previously 

(Chiba et al. 2003). 
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In vitro translation 

Preparation of ACE and in vitro translation reactions using ACE were carried out at 25°C as 

described previously (Murota et al. 2011). Unless otherwise stated, the template RNA was used 

at 50 fmol μl–1. For RNase A treatment, RNase A was added at a final concentration of 0.5 mg 

ml−1 and reaction mixtures were incubated for 15 min at 37°C. For immunoblot analysis, reaction 

mixtures were diluted with the 1×SDS-PAGE gel sample buffer (50 mM Tris-HCI pH 6.8, 50 mM 

DTT, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 1% (w/v) SDS). 

 

Immunoblot analysis 

For immunoblot analysis of in vitro translation products, samples were separated on a NuPAGE 

4%–12% or 12% Bis-Tris Gel (Invitrogen), transferred to an Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore, 

Billerica, MA, USA), and immuno-reacted with either a polyclonal anti-GST antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), a monoclonal anti-HA antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology), or a monoclonal anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich). MOPS running buffer 

(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used for the GST tag-fusion construct. MES running 

buffer (Life Technologies) was used for the M8:His:HA:DP75 or M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75 

fusion constructs. The signals were detected using an Immobilon Forte Western HRP substrate 

(Millipore) and visualized using a LAS-3000 mini imaging system (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, 

UK). The band intensities were quantified using MultiGauge software (Fuji Photo Film, Tokyo, 

Japan). 

 

Luciferase assay 

Tester RNA at 2 fmol μl–1 carrying firefly (Photinus pyralis) luciferase (LUC) reporter gene and 1 

fmol μl–1 sea pansy (Renilla reniformis) luciferase (RLUC) control RNA were co-translated for 120 

min. LUC and RLUC activities were measured as described previously (Chiba et al. 2003), and 

the LUC activity was normalized with the control RLUC activity to obtain reporter activity. 

 

Statistical treatments 

For comparisons of stalling efficiencies or reporter activities, Welch’s t-test was applied.  
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2.3. RESULTS 

Ribosome stalling of the CGS1 system in wild-type ACE 

When a ribosome stalls during translation, a peptidyl-tRNA species accumulates as an 

intermediate of translation. A tRNA moiety confers a 10- to 20-kDa gel mobility shift to the 

peptide, depending on the tRNA species and gel conditions. In order to preserve intact 

peptidyl-tRNAs, samples were electrophoresed under neutral pH conditions (Onouchi et al. 2005, 

Muto et al. 2006, Yamashita et al. 2017). Peptidyl-tRNA can be identified as an RNase-sensitive 

band. 

The AdoMet-induced NPmRS of CGS1 has been extensively studied by using WGE (Chiba 

et al. 2003, Onouchi et al. 2005, Haraguchi et al. 2008, Onoue et al. 2011, Yamashita et al. 2014), 

but is only partially characterized in ACE (Murota et al. 2011). To further characterize the 

AdoMet-induced NPmRS in ACE, GST:CGS1(WT) RNA that carries a glutathione S-transferase 

(GST) tag sequence fused in-frame to the N-terminus of the CGS1 exon 1 coding sequence was 

used (Figure 2.3A). The 183-amino-acid sequence of the CGS1 exon 1 coding sequence is 

necessary and sufficient for the AdoMet-induced post-transcriptional regulation (Suzuki et al. 

2001). The MTO1 region (residues 77–87) is the cis element for the AdoMet-induced NPmRS that 

occurs at Ser-94 (Ominato et al. 2002, Onouchi et al. 2005).  

When GST:CGS1(WT) RNA was translated in the presence of AdoMet, immunoblot analysis 

using an anti-GST antibody detected RNase-sensitive 55-kDa peptidyl-tRNA in addition to a 

45-kDa full-length product, whereas in the absence of AdoMet the peptidyl-tRNA was barely 

detectable (Figure 2.3B). mto1-1 mutation (G84S) abolishes AdoMet-induced NPmRS of CGS1 

in WGE (Ominato et al. 2002, Chiba et al. 2003, Onouchi et al. 2005). Translation of 

GST:CGS1(mto1-1) RNA (Figure 2.3A) in wild-type ACE in the presence of AdoMet did not show 

peptidyl-tRNA accumulation (Figure 2.3B). These results show that the AdoMet-induced NPmRS 

of CGS1 is recapitulated in wild-type ACE (Murota et al. 2011). 

At the standard RNA concentration used in ACE (50 fmol μl	1), a second ribosome is stacked 

behind the initially stalled ribosome (Haraguchi et al. 2008, Yamashita et al. 2014), and at least 

two peptidyl-tRNA species, PtR-I and PtR-II, are produced in ACE in vitro translation (Figure 

2.3B). To determine which one of the peptidyl-tRNA bands corresponds to the initially stalled 

ribosome at Ser-94, increasing amounts of GST:CGS1(WT) RNA were translated in wild-type 

ACE (Figure 2.3C). By increasing the amount of input RNA to be translated, the relative intensity 
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of the peptidyl-tRNA that corresponds to the secondary stalled ribosome will be reduced 

(Haraguchi et al. 2008, Yamashita et al. 2014), because the number of ribosomes on one mRNA 

is reduced. Apparently, the relative intensity of PtR-II was reduced with increasing amounts of 

GST:Ex1(WT) RNA in the translation reactions (Figure 2.3D). The result indicated that PtR-I is the 

initially stalled ribosome at Ser-94, while PtR-II is the secondarily stalled ribosome behind the 

initially stalled ribosome. To confirm this, the puromycin sensitivity of the peptidyl-tRNA was 

analyzed (Figure 2.3E and F). Puromycin, an analog of aminoacyl-tRNA, binds to the A-site of 

ribosomes and reacts with peptidyl-tRNA in the P-site, and releases nascent polypeptide as a 

peptidyl-puromycin (Carrasco et al. 1976). It is previously reported that the initially stalled 

ribosome at Ser-94 exhibits lower reactivity to puromycin than the secondarily stalled ribosome in 

WGE (Yamashita et al. 2014). The results also indicated that PtR-I corresponds to the initially 

stalled ribosome at Ser-94. Therefore, PtR-I band intensities were measured for calculation of 

stalling efficiencies of AdoMet-induced NPmRS of CGS1 in Chapter 3. 

 

Ribosome stalling of the hCMV system in wild-type ACE 

The gp48/UL4 (gp48) of hCMV, which encodes a 48-kDa glycoprotein, has three uORFs in its 

5′-UTR (Figure 2.4A). The 22-amino-acid nascent peptide of hCMV gp48 uORF2 causes 

ribosome stalling autonomously to down-regulate gp48 expression during the early stages of 

infection (Geballe et al. 1986, Degnin et al. 1993). NPmRS of hCMV is an intrinsic feature of 

amino acid sequence encoded by uORF2 and any effector is not required to cause ribosome 

stalling. This reaction occurs in WGE and the structure of the stalled ribosome in WGE has been 

solved by cryo-EM (Bhushan et al. 2010, Wilson et al. 2016), but has not been studied in ACE.  

Autonomous ribosome stalling of the hCMV system was analyzed in wild-type ACE (Figure 

2.4). TagI:DP75:hCMV RNA carries M8:His:HA tags (TagI) and DP75 linker fused in-frame to the 

N-terminus of hCMV gp48 uORF2 (Figure 2.4B). DP75 linker (Matheisl et al. 2015, Yamashita et 

al. 2017) was used to facilitate the detection of short polypeptide on SDS-PAGE. After the 

translation of TagI:DP75:hCMV(WT) RNA in wild-type ACE, translation products were analyzed 

by immunoblotting using an anti-HA antibody, which detected 15-kDa full-length product and 

RNase-sensitive 37-kDa peptidyl-tRNA bands (Figure 2.4C). In contrast, the translation of 

TagI:DP75:hCMV(P21A) RNA produced only 15-kDa full-length product (Figure 2.4C). The P21A 

mutation has been reported to abolish the NPmRS (Degnin et al. 1993, Matheisl et al. 2015).  

Translation of a uORF generally down-regulates translation of the main ORF, and if 
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ribosomes stall on the uORF, the main ORF translation is strongly repressed (Hinnebush et al. 

2016). To know whether the nascent peptide of hCMV gp48 uORF2 represses expression of the 

downstream reporter gene, 5′-hCMV:LUC RNA that carries the 5′-UTR of hCMV gp48 (Figure 

2.4A) fused to LUC reporter gene (Figure 2.4D) was constructed. After the translation of 

5′-hCMV:LUC RNA in wild-type ACE, the LUC activity was normalized with the control RLUC 

activity to obtain reporter activity. The reporter activity in the P21A construct was ~7 times higher 

than that in the WT construct (Figure 2.4E). These results show that autonomous ribosome 

stalling of the hCMV system is recapitulated in wild-type ACE. 

 

Ribosome stalling of the AAP system in wild-type ACE 

N. crassa arg-2 codes for an enzyme involved in L-arginine biosynthesis. The 24-amino-acid 

nascent peptide of AAP, the sequence encoded by arg-2 uORF (Figure 2.5A), directs the 

ribosome to stall in response to high concentrations of L-arginine during translation termination of 

AAP in WGE (Wang and Sachs 1997, Wei et al. 2012). This reaction occurs in WGE and the 

structure of the stalled ribosome in WGE has been solved by cryo-EM (Bhushan et al. 2010), but 

has not been studied in ACE. 

L-Arginine-induced ribosome stalling of the AAP system was analyzed in wild-type ACE 

(Figure 2.5). Since an anti-HA antibody only poorly detected the translation products, the 

experiments were carried out using TagII:DP75:AAP RNA that carry M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc tag 

sequences (Figure 2.5B) and the translation products were detected using an anti-FLAG antibody. 

Translation of TagII:DP75:AAP(WT) RNA in the presence of 2.08 mM L-arginine produced 

RNase-sensitive 40-kDa peptidyl-tRNA in addition to 25-kDa full-length product, and the 

peptidyl-tRNA accumulation was evidently detected at 10 min after the start of translation (Figure 

2.5C). The accumulation of 40-kDa peptidyl-tRNA was also detected with 0.08 mM L-arginine, 

which is the basal L-arginine concentration in ACE (Murota et al. 2011), although the level of 

accumulation was lower than at 2.08 mM. This is consistent with a previous report describing 

that L-arginine-induced stalling was observed even at 0.01 mM (Wang and Sachs 1997). The 

accumulation of peptidyl-tRNA was diminished when TagII:DP75:AAP(D12N) RNA was translated 

in the presence of 2.08 mM L-arginine (Figure 2.5D). The D12N mutation has been reported to 

abolish L-arginine-induced NPmRS of AAP (Wang and Sachs 1997). The results show that 

L-arginine-induced NPmRS of AAP is recapitulated in wild-type ACE.  
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Ribosome stalling of the AtAMD1 system in wild-type ACE 

The AtAMD1 encodes an enzyme involved in spermidine and spermine biosyntheses in 

Arabidopsis. The 5′-UTR sequence of AtAMD1 has two uORFs: T-uORF and S-uORF (standing 

for Tiny uORF and Small uORF, respectively) (Figure 2.6A) (Hanfrey et al. 2005). The 

52-amino-acid nascent peptide of S-uORF directs ribosome to stall in response to high 

concentrations of polyamines during translation termination of S-uORF in WGE 

(Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). This reaction is only partially characterized in ACE 

(Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). 

Polyamine-induced ribosome stalling of the AtAMD1 system was analyzed in wild-type ACE 

(Figure 2.6). As an effector, spermidine was used in the present study (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 

2014). TagI:DP75:S-uORF(WT) RNA that carries TagI and DP75 linker fused in-frame to the 

N-terminus of AtAMD1 S-uORF (Figure 2.6B) was translated in wild-type ACE in the presence of 

0.2 or 0.7 mM spermidine and analyzed by immunoblotting using an anti-HA antibody (Figure 

2.6C). In the presence of 0.7 mM spermidine, RNase-sensitive 37-kDa peptidyl-tRNA was 

detected in addition to 18-kDa full-length product, and the accumulation of peptidyl-tRNA was 

dependent on spermidine concentration (Figure 2.6D and E). The spermidine concentration for 

standard translation assay in ACE is 0.5 mM, which is determined by assaying a reporter 

expression without uORF (Murota et al. 2011). Introduction of a frame-shift mutation in S-uORF 

abolished the peptidyl-tRNA accumulation (Figure 2.6C), as previously reported in WGE 

(Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014).  

To confirm the stalling function of S-uORF nascent peptide, a reporter assay was carried out 

at a various concentrations of spermidine. For this experiment, 5′-AtAMD1:LUC RNA that carries 

the 5′-UTR of AtAMD1 fused to LUC reporter gene (Figure 2.6F) was used. When the RNA 

carrying the WT S-uORF sequence was translated in wild-type ACE, the reporter activity was 

reduced as the concentration of spermidine was increased, whereas the reporter activity was 

significantly higher if the S-uORF sequence bears a frame-shift mutation (Figure 2.6G). These 

results show that polyamine-induced NPmRS of AtAMD1 is recapitulated in wild-type ACE.  

 

Ribosome stalling of the mAMD1 system in wild-type ACE 

The mAMD1 codes for an enzyme involved in spermidine and spermine biosyntheses in 

mammals. The six-amino-acid uORF sequence, MAGDIS, of mAMD1 directs the ribosome to 

stall in response to high concentrations of polyamines in WGE (Law et al. 2001, Raney et al. 
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2002). The ribosome stalling occurs at the termination codon of the uORF (Law et al. 2001, 

Raney et al. 2002). Both mAMD1 and AtAMD1 genes encode AdoMet decarboxylase, and are 

regulated by a uORF in a polyamine-dependent manner. However, the lengths and amino acid 

sequences of the uORFs are quite different (Figure 2.1). 

Polyamine-induced ribosome stalling of the MAGDIS system was analyzed in wild-type ACE 

(Figure 2.7). Since an anti-HA antibody barely detected a peptidyl-tRNA band, 

TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) RNA that carries TagII and DP75 linker fused in-frame to the 

N-terminus of mAMD1 uORF (Figure 2.7B) was translated in Col-0 ACE in the presence of 0.2 or 

0.7 mM spermidine. Immunoblot analysis using anti-FLAG antibody detected double bands of 

~38-kDa peptidyl-tRNA when translated in the presence of 0.7 mM spermidine, while 20-kDa 

full-length product predominated when translated in 0.2 mM spermidine (Figure 2.7C). The 

accumulation of peptidyl-tRNA was evident at 10 min of translation (Figure 2.7D) and was 

dependent on the spermidine concentration (Figure 2.7E and F). When TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) 

RNA, which carries an I5L mutation that abolishes the polyamine-dependent NPmRS of MAGDIS 

(Raney et al. 2002), was used, peptidyl-tRNA accumulation was diminished (Figure 2.7C). 

Although the origin of the double bands for the peptidyl-tRNA is unknown, the intensities of the 

two bands paralleled in each of the experiments in Figure 2.7E. Therefore, I used both bands for 

calculation of stalling efficiencies of polyamine-induced NPmRS of mAMD1 in Figure 2.7F. 

To confirm polyamine-induced stalling, 5′-mAMD1:LUC RNA that carries the 5′-UTR of 

mAMD1 (Figure 2.7A) fused to LUC reporter gene (Figure 2.7G) was used for reporter assay. 

When the 5′-mAMD1:LUC(WT) RNA was translated in wild-type ACE in the presence of 0.2 or 

0.7 mM spermidine, the reporter activity at 0.7 mM spermidine was reduced compared with 

5′-mAMD1:LUC(I5L) RNA (Figure 2.7H). These results show that polyamine-induced NPmRS of 

mAMD1 is recapitulated in wild-type ACE. 

 

Ribosome stalling of the AUG-stop system in wild-type ACE 

The expression of Arabidopsis NIP5;1, encoding a boric acid transporter, is down-regulated by 

ribosome stalling in response to high concentrations of boric acid at the minimum uORF, 

AUG-stop, which is coupled with NIP5;1 mRNA degradation in WGE (Tanaka et al. 2016). I used 

a 306-nt 5′-UTR containing uORF3 and uORF4 (Figure 2.8A) (Tanaka et al. 2016), of which 

uORF4 is the AUG-stop. In general, at both the start and the termination codons, decoding by 

the ribosome takes longer than at other codons, and boric acid induces prolonged ribosome 
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stalling at AUG-stop. This reaction has been studied in WGE (Tanaka et al. 2016), but not in ACE.  

For this response, the AUG codon has to be directly followed by one of the stop codons, 

and insertion of even a single codon and joining a tag or a linker sequence is detrimental (Tanaka 

et al. 2016). Therefore, effects of boric acid-induced ribosome stalling were evaluated by a 

reporter assay.  

When 5′-NIP5;1(WT):LUC RNA (Figure 2.8B) was translated in wild-type ACE, relative 

reporter activity was reduced in a boric acid-dependent manner (Figure 2.8C). In contrast, 

disruption of AUG (AUCUAA) abolished the response (Figure 2.8C). These results show that the 

response of AUG-Stop to boric acid is recapitulated in wild-type ACE. 

 

 

2.4. DISCUSSION 

In this study, I presented two lines of evidence showing that six of the NPmRS in eukaryotes, 

including the AUG-stop system, is reproducible in the plant ACE system. Three out of 

six-regulatory nascent peptides are found in the Arabidopsis genome, whereas other three 

peptides are from non-plant species (Figure 2.1).  

In this Chapter, I found that, first, stalling assays revealed that peptidyl-tRNA, a translation 

intermediate, is evidently accumulated in an amino acid-sequence dependent manner during in 

vitro translation of mRNA carrying the functional amino acid sequence (Figures 2.3C, 2.4C, 2.5D, 

2.6C and 2.7C). Second, reporter assays of the uORFs showed that the nascent peptide 

represses the reporter expression when the 5′-UTR carrying the uORF is fused to a reporter gene 

(Figures 2.4E, 2.6G, 2.7H and 2.8C). These results corroborate previous findings that the 

regulatory peptides function in wheat ribosomes (Law et al. 2001, Raney et al. 2002, Fang et al. 

2004, Onouchi et al. 2005, Bhushan et al. 2010, Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014, Tanaka et al. 

2016). 

 

Species specificity of NPmRS systems 

While ribosomal components, including rRNA and r-proteins, are a common platform responsible 

for NPmRS induction, some of the nascent peptides may be regarded as tailor-made to fit the 

respective ribosomes. The nascent peptide of MifM, encoded by Bacillus subtilis yidC2 leader 

region, induces ribosome stalling in B. subtilis but not in E. coli (Chiba et al. 2011). This species 

dependency is dictated by the identity of a single amino acid within the β-loop of uL22 not 
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because E. coli does not contain a corresponding gene regulated by MifM (Chiba et al. 2009, 

Sohmen et al. 2015). The nascent peptides of the AAP, hCMV, and MAGDIS were all capable of 

inducing NPmRS in a heterogeneous system of ACE. This is consistent with a cryo-EM structure 

of the AAP- or hCMV-stalled wheat ribosomes (Bhushan et al. 2010), in which all the contacts 

observed between the nascent peptide and the ribosomal exit tunnel are at the residues that are 

highly conserved among plant ribosomes. Thus, species specific factor(s) do not appear to be 

required in these systems. The data presented in this study would add to the repertoire of 

heterologous conservation of ribosome stalling mechanisms. 

 

Establishment of NPmRS systems 

For a staling assay, the standard incubation time in WGE (30 min) (Onouchi et al. 2005, 

Haraguchi et al. 2008, Onoue et al. 2011, Yamashita et al. 2014, Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 

2014) was applied for ACE in vitro translation. Nonetheless, peptidyl-tRNA species was differently 

accumulated after the start of translation irrespective of either mRNA lengths or effector 

concentrations when TagII:DP75:AAP and TagII:DP75:MAGDIS constructs were used (Figure 

2.5C and 2.7D). For both cases, immunoblot analysis using an anti-HA antibody detected only a 

faint band, and accumulation of the peptidyl-tRNA was evidently detected at 10 min after the 

start of translation. The result corroborates a previous report that a full-length polypeptide with 

AAP was observed among the major translation products between 20- and 30-min after start of 

translation reaction (Fang et al. 2004). Therefore, all the translational regulations tested in this 

study can be recapitulated in wild-type ACE. 

 

The use of the ACE system in molecular genetics 

A cell-free translation system derived from Arabidopsis could become a powerful tool by enabling 

in vitro studies to be used in genetics approaches. ACE has been previously applied to a 

cytosolic 5′-3′ exoribonuclease-deficient mutant of Arabidopsis (Souret et al. 2004) to elucidate 

the molecular mechanism of mRNA degradation (Murota et al. 2011), overcoming a major 

limitation for plant translational studies that have relied almost solely on WGE, which is prepared 

from genetically less tractable source. As exemplified by the analysis of programmed ribosome 

stalling in wild-type ACE, my data obtained here would provide means by which the complex 

nature of the NPmRS systems can be explored. 
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2.5. TABLES 
Table 2.1. Plasmids used in this study and primers used to construct plasmids. 

Name Constructa Source 
Primerb 

Forward Reverse 
Plasmids used for stalling assay 
pST00 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75 this study DP75f DP75r 
pST55 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(WT) this study AAPf AAPr 
pST56 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(D12N) this study D12Nf AAPr 
pST57 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(WT) this study hCMVf hCMVr 
pST58 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(P21A) this study hCMVf P21Ar 
pST76 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(WT) this study SAMDC1f SAMDC1r 
pST77 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(fs) this study SAMDC1fsf SAMDC1fsr 
pST116 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) this study DP75f MAGDISr 
pST117 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) this study DP75f I5Lr 
pTI5 SP6::M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(WT) this study 3xFLAGf 3xFLAGr 
pTI6 SP6::M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(D12N) this study 3xFLAGf 3xFLAGr 
pNU14 SP6::GST:S-uORF(WT):RLUC Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014 
pNU15 SP6::GST:S-uORF(fs):RLUC Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014 
pYF2 SP6::GST:CGS1(WT) Haraguchi et al. 2008 
pYF3 SP6::GST:CGS1(mto1-1) Haraguchi et al. 2008 
pYK00 SP6::M8:CGS1(WT) Onoue et al. 2011 
pYY105 T7::His:HA:DP75:uORF2(WT) Yamashita et al. 2017 
Plasmids used for reporter assay 
pST118 SP6::mAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC this study MAGDIS(WT)f MAGDIS(WT)r 
pST119 SP6::mAMD1 5′-UTR(I5L):LUC this study MAGDIS(I5L)f MAGDIS(WT)r 
pST120 SP6::AtAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC this study SAMDC1f2 SAMDC1r2 
pST121 SP6::AtAMD1 5′-UTR(fs):LUC this study SAMDC1f2 SAMDC1r2 
pST122 SP6::gp48 5′-UTR(WT):LUC this study hCMVf2 hCMVr2 
pST123 SP6::gp48 5′-UTR(P21A):LUC this study hCMVf2 P21Ar2 
pMI21 SP6::CGS1:LUC(WT) Chiba et al. 2003 
pMI27 SP6::RLUC Chiba et al. 2003 
pMT131 SP6::AtNIP5;1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC Tanaka et al. 2016 
pMT132 SP6::AtNIP5;1 5′-UTR(ATCTAA):LUC Tanaka et al. 2016 
pSY209 SP6::S-uORF(WT):RLUC Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014 
pSY214 SP6::S-uORF(fs):RLUC Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014 

a Double colons indicate fusion of promoter sequence and an ORF, and single colons indicate an in-frame 

translational fusion (i.e., Promoter::ORF:ORF: ...). 
b Primers used for construction. Sequences of the primers are listed in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2. Primers used in this study. 

Name Sequence (5′ to 3′) Source 

Plasmids constructiona 
DP75f GATTCTAGACATCATCATCATCATCATTACCC this study 
DP75r CATGGATCCGGCCATTCTGATATCCATTTCAATTTTATTGTCACT this study 
AAPf CATGATATCATGAACGGTCGCCCGTCAGTCTTCACTAGTCAGGATTACCTCTCA

GACCATC 
this study 

AAPr CTAGGATCCGAGAGGCTCTCACGCGTTAAGGGCTCTCCACAGATGGTCTGAGAG
G 

this study 

D12Nf CATGATATCATGAACGGTCGCCCGTCAGTCTTCACTAGTCAGAATTACCTCTCA
GACCATC 

this study 

hCMVf CATGATATCATGGAACCGCTGGTGCTGAGTGCGAAAAAACTGAGCAGCCTGCTG
AC 

this study 

hCMVr CTAGGATCCTCGAGTGCTTTAAGGAGGAATATATTTGCAGGTCAGCAGGC this study 
P21Ar CTAGGATCCTCGAGTGCTTTAAGGAGCAATATATTTGCAGGTCAGCAGGC this study 
hCMVf2 GATTCTAGAAATCAGTTGCCGGCCTTACCATGGAACCGCTGGTGCTGAGTGCGA

AAAAACTGAGCAGCCTGCTGACCTGC 
this study 

hCMVr2 CATAAGCTTACCCAGACAACGGTGCTTTATAGACTCATCACTTAAGGAGGAATA
TATTTGCAGGTCAGCAGGC 

this study 

P21Ar2 CATAAGCTTACCCAGACAACGGTGCTTTATAGACTCATCACTTAAGGAGCAATA
TATTTGCAGGTCAGCAGGC 

this study 

SAMDC1f CATGATATCATGATGGAGTCGAAAGGTG this study 
SAMDC1r CTAGGATCCTCAGGATGGCCTCTTGGA this study 
SAMDC1fsf CATGATATCATGATGGAGCGAAAGGTG this study 
SAMDC1fsr CTAGGATCCTCAGGTATGGCCTCTTGGA this study 
SAMDC1f2 GATTCTAGATCTCATTGCTTCATCATTACCA this study 
SAMDC1r2 CATCCATGGCTCGCCTTGTTGTGTGAG this study 
MAGDISr CATGGATCCCTAGCTAATGTCGCCGGCCATGATATCCATTTC this study 
I5Lr CATGGATCCCTAGCTAAGGTCGCCGGCCATGATATCCATTTC this study 
MAGDIS(WT)f GATTCTAGACTTACACAGTATGGCCGGCGACATTAGCTAGCGCTCGCTCTACTC

TCTCTAACGGGGAAACAG 
this study 

MAGDIS(I5L)r GATTCTAGACTTACACAGTATGGCCGGCGACCTTAGCTAGCGCTCGCTCTACTC
TCTCTAACGGGGAAACAG 

this study 

MAGDIS(WT)r CATCCATGGTGGAAATAGAGGCAGATACAGCTCAGTCTCTTGTAGTCCGCTGTT
TCCCCGTTAG 

this study 

Myc:DP75f TCAGAGGAGGACCTGGAAGGTGGCGAAGAAGAAGTTGAG this study 
HAMycr GATCAGCTTCTGCTCAGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTATGGG this study 
Mycf GAGCAGAAGCTGATCTCAGAGGAG this study 
HAr AGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTATGGG this study 
3xFLAGf GTTCCAGATTACGCTGACTACAAAGACCATGACGGTGATTATAAAGATCATGAC

ATCGACTACAAAGACG 
this study 

3xFLAGr GATCAGCTTCTGCTCCTTGTCGTCATCGTCTTTGTAGTCGATGTCATGATC this study 
Generating DNA templates for in vitro transcription 
SP65’fp CATCAGAGCAGATTGTACTG Onoue et al. 2011 
poly(A)r ACGAGCCGGAAGCATAAAG this study 

a Restriction sites used for cloning the PCR-amplified fragments are underlined. 
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2.6. FIGURES 

 

Figure 2.1. The stalling systems analyzed in this study. 

For each system, the gene and ORF (main ORF or uORF) in which stalling occurs, effector 
molecule, and translation step at which stalling occurs (elongation or termination) are shown. 
Amino acid sequences relevant for stalling in CGS1 or those encoded by the uORFs are shown. 
Amino acid residues important for NPmRS (Alderete et al. 1993, Degnin et al. 1993, Wang and 
Sachs 1997, Law et al. 2001, Ominato et al. 2002, Raney et al. 2002, Onouchi et al. 2005, 
Spevak et al. 2010, Tanaka et al. 2016) are marked in red. For AtAMD1, functional amino acids 
are not reported, while importance of the amino acid sequence was shown by a frame-shift 
mutation (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). The MTO1 region (Ominato et al. 2002) of CGS1 is 
underlined with ambiguous amino acids in dotted underline. Amino acid residues are numbered 
from the stalled residue (	1, marked with a clover). Approximate position of the constriction 
region is shaded. Since the nascent peptide may form α-helix in the PTC-proximal region as 
reported in AAP and hCMV (Bhushan et al. 2010, Wilson et al. 2016), residues that cross over the 
constriction region may be shifted to the left. 
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Figure 2.2. Outline of the preparation of ACE in vitro translation system from Arabidopsis 
seedlings. 

One-week-old Arabidopsis seedlings were minced and were cultured with rotatory shaking in the 
dark. The culture medium was changed every six days. Three days after the third medium 
change, protoplasts were prepared. Plant cells have a large central vacuole that contains 
nucleases and proteases. The protoplasts were subjected to Percoll gradient centrifugation to 
obtain evacuolated mini-protoplasts from which vacuoles were removed. The evacuolated 
mini-protoplasts were disrupted using a Dounce homogenizer and the lysate was used to 
prepare an ACE in vitro translation cocktail. ACE can be prepared in one month after sowing 
Arabidopsis seeds. Note that the ACE preparation protocol (Murota et al. 2011) has a 
typographical error of m/μ (Corrigendum: Murota et al. 2011). 
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Figure 2.3. The CGS1 system in wild-type ACE. 

(A) Schematic representation of GST:CGS1 RNA for stalling assay. The RNA carries a glutathione 
S-transferase (GST) tag sequence fused in-frame to the N-terminus of the CGS1 exon 1 coding 
sequence (Onouchi et al. 2005, Haraguchi et al. 2008). The amino acid sequences around the 
MTO1 region of the wild-type (WT) CGS1 and mto1-1 (G84S) mutation are shown. 
AdoMet-induced NPmRS occurs at Ser-94 (red clover). The MTO1 region (Ominato et al. 2002) is 
indicated. (B) GST:CGS1(WT) and GST:CGS1(mto1-1) RNAs (50 fmol μl	1) were translated in 
wild-type ACE for 30 min in the absence (–) or presence (+) of 1 mM AdoMet. In “RNase +” lanes, 
samples were treated with RNase A before separation by SDS-PAGE. The positions of the 
45-kDa full-length product (FL), the ~55-kDa peptidyl-tRNAs (PtR-I and PtR-II), and the 35-kDa 
stalled peptide (SP) produced by RNase A treatment are indicated. A representative result of 
duplicate experiments is shown. (C) GST:CGS1(WT) RNA was translated in wild-type ACE at 
different RNA concentrations for 30 min. In “RNase +” lanes, samples were treated with RNase A 
before separation by SDS-PAGE. A representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. 
Bands are marked as in (B). (D) The immunoblot signals in (C) were quantified and relative 
intensity of PtR-I to PtR-II was calculated. Means ± SD of three independent experiments are 
shown. Asterisks indicate significant differences compared with the standard condition at 50 fmol 
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μl	1 RNA (p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test). (E) GST:CGS1(WT) RNA was translated in wild-type ACE. 
After 30 min of translation, puromycin was added at a final concentration of 2 mM and samples 
were withdrawn at the indicated time points. The position of the 35-kDa peptidyl-puromycin is 
indicated. A representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. (F) The immunoblot signals in 
(E) were quantified, and the intensity of unreacted peptidyl-tRNA was normalized to that at time 0. 
Means ± SD of three independent experiments are shown. Asterisks indicate significant 
differences between PtR-I and PtR-II at each time point (p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test). 
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Figure 2.4. The hCMV system in wild-type ACE. 

(A) 5′-UTR sequence of hCMV gp48/UL4 (Cao and Geballe 1995). uORFs are boxed and the 
start codon of gp48 is double-underlined. uORF2 is the functional uORF for NPmRS. uORF1 
(dashed box) was disrupted and the Kozak sequence for uORF2 was optimized in previous 
studies (Alderete et al. 1999, Cao and Geballe 1995, 1996, Geballe et al. 1986), and the same 
sequence was used in the present study. The substituted nucleotide in Pro-21 to alanine 
mutation (P21A) in uORF2, which abolishes the NPmRS (Geballe et al. 1986), is indicated. (B) 
Schematic representation of TagI:DP75:hCMV RNA for stalling assay. The uORF2 was joined 
in-frame to the M8:His:HA tags (TagI) and DP75 linker. The amino acid sequences of the gp48 
uORF2 and P21A mutation are shown. Ribosome stalls autonomously at the stop codon of 
uORF2 (red clover). (C) TagI:DP75:hCMV(WT) and TagI:DP75:hCMV(P21A) RNAs were 
translated in wild-type ACE for 30 min. Translation products were separated by SDS-PAGE and 
analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-HA antibody. For “RNase +” lanes, samples were treated 
with RNase A before separation by SDS-PAGE. The positions of the 15-kDa full-length product 
(FL) and the 35-kDa peptidyl-tRNA (PtR) are indicated. A representative result of duplicate 
experiments is shown. (D) Schematic representation of 5′-hCMV:LUC RNA used for reporter 
assay. The 5′-UTR sequence (	1 to 	121 nt) in (A) was joined to the LUC reporter gene through 
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a linker sequence, AAGCUUUCC. (E) 5′-hCMV:LUC(WT) and 5′-hCMV:LUC(P21A) RNAs were 
translated in wild-type ACE for 120 min. LUC activity was normalized with control RLUC activity 
from co-translated RLUC RNA, and the reporter activity relative to that in 5′-hCMV:LUC(WT) RNA 
was calculated. Means ± SD of three independent experiments are shown.  
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Figure 2.5. The AAP system in wild-type ACE. 

(A) The 5′-UTR sequence of N. crassa arg-2 (Wang and Sachs 1997). uORF (AAP) is boxed and 
the start codon of arg-2 is double-underlined. The nucleotide substituted in Asp-12 to asparagine 
(D12N) mutation is indicated. D12N mutation abolishes the L-arginine-dependent NPmRS of AAP 
(Wang and Sachs 1997). (B) Schematic representation of TagII:DP75:AAP RNA used for stalling 
assay. The AAP sequence was joined in-frame to the M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc tags (TagII) and 
DP75 linker. The amino acid sequences of AAP and D12N mutation are shown. 
L-Arginine-dependent NPmRS occurs at the stop codon (red clover). (C) TagII:DP75:AAP(WT) 
and TagII:DP75:AAP(D12N) RNAs were translated in wild-type ACE at 0.08 or 2.08 mM 
L-arginine (Arg). Translation products were withdrawn at the indicated time points and analyzed 
by immunoblotting using anti-FLAG antibody. The positions of the 37-kDa peptidyl-tRNA (PtR) 
and 20-kDa full-length product (FL) are indicated. A representative result of duplicate experiments 
is shown. (D) TagII:DP75:AAP(WT) and TagII:DP75:AAP(D12N) RNAs were translated in wild-type 
ACE for 10 min at different Arg concentrations. Translation products were analyzed as in (C). For 
“RNase +” lanes, samples were treated with RNase A before separation by SDS-PAGE. A 
representative result of duplicate experiments is shown. 
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Figure 2.6. The AtAMD1 system in wild-type ACE. 

(A) The 5′-UTR sequence of AtAMD1 (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). The 5′-UTR sequence of 
AtAMD1 has two uORFs, T-uORF and S-uORF (standing for Tiny uORF and Small uORF, 
respectively) (Hanfrey et al. 2005). The S-uORF is boxed and the start codon of AtAMD1 is 
double-underlined. The T-uORF was disrupted as in a previous study (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 
2014) and is marked with a dashed box. The nucleotides that are deleted and inserted to 
generate the frame-shift mutant are indicated. (B) Schematic representation of 
TagI:DP75:S-uORF RNA used for stalling assay. The S-uORF sequence was joined in-frame to 
the M8:His:HA tags (TagI) and DP75 linker. The amino acid sequences of AtAMD1 S-uORF and 
frame-shift (fs) mutation are shown. Polyamine-dependent NPmRS occurs at the stop codon of 
S-uORF (red clover) (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). (C) TagI:DP75:S-uORF(WT) and 
TagI:DP75:S-uORF(fs) RNAs were translated in wild-type ACE for 30 min at 0.2 or 0.7 mM 
spermidine (Spd). Translation products were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by 
immunoblotting using anti-HA antibody. For “RNase +” lanes, samples were treated with RNase 
A before separation by SDS-PAGE. The positions of the 37-kDa peptidyl-tRNA (PtR) and 18-kDa 
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full-length product (FL) are indicated. A black dot indicates a nonspecific signal. A representative 
result of duplicate experiments is shown. (D) TagI:DP75:S-uORF(WT) RNA was translated in 
wild-type ACE at various Spd concentrations. Translation products were analyzed as in (C). A 
representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. (E) The immunoblot signals in (D) were 
quantified and the stalling efficiencies were calculated. Means ± SD of three independent 
experiments are shown. (F) Schematic representation of 5′-AtAMD1:LUC RNA used for reporter 
assay. The 5′-UTR sequence (	1 to 	532) in (A) was joined to the LUC reporter gene through a 
linker, CC. (G) 5′-AtAMD1:LUC(WT) and 5′-AtAMD1:LUC(fs) RNAs were translated in wild-type 
ACE for 120 min at various Spd concentrations. LUC activity was normalized with control RLUC 
activity from co-translated RLUC RNA, and the reporter activity relative to that at 0.2 mM Spd 
was calculated. Means ± SD of three independent experiments are shown. Asterisks indicate 
significant differences at each Spd concentration (p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test). 
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Figure 2.7. The MAGDIS system in wild-type ACE. 

(A) The 5′-UTR sequence of mAMD1 (Hill and Morris 1992, Ruan et al. 1996). uORF is boxed and 
the start codon of mAMD1 is double underlined. The nucleotide substituted in I5L mutant, which 
abolishes the stalling (Law et al. 2001), is indicated. (B) Schematic representation of 
TagII:DP75:MAGDIS RNA used for stalling assay. The uORF sequence was joined in-frame to the 
M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc tags (TagII) and DP75 linker. The amino acid sequences of WT and I5L 
mutation are shown. (C) TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) and TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) RNAs were 
translated in wild-type ACE for 10 min at 0.2 or 0.7 mM spermidine (Spd). Translation products 
were analyzed by immunoblot analysis using anti-FLAG antibody. The positions of the 20-kDa 
full-length product (FL), and the 38-kDa peptidyl-tRNAs (PtR) are indicated. For “RNase +” lanes, 
samples were treated with RNase A before separation by SDS-PAGE. (D) 
TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) RNA and TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) RNA were translated in wild-type 
ACE at 0.7 mM Spd. Translation products were withdrawn at the indicated time points and 
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analyzed by immunoblot analysis as in (C). (E) TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) RNA was translated in 
wild-type ACE at various Spd concentrations. Translation products were analyzed as in (C). (F) 
The immunoblot signals in (E) were quantified and the stalling efficiencies were calculated. Means 
± SD of three independent experiments are shown. (G) Schematic representation of 
5′-mAMD1:LUC RNA used for reporter assay. The 5′-UTR (	1 to 	121) sequence in (A) was 
joined to the LUC reporter gene through a linker, CC. (H) 5′-mAMD1:LUC(WT) and 
5′-mAMD1:LUC(fs) RNAs were translated in wild-type ACE for 120 min at 0.2 mM or 0.7 mM 
Spd. LUC activity was normalized with control RLUC activity from co-translated RLUC RNA, and 
the reporter activity relative to that at 0.2 mM Spd was calculated. Means ± SD of three 
independent experiments are shown. Asterisks indicate significant differences at each Spd 
concentration (p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test). 
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Figure 2.8. The AUG-Stop system in wild-type ACE. 

(A) The 306-nt 5′-UTR sequence of AtNIP5;1 (Tanaka et al. 2016). The uORFs are boxed and the 
start codon of AtNIP5;1 is double-underlined. The nucleotide substituted in AUCUAA mutant is 
indicated. (B) Schematic representation of 5′-NIP5;1:LUC RNA used for reporter assay. The 
306-nt 5'-UTR sequence was joined to the LUC reporter gene through a linker, CC. (C) 
5′-NIP5;1:LUC(AUGUAA) and 5′-NIP5;1:LUC(AUCUAA) RNAs were translated in wild-type ACE 
for 120 min at various boric acid concentrations. LUC activity was normalized with control RLUC 
activity from co-translated RLUC RNA, and the reporter activity relative to that without boric acid 
was calculated. Asterisks indicate significant differences at each boric acid concentration (p < 
0.05, Welch’s t-test). 
 

  



 

 

CHAPTER 3. 

Reverse genetics-based biochemical studies of the ribosomal exit 
tunnel constriction region in eukaryotic ribosome stalling: spatial 
allocation of the regulatory nascent peptide at the constriction 
 

ABSTRACT: A number of regulatory nascent peptides have been shown to regulate gene 

expression by causing programmed ribosome stalling during translation. Nascent peptide 

emerges from the ribosome through the exit tunnel, and one-third of the way along which β-loop 

structures of ribosomal proteins uL4 and uL22 protrude into the tunnel to form the constriction 

region. Structural studies have shown interactions between nascent peptides and the exit tunnel 

components including the constriction region. In eukaryotes, however, there is a lack of genetic 

studies for the involvement of the constriction region in ribosome stalling. Here, I used transgenic 

Arabidopsis lines that carry mutations in the β-loop structure of uL4. Translation analyses using a 

cell-free translation system derived from the transgenic Arabidopsis carrying the mutant ribosome 

showed that the uL4 mutations reduced the ribosome stalling of four eukaryotic stalling systems, 

including those for which stalled structures have been solved by cryo-electron microscopy. The 

data obtained in the present study, which showed differential effects of the uL4 mutations 

depending on the stalling systems, explained the spatial allocations of the nascent peptides at 

the constriction that were deduced by structural studies. Conversely, the present data may 

predict allocation of the nascent peptide at the constriction of stalling systems for which 

structural studies are not done. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.3. Results 

3.4. Discussion 

3.5. Tables 

3.6. Figures 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 

During translation, new peptide bonds are formed at the peptidyltransferase center (PTC) in the 

ribosomal large subunit, and the growing peptide passes through the exit tunnel that penetrates 

the large subunit before emerging from the ribosome. However, some of the nascent peptides, or 

the regulatory nascent peptides, direct the ribosome to stall during translation. This nascent 

peptide-mediated ribosome stalling (NPmRS) occurs either autonomously or is facilitated by an 

effector molecule, at either elongation or termination of translation, and on either the main open 

reading frame (ORF) or an upstream ORF (uORF) (Ito and Chiba 2013), which is a small ORF 

present upstream of the main ORF of eukaryotic mRNAs. 

The ribosomal exit tunnel is approximately 100 Å long and holds 30–40 amino acid residues 

of the nascent peptide (Morgan et al. 2000, Nissen et al. 2000). Regulatory nascent peptides are 

usually 20–30 amino acids long and function while inside the exit tunnel. In both bacteria and 

eukaryotes, β-loop structures of two ribosomal proteins, uL4 and uL22 (Ban et al. 2014), which 

protrude into the exit tunnel, form a constriction region located 30–40 Å from the PTC (Morgan et 

al. 2000, Nissen et al. 2000). This region has been suggested to function as a discriminating gate 

by interacting with the nascent peptides (Nakatogawa and Ito 2002). 

In bacteria, forward and reverse genetics studies have revealed the importance of 

interactions between the nascent peptide and the constriction region in mediating NPmRS 

(Nakatogawa and Ito 2002, Cruz-Vera et al. 2005, Chiba et al. 2011, Ramu et al. 2011, Cymer et 

al. 2015). This is supported by structural analyses of stalled ribosomes using cryo-electron 

microscopy (cryo-EM), which identified physical contacts of the nascent peptides with exit tunnel 

components, including the constriction region (Bhushan et al. 2011, Bischoff et al. 2014, 

Sohmen et al. 2015, Zhang et al. 2015). 

In eukaryotes, cryo-EM studies revealed physical contacts of the nascent peptides with the 

constriction region in stalled ribosomes of Neurospora crassa arg-2 uORF, termed the arginine 

attenuator peptide (AAP) (the AAP system), and human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) gp48 uORF (the 

hCMV system) (Bhushan et al. 2010, Matheisl et al. 2015, Wilson et al. 2016). However, there is 

no genetic evidence showing the contribution of the constriction region to ribosome stalling. 

In Arabidopsis CGS1, encoding cystathionine γ-synthase, the first committed enzyme of 

methionine biosynthesis, S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet), a direct metabolite of methionine, 

induces NPmRS during translation elongation at Ser-94 (the CGS1 system) (Onouchi et al. 2005, 

Onoue et al. 2011, Yamashita et al. 2014). The functional amino acid sequence for the response 
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to AdoMet is termed as MTO1 region (Chiba et al. 1999, 2003, Ominato et al. 2002). Studies 

using the wheat germ extract (WGE) in vitro translation system revealed that the nascent peptide 

adopts a compact conformation and 28S rRNA residues, including those near the constriction 

region, undergo conformation changes upon stalling (Onoue et al. 2011). Notably, these rRNA 

residues are located at or near the rRNA residues for which structural studies have identified 

physical contacts with the nascent peptides in bacterial TnaC, fungal AAP and viral hCMV 

systems (Bhushan et al. 2010). This suggests involvement of the constriction region in the CGS1 

system, but whether the conformation changes are the cause or result of stalling remains 

unknown. 

Here, I conducted reverse genetics-based biochemical studies to determine the involvement 

of the constriction region in eukaryotic NPmRS. To this end, transgenic Arabidopsis lines carrying 

mutant uL4-containing ribosomes were used. The uL4 protein contains a large loop structure 

termed the internal extended loop, at the tip of which are two smaller β-loop structures, 

designated here as Loops 1 and 2 (Figure 3.1A). Loops 1 and 2 protrude into the exit tunnel to 

constitute the constriction region (Figure 3.2A). In Arabidopsis, uL4 is encoded by two 

paralogous genes, uL4A and uL4D (Barakat et al. 2001, Hummel et al. 2015), sharing 95% amino 

acid identity. The amino acid sequences of Loops 1 and 2 are highly conserved among 

eukaryotes (Figures 3.1B and 3.2B).  

Since double-knockout mutant of uL4A and uL4D is lethal (Rosado et al. 2010), a modified 

uL4D gene into the T-DNA insertion knockout mutant of uL4D was introduced, referred to here 

as the ul4d(KO) line, while keeping endogenous uL4A intact (Figure 3.2C). In the present study, 

transgenic Arabidopsis carrying three types of mutant uL4Ds were used: uL4D(R77A), uL4D(ΔTV), 

and uL4D(Δloop) (Figure 3.2A–C). uL4D(R77A) carries an Arg-77 to alanine substitution, located 

near the tip of Loop 1. uL4D(ΔTV) carries deletions of Thr-75 and Val-79 flanking the tip, while 

uL4D(Δloop) carries larger deletions flanking the tip (deletions of Glu-71 to Thr-75 and Val-79 to 

Pro-86). These mutant uL4Ds and the control gene, uL4D(WT), were FLAG-tagged at their 

C-termini and placed under the control of their native promoter (Figure 3.2C) (Takamatsu et al., in 

press). The C-terminus of uL4 is exposed to the ribosomal surface (Armache et al. 2010). A large 

complex of the ribosome on mRNA can be affinity-purified using a FLAG tag (Inada et al. 2002, 

Juntawong et al. 2013). I examined effects of the uL4 mutations on ribosome stalling using an 

Arabidopsis cell-free extract (ACE) in vitro translation system (Murota et al. 2011) prepared from 

these transgenic lines carrying FLAG-tagged mutant uL4. 
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For the NPmRS systems to be tested, I selected five from divergent eukaryotes (Figure 2.1), 

of which four have their relevant amino acid residues >20 from the stalled residue, as in most 

NPmRS systems, and should cross over the constriction region. These include the CGS1, AAP 

(Wang and Sachs 1997, Spevak et al. 2005, Wei et al. 2012), and hCMV (Degnin et al. 1993, Cao 

and Geballe 1996, Alderete et al. 1999) systems mentioned above, and Arabidopsis AdoMet 

decarboxylase 1 (AtAMD1) S-uORF (the AtAMD1 system) (Hanfrey et al. 2005, 

Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). I also tested another NPmRS system, mammalian AdoMet 

decarboxylase 1 (mAMD1) uORF. This uORF, encoding six amino acids, MAGDIS (the MAGDIS 

system) (Law et al. 2001, Raney et al. 2002), is the shortest among the NPmRS systems thus far 

identified and its nascent peptide is too short to reach the constriction region (Figure 2.1). Lastly, I 

tested the shortest possible uORF, AUG-stop, of AtNIP5;1. AUG-stop causes prolonged 

ribosome stalling in response to boric acid (the AUG-Stop system) (Tanaka et al. 2016). This 

minimum uORF codes for only one amino acid, methionine, and is not actually an NPmRS, but 

was included as a negative control. Ribosome stalling of these systems are recapitulated using 

ACE in vitro translation (see Chapter 2). 

I present here biochemical evidence that the constriction region plays a crucial role in 

inducing NPmRS, in which nascent peptides cross over the constriction. The differential effects of 

the uL4 mutations explained the structural data for stalled ribosomes of the AAP and hCMV 

systems. 

 

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Plant materials 

Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. ecotype Columbia (Col-0) was used as the wild-type strain. A 

T-DNA insertion knockout mutant of uL4D (SALK_029203) (Alonso et al. 2003) was obtained 

from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA) 

and is referred to as ul4d(KO) in this study.  

For the transgenic Arabidopsis lines to be studied, two each of independent transgenic lines 

were used, namely uL4D(WT):FLAG lines w2 and w9, uL4D(R77A):FLAG lines r1 and r6,  

uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG lines d3 and d8, and uL4D(Δloop):FLAG lines e1 and e11 (Takamatsu et al., in 

press; constructed by Morimoto, K., Tajima, Y., Onoue, N., Ohashi Y., Onouchi, H. and Naito, 

S.).  
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Plant growth conditions 

Standard plant growth conditions were as described previously (Suzuki et al. 2001). For root 

observations, plants were grown on vertically placed half-strength MS medium containing 1% 

(w/v) sucrose, 0.5% (w/v) MES (pH 5.7), and 1.5% (w/v) gellan gum for 10 days in a growth 

chamber at 22°C under fluorescent light with a 16 h-light/ 8 h-dark cycle. Root length was 

measured using RootNav software (Pound et al. 2013). For leaf morphology analysis, plants were 

grown for 21 days as described previously (Suzuki et al. 2001) and one of the first pair of the true 

leaves was dissected. Leaf index (ratio of length to width of the leaf blade) was calculated using 

ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

 

Chemicals 

AdoMet and spermidine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), and 

L-arginine was purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan). Other chemicals were 

obtained as described previously (Murota et al. 2011, Onoue et al. 2011). 

 

Construction of plasmids used for stalling assay 

See Chapter 2. In the Results section, M8:His:HA and M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc sequences will 

be referred to as TagI and TagII, respectively. 

 

Construction of plasmids used for reporter assay 

See Chapter 2. 

 

In vitro transcription 

DNA templates in the pSP64 poly(A) vector were linearized with EcoRI and purified using the 

QIAquick Nucleotide Removal Kit (Qiagen), with the exception of the M8:His:HA:DP75 and 

M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75 fusion constructs. DNA templates for these plasmids and 

nonstop RNAs were prepared by amplifying the corresponding region by PCR using 

KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase. For PCR amplification, SP65′fP (Onoue et al. 2011) was used 

as a forward primer and the reverse primers as listed in Table 3.2 were used. In vitro transcription 

in the presence of a cap analog, m7G[5′]ppp[5′]GTP, was carried out as described previously 

(Chiba et al. 2003). 
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In vitro translation 

Preparation of ACE and in vitro translation reactions using ACE were carried out at 25°C as 

described previously (Murota et al. 2011). Unless otherwise stated, the template RNA was used 

at 50 fmol μl–1. For RNase A treatment, RNase A was added at a final concentration of 0.5 mg 

ml−1 and reaction mixtures were incubated for 15 min at 37°C. For immunoblot analysis, reaction 

mixtures were diluted with the 1×SDS-PAGE gel sample buffer (50 mM Tris-HCI pH 6.8, 50 mM 

DTT, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 1% (w/v) SDS). 

 

Immunoblot analysis 

For immunoblot analysis of in vitro translation products, samples were separated on a NuPAGE 

4%–12% or 12% Bis-Tris Gel (Invitrogen), transferred to an Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore, 

Billerica, MA, USA), and immuno-reacted with either a polyclonal anti-GST antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), a monoclonal anti-HA antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology), or a monoclonal anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich). MOPS running buffer 

(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used for the GST tag-fusion construct. MES running 

buffer (Life Technologies) was used for the M8:His:HA:DP75 or M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75 

fusion constructs. The signals were detected using an Immobilon Forte Western HRP substrate 

(Millipore) and visualized using a LAS-3000 mini imaging system (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, 

UK). The band intensities were quantified using MultiGauge software (Fuji Photo Film, Tokyo, 

Japan).  

Total proteins from Arabidopsis callus cultures were separated by SDS-PAGE with MOPS 

running buffer and subjected to immunoblot analyses using a monoclonal anti-FLAG M2 antibody 

(Sigma-Aldrich), anti-uL22 antiserum, anti-uL4 antiserum (Proteintech, Rosemont, IL, USA), or 

anti-β-actin antiserum (Gene Tex, Irvine, CA, USA). The polyclonal antibody against human uL4 

(accession no. BC009888) recognizes both endogenous Arabidopsis uL4A and uL4D as 

epitopes (Rosado et al. 2010). The polyclonal antiserum raised against Arabidopsis uL22 was 

generated by immunizing rabbit with a synthetic peptide corresponding to amino acids 4–20 of 

Arabidopsis uL22B (YSQEPDNQTKSCKARGS; At1g67430). 

 

Isolation of Arabidopsis ribosomes 

For ribosome isolation, liquid callus cultures were prepared from Arabidopsis seedlings as 

described previously (Murota et al. 2011) and harvested on the 21st day after callus induction. 
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Frozen tissues were homogenized in buffer D (Hsu et al. 2016). After clarification by centrifugation 

at 16,000 × g for 30 min, crude extract (S16) was loaded on the 1.75 M sucrose cushion (100 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 40 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, and 100 μg ml−1 cycloheximide) and 

centrifuged at 170,000 × g for 4 h at 4°C in a TLA100.3 rotor (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) 

to obtain the S170 soluble protein fraction and the P170 ribosomal pellet. The P170 fraction was 

suspended in the resuspension buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 40 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 

mM DTT, and 100 μg ml−1 cycloheximide). For immunoblot analysis, the protein concentration 

was measured using a Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay Reagent (Invitrogen), in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

Polysome profiling analysis 

For the fractionation of total polysomes, ribosomes (P170) were isolated as described above. 

Ribosome suspension was loaded on a 15%–60% (w/v) sucrose density gradient (40 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and 5 μg ml−1 cycloheximide) and centrifuged at 

275,000 × g for 1.5 h at 4°C in an SW55 Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter). The UV absorbance profile 

at 254 nm was recorded using an ISCO 520 gradient system (ISCO, Lincoln, NE, USA). For 

immunoblot analysis, fractions were analyzed as described above. 

 

Affinity purification of FLAG-tagged ribosomes 

Immunoprecipitation of FLAG-tagged ribosomes using an anti-FLAG M2 affinity resin 

(Sigma-Aldrich) was performed as described previously (Inada et al. 2002) with some 

modifications. All procedures were carried out at 4°C. After in vitro translation of 25 pmol 

GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA in a 50-μl reaction mixture, translation products were diluted with 50 

μl of ice-cold 2×binding buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 24 mM Mg(OAc)2, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM 

PMSF, 20 μg ml−1 cycloheximide, and 0.05 U μl−1 RNase inhibitor (Promega)) and 40 μl (bed 

volume) of anti-FLAG M2 affinity resin. After incubation with gentle shaking for 1 h, the resin was 

washed with ice-cold IXA-100 buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 12 mM Mg(OAc)2, 1 

mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, and 20 μg ml−1 cycloheximide). Bound proteins were eluted by the 

addition of 15 μl of the IXA-100 buffer containing 200 μg ml−1 FLAG peptides (Sigma-Aldrich). For 

immunoblot analysis, eluate was diluted with 2×SDS-PAGE gel sample buffer (100 mM Tris-HCI 

pH 6.8, 100 mM DTT, 20% glycerol, and 2% SDS). 
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Luciferase assay 

Tester RNA at 2 fmol μl–1 carrying firefly (Photinus pyralis) luciferase (LUC) reporter gene and 1 

fmol μl–1 sea pansy (Renilla reniformis) luciferase (RLUC) control RNA were co-translated for 120 

min. LUC and RLUC activities were measured as described previously (Chiba et al. 2003), and 

the LUC activity was normalized with the control RLUC activity to obtain reporter activity. 

 

Statistical treatments 

For comparisons of stalling efficiencies, Welch’s t-test followed by false discovery rate (FDR) 

correction of Benjamini and Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) was applied. The same 

FDR correction was also applied to comparisons of mRNA levels among the transgenic lines. For 

multiple comparisons of plant phenotypes, the Tukey-Kramer test was applied. For other 

comparisons, Welch’s t-test was applied. 

 

 

3.3. RESULTS 

Nomenclature of the plants and in vitro translation extracts used in this study 

In this study, I used the ACE in vitro translation system derived from the untransformed 

Arabidopsis ecotype Col-0 wild-type line, and transgenic Arabidopsis line carrying FLAG-tagged 

mutant uL4 as well as FLAG-tagged wild-type uL4. To avoid confusion of the two wild-types, the 

untransformed Arabidopsis Col-0 line will be referred to as Col-0. 

 

Mutant uL4Ds complement the ribosome-deficient phenotypes in vivo, except in 
uL4D(Δloop):FLAG plants 

In Arabidopsis, mutations of ribosomal proteins often have multiple effects on growth and 

development, including narrower leaf morphology, termed the pointed leaf, and a short-root 

phenotype (Byrne 2009). ul4d(KO) plants also exhibited these phenotypes (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) 

(Rosado et al. 2010, 2012, Horiguchi et al. 2011). Both phenotypes were complemented not only 

in the uL4D(WT):FLAG plants but also in the uL4D(R77A):FLAG and uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG plants 

(Figures 3.3H and 3.4E), indicating the functionality of mutant ribosomes in vivo. In contrast, 

neither phenotype was complemented in uL4D(Δloop):FLAG plants. Notably, the plants exhibited 

even narrower leaves (Figure 3.3F and H). 
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Mutant uL4D proteins are efficiently incorporated into translating ribosomes, except in the 
uL4D(Δloop):FLAG line 

To determine whether the uL4D mutant proteins are incorporated into ribosome particles, I 

tested the association of FLAG-tagged uL4D proteins with 80S ribosomes (Figure 3.5A). Since 

the ACE in vitro translation system is prepared from callus cultures raised from the mutant 

Arabidopsis seedlings (Figure 2.2) (Murota et al. 2011), I used the same culture system here. 

Crude extracts (S16) were subjected to ultracentrifugation through a sucrose cushion to obtain 

ribosomal pellet (P170) and post-ribosomal supernatant (S170) fractions. Immunoblot analysis of 

the fractions using an anti-FLAG antibody identified the ~48-kDa uL4D:FLAG proteins in the S16 

and P170 fractions, but not in S170, in all mutant lines (Figure 3.5A). This indicates that the 

FLAG-tagged uL4D(WT), uL4D(R77A), and uL4D(ΔTV) proteins are efficiently incorporated into 

ribosome particles. uL4D(Δloop):FLAG protein is also incorporated into ribosome particles; 

however, the antibody detected only a faint band, indicating that the mutant ribosome constitutes 

a very minor fraction of the total ribosomes. Since the uL4D(Δloop):FLAG line did not seem 

promising for use in the present study, I excluded this line from further analyses. 

To determine whether the mutant ribosomes are actively translating, I performed polysome 

profiling of the P170 fractions using sucrose density gradient centrifugation. Immunoblot analysis 

detected mutant uL4Ds in the polysome, monosome, and 60S subunit fractions, but not in the 

40S subunit and free-protein fractions (Figure 3.5B). Distributions of the mutant uL4Ds in 

polysome fractions appeared similar to those of the total ribosome (Figure 3.5C), suggesting that 

the mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes can all achieve active translation in vivo. 

 

Mutant ribosomes constitute substantial proportions of total ribosomes in ACE 

Since the uL4D:FLAG mutant lines carry an endogenous uL4A, I investigated what proportion of 

ribosomes consisted of mutant uL4Ds in ACE (hereafter, the constitution fraction). To determine 

this, ACE preparations were subjected to immunoblot analysis using an anti-uL4 antiserum, to 

distinguish FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D from endogenous uL4A by ~1-kDa gel mobility shift 

(Figure 3.6A). The constitution fractions ranged from 40% to 80% (Figure 3.6B), indicating that 

substantial proportions of the ribosomes carry mutant uL4D in ACE. 

 

 

AdoMet-induced ribosome stalling of CGS1 is reduced in uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ribosomes 
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When a ribosome stalls during translation, a peptidyl-tRNA species accumulate as an 

intermediate of translation. A tRNA moiety confers a 10- to 20-kDa gel mobility shift on the 

peptide, depending on the tRNA species and gel conditions. Peptidyl-tRNA can be identified as 

an RNase-sensitive band. 

In response to AdoMet, CGS1 nascent peptide induces ribosome stalling at the Ser-94 

codon, leading to peptidyl-tRNA accumulation (Onouchi et al. 2005). This response was 

recapitulated in Col-0 ACE (Murota et al. 2011). To determine the effects of mutant 

uL4D-containing ribosomes, GST:CGS1(WT) RNA (Figure 3.7A) (Onouchi et al. 2005, Haraguchi 

et al. 2008) was translated in ACE in the presence of AdoMet. Immunoblot analysis using an 

anti-GST antibody detected a 55-kDa peptidyl-tRNA in addition to a 45-kDa full-length product, 

whereas in the absence of AdoMet the peptidyl-tRNA was barely detectable (Figure 3.7A). 

To evaluate the effect of uL4D mutations, stalling efficiency was calculated, which is defined 

as the peptidyl-tRNA signal intensity divided by the sum of peptidyl-tRNA and full-length product 

signal intensities (Figure 3.8A) (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014, Yamashita et al. 2017). Since the 

ACE preparations contain both mutant uL4D- and endogenous uL4A-containing ribosomes, the 

stalling efficiency of the mutant ribosome alone have to be evaluated. To achieve this, the raw 

stalling efficiency was corrected for the constitution fraction of the mutant ribosomes, referred to 

as the corrected stalling efficiency (Figure 3.9). The corrected stalling efficiency of 

uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG lines d3 and d8 ACE was 63% and 56%, respectively (Figure 3.7A, shaded bar), 

of the raw stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.7A, open bar), while those of uL4D(WT):FLAG 

and uL4D(R77A):FLAG ACE were not appreciably different from the raw stalling efficiency of 

Col-0 ACE. These results show that uL4D(ΔTV) mutation weakens AdoMet-induced ribosome 

stalling, while uL4D(R77A) mutation does not. 

 

Affinity purification of stalled ribosome confirms the corrected stalling efficiency 

To validate the calculation of corrected stalling efficiencies, GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA (Figure 

3.10A) was used to affinity-purify the FLAG-tagged mutant ribosomes by immunoprecipitation 

(IP) using an anti-FLAG antibody after translation in ACE. GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA is a nonstop 

RNA that is truncated at the Gly-183 codon and does not carry a stop codon. The use of this 

nonstop RNA is necessary to affinity-purify the stalled ribosomes because a ribosome that 

reached the termination codon will split into large and small subunits and the peptidyl-tRNA will 

be hydrolyzed into a peptide and tRNA (Figure 3.11A), while on the nonstop RNA, the 80S 
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ribosome will remain at the truncated RNA end with the peptidyl-tRNA on it (Figure 3.11A). For 

this experiment, the RNA concentration was increased to reduce ribosome stacking behind the 

initially stalled ribosome at Ser-94 (Figure 3.10C and D).  

When GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA was translated in Col-0 ACE in the presence of 1 mM 

AdoMet (Figure 3.10B and C), ~65 kDa peptidyl-tRNA [PtR(Gly-183), green clover] that had 

translated to the truncated end of the nonstop RNA, 55 kDa peptidyl-tRNA [PtR(Ser-94), red 

clover] formed on the stalled ribosome at Ser-94, and 45 kDa full-length peptide (FL, green 

arrowhead) were identified. The stalling efficiency in this experiment is defined as the signal 

intensity of PtR(Ser-94) divided by the sum of PtR(Ser-94) and PtR(Gly-183) signal intensities. The 

45-kDa full-length peptide was probably produced by spontaneous hydrolysis of PtR(Gly-183). 

Spontaneous hydrolysis of peptidyl-tRNA at the nonstop RNA end was reported (Yamashita et al. 

2014). Since spontaneous hydrolysis of PtR(Gly-183) could occur at any step during this 

experiment, the signal intensity of this full-length product was not taken into account for the 

calculation of stalling efficiency. 

After IP with an anti-FLAG antibody, an anti-uL4 antiserum detected only FLAG-tagged 

uL4D (Figure 3.10D), indicating that IP efficiently purified FLAG-tagged mutant ribosomes. The 

corrected stalling efficiencies of uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG lines d3 and d8 ACE before IP were 68% ± 4% 

and 66% ± 8%, respectively, while raw stalling efficiencies after IP were 71% ± 6% and 72% ± 

4%, respectively, of that of Col-0 ACE before IP (Figure 3.10E). For all pairwise comparisons of 

the corrected stalling efficiency before IP and the raw stalling efficiency after IP, similar values 

were obtained. These results support the validity of the corrected stalling efficiency calculations.  

In the experiment shown in Figure 3.7A, the corrected stalling efficiencies obtained using 

GST:CGS1(WT) RNA of the uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG lines d3 and d8 ACE were 63% ± 9% and 56% ± 

11% (shaded bar), respectively, of that of Col-0 ACE (open bar). These values are smaller than 

the corrected stalling efficiencies obtained using the nonstop RNA in the above experiment. This 

difference may arise from the instability of PtR(Gly-183). Owing to the afore-mentioned 

spontaneous hydrolysis mentioned above, the amount of PtR(Gly-183) is reduced and the stalling 

efficiency may be overestimated.  

Affinity purification of stalled ribosomes cannot be applied to NPmRS at the termination 

codon (Figure 3.11B). Therefore, in the present study, the corrected stalling efficiency was 

compared with the raw stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE. 
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uL4D(ΔTV) mutation reduces autonomous ribosome stalling of the hCMV system 

To further characterize the contribution of the constriction region to NPmRS, other stalling 

systems from different eukaryotes were tested. The 22-amino-acid uORF2 of hCMV gp48 directs 

ribosomes to stall autonomously at the translation termination to down-regulate gp48 expression 

(Degnin et al. 1993, Cao and Geballe 1996). The gp48 uORF2-mediated stalling occurs in Col-0 

ACE, and abrogation of stalling by Pro-21-to-alanine substitution (P21A) of uORF2 (Degnin et al. 

1993) is reproduced in Col-0 ACE. 

I tested the effects of uL4D(ΔTV) and uL4D(R77A) mutations. The corrected stalling 

efficiency in uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ACE was estimated to be 19–30% of the raw stalling efficiency of 

Col-0 ACE, while that of uL4D(WT):FLAG ACE and uL4D(R77A):FLAG ACE was not appreciably 

different from Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.7B). The effects of uL4D mutations on CGS1 and hCMV 

systems were similar in that uL4D(ΔTV) but not uL4D(R77A) affected stalling; however, the 

reduction in the uL4D(ΔTV) mutant was stronger in hCMV than in CGS1. 

To further validate corrected stalling efficiencies, the cell-free extracts from Col-0 and 

uL4D:FLAG ACE were mixed at different proportions and used for in vitro translation reactions 

(Figure 3.12). When TagI:DP75:hCMV(WT) RNA was translated in combined ACE, the raw stalling 

efficiency was gradually reduced depending on the levels of uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG-containing 

ribosomes in the reaction mixture (Figure 3.12A and C), whereas uL4D(WT):FLAG ACE did not 

show the corresponding effect on the raw stalling efficiency from Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.12A and B). 

These results support the validity of the corrected stalling efficiency calculations used in the 

present study. 

 

Both uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(ΔTV) mutations reduce arginine-induced ribosome stalling of 
the AAP system 

The 24-amino-acid AAP nascent peptide, encoded by N. crassa arg-2 uORF, causes NPmRS in 

response to L-arginine (Wang and Sachs 1997, Wei et al. 2012). In Col-0 ACE, peptidyl-tRNA 

accumulated in a L-arginine-dependent manner, whereas substitution of Asp-12 to asparagine 

(D12N) of AAP, which has been shown to abolish the response to L-arginine (Wei et al. 2012), 

also abolished the peptidyl-tRNA accumulation in Col-0 ACE.  

Translation analyses in uL4D mutant ACE showed that stalling was significantly reduced in 

both uL4D(R77A):FLAG and uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ACE. The corrected stalling efficiencies were 57–

61% and 37–42%, respectively, of the raw stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.7C). 
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Compared with the CGS1 and hCMV systems, AAP exhibited a qualitative difference in that a 

single-amino-acid substitution of uL4D(R77A) affected stalling. 

 

Both uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(ΔTV) mutations strongly reduce polyamine-induced ribosome 
stalling in AtAMD1 system 

The 52-amino-acid uORF2 of AtAMD1 S-uORF directs the ribosome to stall at the translation 

termination in response to high polyamine concentrations. In the present study, spermidine was 

used as an effector (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014). In Col-0 ACE, peptidyl-tRNA accumulation 

was dependent on spermidine concentration (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014), which was 

abolished by introducing a frame-shift mutation in S-uORF. 

The corrected stalling efficiency in uL4D(R77A):FLAG and uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ACE at a high 

spermidine concentration (0.7 mM) was reduced to ~23% and ~15%, respectively, of the raw 

stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE, while uL4D(WT):FLAG ACE showed similar levels of stalling 

efficiencies to Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.7D). As was the case in AAP, both uL4D(R77A) and 

uL4D(ΔTV) mutations reduced the stalling in AtAMD1; however, the effects of the mutations were 

stronger than in AAP. 

 

Neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(ΔTV) mutation affects polyamine-induced ribosome stalling 
on the six-amino-acid uORF of MAGDIS 

In mAMD1, a uORF encoding six amino acids, MAGDIS, directs the ribosome to stall in response 

to polyamines. Translation in Col-0 ACE showed peptidyl-tRNA accumulation in a 

spermidine-dependent manner, while Ile-5 to leucine (I5L) substitution (Law et al. 2001, Raney et 

al. 2002) of MAGDIS abolished peptidyl-tRNA accumulation. 

The stalling efficiencies in uL4D:FLAG ACEs were all essentially the same as the raw stalling 

efficiency of Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.7E). These results show that neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(ΔTV) 

mutation affects the spermidine-dependent ribosome stalling directed by the six-amino-acid 

uORF of MAGDIS. 

 

5′-UTRs carrying the uORFs also depict the differential effects of uL4D mutations 

Translation of a uORF generally down-regulates translation of the main ORF, and if ribosomes 

stall on the uORF, translation of the main ORF is strongly down-regulated (Figure 1.4) (Hinnebush 

et al. 2016). For the stalling analyses, I joined artificial sequences of the tags and linker to the 
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uORF. In the case of MAGDIS, the constriction region is vacant when stalled on the natural uORF, 

whereas in the present stalling analysis a 75-amino-acid DP75 linker (Matheisl et al. 2015, 

Yamashita et al. 2017) resides in the constriction region. To test the effects of uL4D mutations on 

the natural uORF sequence, the 5′-UTR sequences of the hCMV, AtAMD1, and MAGDIS 

systems were joined to a luciferase (LUC) reporter, and the effects of uL4D mutations were 

analyzed by reporter assays (Figure 1.4).  

The 5′-UTR of hCMV gp48 (Degnin et al. 1993, Cao and Geballe 1996) was joined to a LUC 

reporter (Figure 3.13A) and was translated in ACE. When the RNA was translated in 

uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ACE the LUC activity was ~3 times higher than in Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.14A). 

The LUC activity was corrected for the constitution fraction of FLAG-tagged ribosomes, as for the 

stalling efficiency correction (Figure 3.9B). The corrected relative reporter activity in 

uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ACE was ~6 times that in Col-0 ACE, while those in uL4D(WT):FLAG and 

uL4D(R77A):FLAG ACE were essentially the same as in Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.13A). When the 

5′-UTR of AtAMD1 containing the S-uORF (Figure 3.13B) (Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014) was 

analyzed, corrected reporter activities in uL4D(R77A):FLAG and uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ACE were 7–9 

times higher than in Col-0 ACE (Figure 3.13B).  

The 5′-UTR of mAMD1 was joined to the LUC reporter (Figure 3.13C) and translated in ACE. 

Relative reporter activities in uL4D:FLAG mutant ACEs were essentially the same as in Col-0 ACE 

(Figure 3.13C). These results are consistent with those of the stalling efficiency analyses (Figure 

3.7B, D and E) and confirmed the effects of uL4D mutations on ribosome stalling. 

 

Neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(ΔTV) mutation affects boric acid-induced ribosome stalling 
on AUG-stop 

The 5′-UTR of AtNIP5;1, encoding a boric acid transporter, has the shortest possible uORF, 

AUG-stop. Boric acid induces prolonged ribosome stalling at AUG-stop (Tanaka et al. 2016). 

Since insertion of even a single codon between the AUG and stop codons is detrimental to the 

response (Tanaka et al. 2016), joining a tag or linker sequence is impossible. Therefore, effects of 

the uL4D mutations were evaluated by a reporter assay. As in the case of MAGDIS, neither 

uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(ΔTV) mutation affected reporter activities (Figure 3.13D). 
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3.4. DISCUSSION 

In this study, I presented reverse genetics-based biochemical evidence showing that uL4 is 

involved in four of the NPmRS in eukaryotes, namely the CGS1, hCMV, AAP, and AtAMD1 

systems. In contrast, the six-amino-acid uORF of MAGDIS was unaffected. The results show that 

the constriction region is crucial for inducing NPmRS, when the nascent peptide is long enough 

to cross over the constriction region, and that MAGDIS adopts a distinct mechanism for NPmRS 

induction 

 

Analyses of transgenic lines carrying uL4D mutations 

Regarding the uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG and uL4D(Δloop):FLAG lines, accumulation of FLAG-tagged 

uL4D proteins was less than that in uL4D(WT):FLAG and uL4D(R77A):FLAG plants (Figure 3.5A). 

It is possible that high-level expressors were not isolated owing to growth retardation, because 

NPmRS is involved in a range of regulatory systems, including metabolism (Onouchi et al. 2005, 

Uchiyama-Kadokura et al. 2014) and transcription factor expression (Hayashi et al. 2017, 

Yamashita et al. 2017). In the uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG and uL4D(Δloop):FLAG mutant plants, the effects 

of a defect in ribosome biogenesis could be a problem because the alterations in Loop 1 might 

retard the integrity of the internal extension loop (Figure 3.1A), which has been shown to be 

essential for the large-subunit assembly in bacteria and yeast (Pillet et al. 2015, Stelter et al. 2015,  

Lawrence et al. 2016). This might occur in uL4D(Δloop):FLAG lines. A plausible scenario is that 

uL4D(Δloop):FLAG protein was only poorly incorporated into ribosome particles and the surplus 

protein was rapidly degraded (Sung et al. 2016). 

 

Differential effects of uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(ΔTV) mutations explain the structural data 

The degree of reduction of stalling by uL4D(ΔTV) and uL4D(R77A) mutations showed qualitative 

differences among the stalling systems. Structures of stalled ribosomes in WGE have been 

solved in hCMV and AAP systems, and physical contacts between the nascent peptide and 

constriction region have been identified (Bhushan et al. 2010).  

Cryo-EM studies of AAP-stalled ribosomes (Bhushan et al. 2010) showed that Asp-12 

contacts uL4 between Gly-76 and Val-79 (Arabidopsis uL4D residue number) in Loop 1 (Figure 

3.2B, magenta underline). This is consistent with the finding that uL4D(R77A) mutation strongly 

reduced the L-arginine-dependent stalling of AAP (Figure 3.7C). In the hCMV system, nascent 
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peptide physically contacts Loop 2, but not Loop 1 (Bhushan et al. 2010). This also is consistent 

with the finding that uL4D(R77A) mutation did not affect hCMV stalling (Figures 3.7B and 3.13A). 

Asp-12 of AAP is important for stalling (Wang and Sachs 1997, Spevak et al. 2010). Thus, the 

present data interconnect structural data and functional residues in the nascent peptide. the 

present data also suggest that the physical contacts of the nascent peptide with the constriction 

region observed by cryo-EM are the cause, not the result, of ribosome stalling.  

The effects of uL4D mutations were strongest in AtAMD1 and weakest in CGS1. It is 

previously reported that, upon AdoMet-induced stalling of CGS1, 28S rRNA residues undergo 

conformational changes (Onoue et al. 2011). Among these, EcU744 and EcA750 (in E. coli rRNA 

numbering) mapped near the constriction region. Intriguingly, these residues are located close to 

uL22. Corroborating the weak effect of uL4D mutations in CGS1, the CGS1 nascent peptide 

might interact with uL22, rather than uL4, although other possibilities remain. In contrast, 

regarding the AtAMD1 system, in which uL4D mutations had strong effects on stalling, its 

nascent peptide might strongly interact with Loop 1 to induce polyamine-dependent ribosome 

stalling. 

uL4D(ΔTV) mutation down-regulated four NPmRS systems, while uL4D(R77A) mutation 

affected only two of them. uL4D(ΔTV) mutation probably exhibited a general effect on interaction 

of nascent peptide and the constriction by altering the geometry of the constriction region. The 

two stalling systems affected by uL4D(R77A) mutation would specifically interact with the Arg-77 

that was mutated in this study, which was supported by cryo-EM study of AAP-stalled ribosomes. 

The present data suggest that specific interaction of nascent peptide and the amino acid 

residue(s) within the β-loop(s) is superimposed over the general interaction with the constriction 

region. 
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3.5. TABLES 
Table 3.1. Plasmids used in this study and primers used to construct plasmids. 

Name Constructa Source 
Primerb 

Forward Reverse 
Plasmids used for stalling assay 
pST55 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(WT) this study AAPf AAPr 
pST56 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(D12N) this study D12Nf AAPr 
pST57 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(WT) this study hCMVf hCMVr 
pST58 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(P21A) this study hCMVf P21Ar 
pST76 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(WT) this study SAMDC1f SAMDC1r 
pST77 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(fs) this study SAMDC1fsf SAMDC1fsr 
pST116 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) this study DP75f MAGDISr 
pST117 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) this study DP75f I5Lr 
pTI5 SP6::M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(WT) this study 3xFLAGf 3xFLAGr 
pTI6 SP6::M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(D12N) this study 3xFLAGf 3xFLAGr 
pYF2 SP6::GST:CGS1(WT) Haraguchi et al. 2008 
pYF3 SP6::GST:CGS1(mto1-1) Haraguchi et al. 2008 
Plasmids used for reporter assay 
pST118 SP6::mAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC this study MAGDIS(WT)f MAGDIS(WT)r 
pST119 SP6::mAMD1 5′-UTR(I5L):LUC this study MAGDIS(I5L)f MAGDIS(WT)r 
pST120 SP6::AtAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC this study SAMDC1f2 SAMDC1r2 
pST121 SP6::AtAMD1 5′-UTR(fs):LUC this study SAMDC1f2 SAMDC1r2 
pST122 SP6::gp48 5′-UTR(WT):LUC this study hCMVf2 hCMVr2 
pST123 SP6::gp48 5′-UTR(P21A):LUC this study hCMVf2 P21Ar2 
pMI27 SP6::RLUC Chiba et al. 2003 
pMT131 SP6::AtNIP5;1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC Tanaka et al. 2016 
pMT132 SP6::AtNIP5;1 5′-UTR(ATCTAA):LUC Tanaka et al. 2016 

a Double colons indicate fusion of promoter sequence and an ORF, and single colons indicate an in-frame 

translational fusion (i.e., Promoter::ORF:ORF: ...). 
b Primers used for construction. Sequences of the primers are listed in Table 2.2 (see Chapter 2).  
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Table 3.2. Primers used in this study. 

Name Sequence (5′ to 3′) Source 

Generating DNA templates for in vitro transcription 
SP65′fp CATCAGAGCAGATTGTACTG Onoue et al. 2011 
G183r ACCGGCATGAACAGT this study 
poly(A)r ACGAGCCGGAAGCATAAAG this study 
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3.6. FIGURES 

 

Figure 3.1. Structure and amino acid sequence alignment of uL4. 

(A) Structure of wheat uL4 deduced by cryo-EM (PDB 4V7E) (Armache et al. 2010). The internal 
extended loop, Loops 1 and 2, C-terminal tail, and N- and C-termini of uL4 are marked. uL22, 
the exit tunnel (light green), and PTC are also shown. (B) Alignment of amino acid sequences of 
Arabidopsis uL4 paralogs, uL4A (At_uL4A; GenBank accession no. NP_187574) and uL4D 
(At_uL4D; accession no. NP_195907), wheat (Triticum aestivum) uL4 (Ta_uL4; Ensembl Plants id 
TraesCS4A02G091100), and yeast paralogs uL4A (Sc_uL4A; accession no. NP_009587) and 
uL4B (Sc_uL4B; accession no. NP_010295) were aligned using ClustalW 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/). Alignments of Arabidopsis paralogs alone (At), and 
Arabidopsis and wheat alone (At/Ta) are also shown. Identical (asterisks) and similar (dots and 
colons) amino acid residues are marked. Regions of the internal extended loop (blue line) and 
β-loops (Loops 1 and 2; red lines) are marked above the Ta_uL4 sequence. Substituted amino 
acid in R77A, deleted amino acids in ΔTV, and Δloop mutations in At_uL4D are reversed in violet, 
reversed in magenta, and underlined in brown, respectively. Wheat is hexaploid and has several 
copies of uL4 in its genome. One of the uL4 paralogs on chromosome 4A is shown here 
(International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium 2018). 
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Figure 3.2. uL4D mutations and transgenic Arabidopsis lines carrying the uL4D mutations. 

(A) Structure of wheat 80S ribosome (PDB 4V7E) (Armache et al. 2010) (Left panel) and 
expansion of the constriction region (Right panel). The α-carbon atoms of uL4 residues 
substituted in R77A (Arg-77) and deleted in ΔTV (Thr-75 and Val-79) mutations are marked in 
violet and magenta balls, respectively, while those deleted in Δloop (Glu-71 to Thr-75 and Val-79 
to Pro-86) mutation is marked with light brown main chain. (B) (Upper panel) Schematic 
representation of gene structures of uL4A and uL4D, and T-DNA insertion in ul4d(KO) 
(SALK_029203). Exons and introns are indicated as boxes and lines, respectively, with the β-loop 
region marked in red. (Lower panel) Alignment of amino acid sequences of Loop 1 and 2 regions. 
Substitutions and deletions in uL4D mutants are shown in reversed letters and underscores, 
respectively. The residues of uL4 in physical contact with AAP nascent peptide as deduced by 
cryo-EM in WGE (Bhushan et al. 2010) are underlined in magenta in Arabidopsis uL4D. (C) 
Schematic representation of uL4 gene sets carried by Arabidopsis wild-type Col-0, ul4d(KO), and 
FLAG-tagged uL4D mutant lines.  
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Figure 3.3. FLAG-tagged uL4Ds complement the pointed leaf phenotype of ul4d(KO) 
plants. 

(A–F) Rosettes and one of the first pair of true leaves of wild-type Col-0, ul4d(KO), and 
FLAG-tagged uL4D mutant transgenic plants (indicated by labels) grown for 21 days. 
Independent transgenic line IDs used in this study are indicated. Bars = 10 mm. (G) Schematic 
representation of length-to-width ratio (leaf index). (H) Leaf index of Col-0 and uL4D mutant 
plants. Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer test). 
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Figure 3.4. FLAG-tagged uL4Ds complement the short-root phenotype of ul4d(KO) plants. 

Wild-type Col-0 plants, ul4d(KO), and transgenic plants expressing FLAG-tagged uL4D(WT) (A), 
uL4D(R77A) (B), uL4D(ΔTV) (C), or uL4D(Δloop) (D) were grown for 10 days on half-strength MS 
medium plates under long-day conditions. Arrowheads indicate the tip of the primary roots. Bars 
= 10 mm. (E) Primary root lengths in (A–D) were measured and means ± SD (n > 7) are shown. 
Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer test). 
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Figure 3.5. Functionality of FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes. 

(A) Crude extracts (S16), post-ribosomal supernatants (S170), and ribosomal pellets (P170) 
prepared from callus cultures derived from wild-type Col-0 plants, ul4d(KO), and FLAG-tagged 
mutant uL4D transgenic lines are shown. Total proteins (10 μg in S16/S170; 1 μg in P170) were 
separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-FLAG antibody, anti-uL22 
antiserum, and anti-β-actin antiserum. Positions of FLAG-tagged uL4D mutant proteins 
(uL4D:FLAG), 19-kDa uL22, and 43-kDa β-actin bands are marked. β-actin was used as a 
soluble protein marker. Note that uL4D(Δloop):FLAG protein is smaller than uL4D(WT):FLAG by 
~1 kDa due to a 13-amino acid-deletion. A black dot in S170 marks the cross-reaction band. 
Representative results of two biological replicates are shown. (B) P-170 fractions from 
uL4D(WT):FLAG w2 line, uL4D(R77A):FLAG r6 line, and uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG d8 line were 
fractionated by ultracentrifugation through a 15–60% (w/v) sucrose density gradient. UV 
absorbance profile at 254 nm and immunoblot analysis using anti-FLAG antibody and anti-uL22 
antiserum are shown. Positions of free proteins and 40S subunit, 60S subunit, 80S ribosome, 
and polysome fractions are indicated. Representative results of two biological replicates are 
shown. (C) The immunoblot signals in (B) were quantified and the distributions of FLAG-tagged 
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mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes (detected by using anti-FLAG antibody) among total 
ribosome (detected by using anti-uL22 antiserum) were calculated. The positions of free proteins 
and 40S subunit, 60S subunit, 80S ribosome, and polysome fractions are indicated. The y-axis 
was set so that the means of uL4D(WT):FLAG w2 line, uL4D(R77A):FLAG r6 line, and 
uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG d8 line are 1. Means ± SD of two biological repeats are shown. 
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Figure 3.6. Constitution fraction of FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes. 

(A) Immunoblot analysis of ACE batches using anti-uL4 antiserum, anti-FLAG antibody, and 
anti-uL22 antiserum. Representative results of three technical repeats are shown. Anti-uL4 
detects both FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D and endogenous uL4A. (B) Immunoblot signals 
obtained using anti-uL4 antiserum in (A) were quantified, and the constitution fractions of 
FLAG-tagged uL4D-containing ribosomes among total ribosomes were calculated. Means ± SD 
of three technical repeats are shown. 
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Figure 3.7. Differential effects of uL4D mutant ribosomes on stalling. 

RNA construct shown above the bar graphs was translated in ACE prepared from wild-type 
Col-0, or from two independent lines of FLAG-tagged uL4D mutants as indicated. (Left panels) 
Translation products were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting. The 
antibodies used to detect translation products are indicated. Immunoblots with anti-FLAG 
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antibody and anti-uL22 antiserum are also shown. Positions of the full-length product (FL), 
peptidyl-tRNA (PtR), 48-kDa FLAG-tagged uL4Ds (uL4D:FLAG), and 19-kDa uL22 are marked. 
The experiments were carried out with two batches of ACE preparations for each of the Col-0 
and mutant lines, and a representative result of triplicate experiments in one of the batches is 
shown. (Right panels) The corrected stalling efficiencies (shaded box) relative to the raw stalling 
efficiency in Col-0 ACE (open box) were calculated and means ± SD of six experiments 
performed with two ACE batches in triplicate are shown. Asterisks indicate significant differences 
compared with Col-0 ACE (q < 0.05 by Welch’s t-test with false discovery rate (FDR) correction). 
(A) CGS1 system. GST:CGS1(WT) RNA was translated for 30 min in ACE in the absence (–) or 
presence (+) of 1 mM AdoMet. The immunoblot signals of the “+” lanes in the left panel were 
quantified and stalling efficiencies were calculated. The MTO1 region (Ominato et al. 2002) is 
indicated by a filled blue box. (B) hCMV system. TagI:DP75:hCMV(WT) RNA (W) and 
TagI:DP75:hCMV(P21A) RNA (m) were translated for 30 min. The immunoblot signals of the “W” 
lanes were quantified. (C) AAP system. TagII:DP75:AAP(WT) RNA was translated for 10 min in 
the presence of a low (L, 0.08 mM) or high (H, 2.08 mM) L-arginine concentration as indicated. 
The immunoblot signals of the “H” lanes were quantified. (D) AtAMD1 system. 
TagI:DP75:S-ORF(WT) RNA was translated for 30 min in the presence of a low (L, 0.2 mM) or 
high (H, 0.7 mM) spermidine (Spd) concentration as indicated. The immunoblot signals of the “H” 
lanes were quantified. (E) MAGDIS system. TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) RNA was translated for 10 
min in the presence of a low (L, 0.2 mM) or high (H, 0.7 mM) Spd concentration as indicated. The 
immunoblot signals of the “H” lanes were quantified. TagI and TagII carry M8:His:HA and 
M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc tags, respectively. 
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Figure 3.8. Differential effects of uL4D mutant ribosomes on stalling. 

(A–E) The raw stalling efficiencies corresponding to the right panels of Figure 3.7, respectively, 
are shown. Asterisks indicate significant differences compared with Col-0 ACE (q < 0.05 by 
Welch’s t-test with FDR correction). 
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Figure 3.9. Correction of raw values of stalling efficiencies and reporter activities for the 
constitution fraction of uL4D mutant ribosome 

(A) Correction of the stalling efficiency. The raw stalling efficiency relative to Col-0 ACE (rST) 
contains contributions from both FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D- and endogenous uL4A-containing 
ribosomes. To evaluate the stalling efficiencies of the mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes alone, 
the corrected stalling efficiencies (cSTD) were calculated by taking the constitution fraction of 
mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes (CFD):  

rST = CFA + CFD x cSTD, where CFA = 1 – CFD.  
Therefore,  

cSTD = 1 – (1 – rST) / CFD.  
SD values before (rSD) and after correction (cSDD) are,  

cSDD = rSD / CFD.  
This calculation assumes that the stalling efficiency of endogenous uL4A-containing ribosomes 
alone (cSTA) is the same as that in Col-0 ACE (i.e., cSTA = 1), which should be reasonable. The 
rSD value is ascribed all to cSDD in this calculation.  

(B) Correction of the reporter activity. Likewise, the raw reporter activity relative to Col-0 ACE 
(rRA) and its SD values (rSD) were corrected for the constitution fraction of mutant 
uL4D-containing ribosomes (CFD): 

cRAD = 1 – (1 – rRA) / CFD 
cSDD = rSD / CFD.  
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Figure 3.10. Affinity purification of stalled ribosomes. 

(A) Schematic representation of GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA, which is a nonstop RNA that is 
truncated at the Gly-183 codon located at the end of CGS1 exon 1 and does not carry a stop 
codon. The MTO1 region (Ominato et al. 2002) is indicated by a filled blue box. (B and C) 
GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA (500 fmol μl	1) was translated in ACE prepared from wild-type Col-0 
and mutant lines expressing uL4D:FLAG in the absence (–) or presence (+) of 1 mM AdoMet, as 
indicated. After 30 min of translation, stalled ribosomes were affinity-purified by IP using 
anti-FLAG antibody. Translation products of input controls (B) and IP fractions (IP: α-FLAG) (C) 
were analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-GST antibody. Positions of 65-kDa peptidyl-tRNA 
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[PtR(Gly-183)] produced at the nonstop RNA end of Gly-183 and the 55-kDa peptidyl-tRNA 
[PtR(Ser-94)] produced by AdoMet-induced NPmRS at Ser-94, and the full-length peptide, which 
was dissociated from PtR(Gly-183) (FL), are marked. The band marked with a black dot is 
probably a peptidyl-tRNA that is produced by a ribosome stacked behind the one stalled at the 
nonstop RNA end. Immunoblots using anti-FLAG antibody and anti-uL22 antiserum are shown 
as loading controls. A representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. (D) Immunoblot 
analysis of the translation mixture before (in) and after IP (IP) using anti-uL4 antiserum to show the 
constitution fractions of FLAG-tagged ribosomes. Positions of the 48-kDa FLAG-tagged uL4D 
(uL4D:FLAG) and the 47-kDa endogenous uL4 are marked. The band marked as endogenous 
uL4 in Col-0 ACE (lanes 1 and 2) includes both endogenous uL4A and endogenous uL4D, while 
that in uL4D:FLAG mutant ACE (lanes 3–14) is endogenous uL4A alone. A representative result 
of triplicate experiments is shown. (E) The immunoblot signals in (B) and (C) were quantified. The 
corrected stalling efficiency in the input sample (shaded box), and the raw stalling efficiency after 
IP (cross hatched box) were calculated and means ± SD (n = 3) are shown. No significant 
difference was observed between the corrected stalling efficiency before IP and raw stalling 
efficiency after IP in each pair of the samples (p > 0.05 by Welch’s t-test). 
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Figure 3.11. Affinity purification strategy of the stalled ribosomes. 

The green ribosomes represent wild-type ribosomes, and the red ribosomes represent 
FLAG-tagged mutant ribosomes. tRNAs are represented by clovers. To calculate the stalling 
efficiency of FLAG-tagged mutant ribosomes alone, peptidyl-tRNAs from both stalled and 
non-stalled mutant ribosomes have to be purified. (A) Affinity purification of ribosomes stalled 
during the translation elongation by IP. The MTO1 region (Ominato et al. 2002) is indicated by a 
filled blue box. (Left) On a “normal” RNA with a stop codon, those ribosomes that did not stall by 
NPmRS will translate to the stop codon and dissociate into large and small subunits and 
peptidyl-tRNA are hydrolyzed to tRNA and peptides. Therefore, those ribosomes that did not stall 
by NPmRS cannot be affinity-purified. (Right) On a nonstop RNA, those ribosomes that did not 
stall by NPmRS will translate to the nonstop RNA end and will be staying there. Therefore, both of 
them can be affinity-purified and stalling efficiency can be calculated. (B) Affinity purification of 
ribosomes stalled at the translation termination by IP. (Left) On a “normal” RNA with a stop codon, 
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those ribosomes that did not stall by NPmRS will translate to the stop codon and dissociate into 
large and small subunits and peptidyl-tRNA are hydrolyzed to tRNA and peptides. Therefore, 
those ribosomes that did not stall by NPmRS cannot be affinity-purified. (Right) On a nonstop 
RNA, those ribosomes that did not stall by NPmRS will be staying at the nonstop RNA end. 
Therefore, both stalled and non-stalled ribosomes can be affinity-purified. However, stalling 
efficiency cannot be calculated, because these ribosomes bear the same peptidyl-tRNA species. 
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Figure 3.12. Deduction of the stalling efficiencies by the mutant ribosomes alone by linear 
regression. 

(A) Col-0 ACE and uL4D(WT):FLAG line w2 ACE were mixed at 1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 0:1 volume 
ratios (lanes 1 to 5, respectively), or Col-0 ACE and uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG line d8 ACE were mixed at 
1:0. 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 0:1 volume ratios (lanes 6 to 10, respectively). These mixtures were used 
to translate Tagl:DP75:hCMV(WT) RNA. Translation products were separated by SDS-PAGE and 
analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-HA antibody. Immunoblots with anti-uL4 and anti-uL22 
are also shown. Positions of the full-length product (FL), peptidyl-tRNA (PtR), 48-kDa 
FLAG-tagged uL4Ds (uL4D:FLAG), endogenous uL4A and uL4D (uL4A, D), and 19-kDa uL22 are 
marked. The experiments were carried out in one of the batches of ACE preparations for each of 
the Col-0 and mutant lines, and a representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. (B) 
Linear regression (solid blue line) of stalling efficiency vs construction fraction of uL4D(WT):FLAG 
ribosome. Raw stalling efficiencies obtained from lanes 1–5 of (A) were plotted against the 
constitution fractions of the uL4D(WT):FLAG ribosome of each of the ACE mixtures (means ± SD, 
n = 3). The constitution fraction was determined based on the intensities of the upper and lower 
bands of the immunoblot with anti-uL4 antibody. The numbers in parentheses below the data 
refer to the lane numbers in (A). The blue diamond indicates the estimated stalling efficiency by 
the uL4D(WT):FLAG ribosome alone. The dashed blue curves represent the upper and lower 
limits of the mean prediction 95% confidence interval. (C) Linear regression (solid magenta line) of 
stalling efficiency vs construction fraction of uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ribosome. Raw stalling efficiencies 
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obtained from lanes 6–10 of (A) were plotted against the constitution fractions of the 
uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ribosome of each of the ACE mixtures (means ± SD, n = 3). The constitution 
fraction was determined as in (B). The numbers in parentheses below the data refer to the lane 
numbers in (A). The magenta diamond indicates the estimated stalling efficiency by the 
uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG ribosome alone. The dashed magenta curves represent the upper and lower 
limits of the mean prediction 95% confidence interval. In (B) and (C), calculated constitution 
fractions of endogenous uL4A- and D-containing ribosomes in Col-0 ACE (light green), 
endogenous uL4A-containing ribosomes in the mutant ACE (dark green), and FLAG-tagged 
mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes (light blue or light magenta) are shown below the graph. Note 
that to the right of the vertical white lines are extrapolated values. The linear regression and mean 
prediction 95% confidence interval were calculated using Mathematica software (Wolfram 
Research, Champaign, IL, USA). 
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Figure 3.13. Differential effects of uL4D mutant ribosomes on LUC reporter expression. 

RNA was translated in ACE prepared from wild-type Col-0 or from two independent lines of 
FLAG-tagged uL4D mutants. After translation of RNA for 120 min, LUC activities were measured 
and normalized with the Renilla luciferase (RLUC) activity of the co-translated control RNA. The 
corrected reporter activities (shaded box) relative to the raw reporter activity in Col-0 ACE (open 
box) were calculated and means ± SD of six experiments performed with two ACE batches in 
triplicate are shown. Asterisks indicate significant difference from raw reporter activity in Col-0 
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ACE (q < 0.05 by Welch’s t-test with FDR correction). (A) hCMV system. 5′-hCMV:LUC(WT) and 
5′-hCMV:LUC(P21A) RNAs were translated. LUC activities in 5′-hCMV:LUC(WT) RNA relative to 
those of 5′-hCMV:LUC(P21A) RNA were calculated. (B) AtAMD1 system. 5′-AtAMD1:LUC RNA 
was translated in the presence of 0.2 or 0.7 mM spermidine (Spd). LUC activities in the presence 
of 0.7 mM Spd relative to those of 0.2 mM were calculated. (C) MAGDIS system. 
5′-mAMD1:LUC RNA was translated in the presence of 0.2 or 0.7 mM Spd. LUC activities in the 
presence of 0.7 mM Spd relative to those at 0.2 mM were calculated. (D) AUG-Stop system. 
5′-NIP5;1:LUC RNA was translated in the presence or absence of 0.5 mM boric acid. LUC 
activities in the presence of boric acid relative to those in its absence were calculated. 
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Figure 3.14. Raw reporter activities. 

(A–D) The raw reporter activities corresponding to Figure 3.13, respectively, are shown. Asterisks 
indicate significant differences compared with Col-0 ACE (q < 0.05 by Welch’s t-test with FDR 
correction). 
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CHAPTER 4. 

General discussion 
 

In the present study, I used transgenic Arabidopsis lines carrying mutant r-proteins, and analyzed 

their effects on several NPmRSs in eukaryotes by using Arabidopsis in vitro translation system 

derived from the mutant lines (Chapter 3). I analyzed two types of uL4 mutations: a point 

mutation (R77A) and a small deletion (ΔTV). The latter will alter the geometry of the constriction 

region, while the former may be able to detect specific interaction with the nascent peptide. For 

the NPmRS systems to be tested, I chose five well-characterized eukaryotic NPmRS systems 

including virus, fungi, plants, and mammals (Figure 2.1). I found that all regulatory peptides 

function in Arabidopsis ribosomes prepared from wild-type plants (Chapter 2). Among these, 

ribosome stalling of the four systems were reduced in uL4(ΔTV) mutant ribosomes, namely the 

CGS1, hCMV, AAP, and AtAMD1 systems, while two were also reduced in uL4D(R77A) mutant 

ribosomes. The qualitative differences in the effects of the mutant ribosomes explained the 

difference in spatial allocation of the nascent peptides in the constriction region that have been 

revealed by the structural analyses. In contrast, one NPmRS, the MAGDIS system, was not 

affected by the ribosome mutation. This uORF codes for six-amino-acid sequence of MAGDIS to 

cause stalling, which is too short to reach the constriction region. Therefore, my study clearly 

showed that the constriction region is crucial for most of the NPmRS systems that have their 

functional amino acids > 20 amino acids, whereas the MAGDIS uORF uses a distinct mechanism 

for the induction of stalling. 

 

Direct effect of uL4D mutant ribosomes on stalling function 

Two possibilities can be envisaged for the direct effect of the uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(ΔTV) 

mutations on stalling function: (i) specific amino acid residues substituted or deleted in these 

mutation, namely Arg-77, and Thr-75 and Val-79 of uL4, respectively, are necessary for stalling, 

or (ii) integrity of β-loop structure of uL4 is necessary for stalling. Concerning the possibility (i), the 

Arg-77 residue is at the tip of the β-loop structure, whereas the Thr-75 and Val-79 residues flank 

the tip, and these amino acid sequences are highly conserved in both bacterial and eukaryotic 

orthologs (Figures 3.1B and 3.2B). This region may be essential for establishing interactions with 

specific motifs of regulatory peptides when these peptides adopt a distinct conformation inside 

the exit tunnel, as reported in the E. coli SecM and fungal AAP (Yap and Bernstein 2009, 
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Bhushan et al. 2010, Wu et al. 2012), which may argue for the possibility (i). As for the possibility 

(ii), the high-resolution crystal structure of the ribosomal large subunit with a three amino acids 

insertion in the β-loop of uL22 has been determined in Deinococcus radiodurans (Wekselman et 

al. 2017). This structure has revealed that the insertion causes a shift of the β-loop structure of 

the mutated uL22 toward the interior of the exit tunnel, thereby alter the conformation of the 

surrounding 23S rRNA residues, which is consistent with previous biochemical and structural 

analyses (Gabashvili et al. 2001, Davydova et al. 2002, Berisio et al. 2003). This finding indicates 

that mutation of the constriction region may modulate the shape of overall structure of the 

constriction and thus affect ribosome stalling. The nascent peptide of MifM induces ribosome 

stalling in B. subtilis but not in E. coli (Chiba et al. 2011). This species specificity was dictated by 

the identity of a single amino acid within the β-loop of uL22 (Sohmen et al. 2015). This finding 

also suggests that even minor conformational changes in the constriction region can have a 

major influence on ribosome stalling. Based on these findings, the uL4D mutant ribosome may 

trigger structural rearrangements of ribosomal component(s) including uL4 and uL22 and/or 

rRNA nucleotides; however, it is not yet possible to obtain any structural information of the 

ribosome carrying these mutations since only a limited number of structural information related to 

plant 80S ribosomes is available at present.  

 

Commonality and specificity of mechanisms involved in NPmRS 

Known regulatory nascent peptides have divergent sequences (Table 1.1 and Figure 2.1), and 

even the relatively short ErmCL homologs (19 amino acids) exhibit considerable variation among 

different bacterial species (Ramu et al. 2009). Thus, it has been thought that each regulatory 

peptide acts with the translating ribosome in a distinct fashion (Bhushan et al. 2010, Ito and 

Chiba 2013). My biochemical data provide insights into the common features of underlying 

molecular mechanisms of NPmRS as well as its specificity. First, several aspects have been 

identified that all NPmRS systems have in common: (i) The critical regions of regulatory peptides 

appear to be concentrated on the upper half of the ribosomal exit tunnel, extending from the PTC 

to the constriction region (Figure 2.1) (Su et al. 2017, Mori et al. 2018, Shanmuganathan et al. 

2019). (ii) In all cases, specific contacts of nascent peptides are established to the wall of the 

ribosomal exit tunnel if the length of functional amino acids is long enough to reach the 

constriction region (Chapter 3). (iii) Apart from my biochemical evidence-based aspects, the 

geometry of the PTC is perturbed in order to achieve ribosome stalling, as evidenced by cryo-EM 

studies of the AAP and hCMV systems (Bhushan et al. 2010, Wilson et al. 2016). In particular, 
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three nucleotides around the PTC, namely U2506, U2585, and A2602, are most strongly 

affected due to their critical contribution to peptide bond formation and/or termination, which 

could contribute to PTC inactivation. Second, there is no simple consensus for stalling, but rather 

a high degree of variety is present. (i) The length of the critical amino acid stretch is ranging from 

as short as six-amino-acid MAGDIS of mAMD1 to as long as >30 amino acids as observed in 

several stalling systems (Figure 2.1). Indeed, polyamine-induced stalling of mAMD1 was not 

affected by uL4D mutant ribosomes as well as boric acid-dependent stalling of NIP5;1. (ii) There 

is no consensus and no common contact pattern between the nascent peptide and the exit 

tunnel wall, with some functional amino acid sequences even adopting a distinct conformation in 

the tunnel (Yap and Bernstein 2009, Bhushan et al. 2010, Onoue et al. 2011, Wu et al. 2012, 

Matheisl et al. 2015). (iii) Effector-dependent stalling participates in composite binding pockets 

together with the exit tunnel, while autonomous stalling induces a perturbed geometry at the PTC 

without any assistance by an effector. Therefore, to obtain more comprehensive picture of the 

commonality and specificity of mechanisms involved in RPmRS, further biochemical insight into 

other stalling will be required. 

 

Novel approaches for translating mRNAs in the whole genome 

Novel technologies enable an investigation of the genome-wide translational landscape. Recently, 

ribosome profiling (Ingolia et al. 2009), which sequences ribosome-protected mRNA fragments, 

has been developed and applied for calculation of translation efficiency in the genomic scale. In 

plants, for example, Hsu et al. (2016) used this method to discover proteins missed in the 

annotation of the Arabidopsis genome, and confirmed unannotated small proteins that might 

have important functions in plants as well as a lot of stalling events. The availability of such 

translatome data for both model and non-model plants would facilitate fundamental and applied 

research for protein-coding genes and transposable elements in the genome. 

The affinity purification of epitope-tagged r-proteins has been extensively used as a valuable 

tool for biochemical and structural studies, including ribosome biogenesis and translational 

regulation in eukaryotes. For example, a tissue-specific translational abundance has been 

analyzed using ribosome profiling methods such as translating ribosome affinity purification 

followed by RNA sequencing in organisms ranging from Drosophila melanogaster to mice and 

human cultured cells (Heiman et al. 2014, Chen and Dickman 2018). In plants, FLAG-tagged 

Arabidopsis eL18 was expressed in wild-type plants under the control of the cauliflower mosaic 

virus 35S promoter (Zanetti et al. 2005), and used for analysis of ribosome-associated mRNAs 
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and lncRNAs (Juntawong et al. 2013, Bazin et al. 2017). More recently, transgenic rice with an 

epitope-tagged uL18 was generated and revealed the importance of transcript size and GC 

content in mRNA translation (Zhao et al. 2017). However, few attempts have been made to 

express mutant r-proteins, because ribosome mutants often suffer from sick phenotypes, such 

as growth defects and developmental alterations, making it difficult to establish “healthy” mutant 

plants (Byrne 2009, Horiguchi et al. 2012). In Arabidopsis, a plant-specific transcription factor 

ANAC082 plays a central role in the pathways connecting ribosomal perturbations, including 

genetic impairment of ribosome biogenesis factors or ribosomal components (Ohbayashi et al. 

2017). The uL4D mutant Arabidopsis lines used in my study have one copy of endogenous uL4A 

intact, which allowed me to obtain clear biochemical data (Chapter 3).  

Comprehensive identification of functional amino acids responsible for induction of ribosome 

stalling has been conducted using bioinformatics analysis in Arabidopsis and identified eight 

novel uORFs that repress main ORF expression in an amino acid sequence-dependent manner 

(Ebina et al. 2015, Hayashi et al. 2017), but has been limited to uORF. In these approaches, 

uORF sequences are compared between a certain range of species and any others with available 

transcript sequence databases (Hayden and Jorgensen 2008, Takahashi et al. 2012, Vaughn et 

al. 2012). In contrast to uORF, only two stalling events at main ORF have been reported in 

eukaryotes, namely CGS1 in Arabidopsis and XBP1u in human (Chiba et al. 2003, Onouchi et al. 

2005, Yanagaitani et al. 2011). My study with transgenic Arabidopsis lines carrying mutant 

ribosomes provides a powerful tool for genome-wide searches to investigate novel stalling events 

at either uORF or main ORF and sheds light on the possible roles of the ribosomal exit tunnel in 

global translation processes. 
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ABSTRACT

A number of regulatory nascent peptides have been
shown to regulate gene expression by causing
programmed ribosome stalling during translation.
Nascent peptide emerges from the ribosome through
the exit tunnel, and one-third of the way along which
!-loop structures of ribosomal proteins uL4 and
uL22 protrude into the tunnel to form the constric-
tion region. Structural studies have shown interac-
tions between nascent peptides and the exit tunnel
components including the constriction region. In eu-
karyotes, however, there is a lack of genetic stud-
ies for the involvement of the constriction region in
ribosome stalling. Here, we established transgenic
Arabidopsis lines that carry mutations in the !-loop
structure of uL4. Translation analyses using a cell-
free translation system derived from the transgenic
Arabidopsis carrying the mutant ribosome showed
that the uL4 mutations reduced the ribosome stalling
of four eukaryotic stalling systems, including those
for which stalled structures have been solved. Our
data, which showed differential effects of the uL4 mu-
tations depending on the stalling systems, explained
the spatial allocations of the nascent peptides at the

constriction that were deduced by structural studies.
Conversely, our data may predict allocation of the
nascent peptide at the constriction of stalling sys-
tems for which structural studies are not done.

INTRODUCTION

During translation, new peptide bonds are formed at the
peptidyltransferase center (PTC) in the ribosomal large sub-
unit, and the growing peptide passes through the exit tun-
nel that penetrates the large subunit before emerging from
the ribosome. However, some of the nascent peptides, or the
regulatory nascent peptides, direct the ribosome to stall dur-
ing translation. This nascent peptide-mediated ribosome
stalling (NPmRS) occurs either autonomously or is facili-
tated by an effector molecule, at either elongation or termi-
nation of translation, and on either the main open reading
frame (ORF) or an upstream ORF (uORF) (1), which is a
small ORF present upstream of the main ORF of eukary-
otic mRNAs.

The exit tunnel is ∼100 Å long and holds 30–40 amino
acid residues of the nascent peptide (2,3). Regulatory
nascent peptides are usually 20–30 amino acids long and
function while inside the exit tunnel. In both bacteria and
eukaryotes, !-loop structures of two ribosomal proteins,
uL4 and uL22 (4), which protrude into the exit tunnel, form
a constriction region located 30–40 Å from the PTC (2,3).
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This region has been suggested to function as a discriminat-
ing gate by interacting with the nascent peptides (5).

In bacteria, forward and reverse genetics studies have re-
vealed the importance of interactions between the nascent
peptide and the constriction region in mediating NPmRS
(5–9). This is supported by structural analyses of stalled ri-
bosomes using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), which
identified physical contacts of the nascent peptides with exit
tunnel components, including the constriction region (10–
13).

In eukaryotes, cryo-EM studies revealed physical con-
tacts of the nascent peptides with the constriction region
in stalled ribosomes of Neurospora crassa arg-2 uORF,
termed the arginine attenuator peptide (AAP) (the AAP
system), and human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) gp48 uORF
(the hCMV system) (14–16). However, there is no genetic
evidence showing the contribution of the constriction re-
gion to ribosome stalling.

In Arabidopsis CGS1, encoding cystathionine " -
synthase, the first committed enzyme of methionine
biosynthesis, S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet), a direct
metabolite of methionine, induces NPmRS during trans-
lation elongation at Ser-94 (the CGS1 system) (17–19).
The functional amino acid sequence for the response to
AdoMet is termed as MTO1 region (20–22). Studies using
the wheat germ extract (WGE) in vitro translation system
revealed that the nascent peptide adopts a compact confor-
mation and 28S rRNA residues, including those near the
constriction region, undergo conformation changes upon
stalling (18). Notably, these rRNA residues are located at
or near the rRNA residues for which structural studies
have identified physical contacts with the nascent peptides
in other stalling systems (14). This suggests involvement of
the constriction region in the CGS1 system, but whether
the conformation changes are the cause or result of stalling
remains unknown.

Here, we conducted reverse genetics-based biochemi-
cal studies to determine the involvement of the constric-
tion region in eukaryotic NPmRS. To this end, we con-
structed transgenic Arabidopsis lines carrying mutant uL4-
containing ribosomes. We examined effects of the mutations
on ribosome stalling using an Arabidopsis cell-free extract
(ACE) in vitro translation system (23) prepared from trans-
genic lines carrying FLAG-tagged mutant uL4.

For the NPmRS systems to be tested, we selected five
from divergent eukaryotes (Figure 1), of which four have
their relevant amino acid residues >20 from the stalled
residue, as in most NPmRS systems, and should cross
over the constriction region. These include the CGS1,
hCMV (27–29) and AAP (24–26) systems mentioned above,
and Arabidopsis AdoMet decarboxylase 1 (AtAMD1) S-
uORF (the AtAMD1 system) (30,31). We also tested an-
other NPmRS system, mammalian AdoMet decarboxylase
1 (mAMD1) uORF. This uORF, encoding six amino acids,
MAGDIS (the MAGDIS system) (32,33), is the shortest
among the NPmRS systems thus far identified and its
nascent peptide is too short to reach the constriction region
(Figure 1). Lastly, we tested the shortest possible uORF,
AUG-stop, of AtNIP5;1. AUG-stop causes prolonged ribo-
some stalling in response to boric acid (the AUG-Stop sys-
tem) (34). This minimum uORF codes for only one amino

acid, methionine, and is not actually an NPmRS, but was
included as a negative control.

We present here biochemical evidence that the constric-
tion region plays a crucial role in inducing NPmRS, in
which nascent peptides cross over the constriction. The dif-
ferential effects of the uL4 mutations explained the struc-
tural data for stalled ribosomes of the AAP and hCMV sys-
tems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant materials, transformation and growth conditions

Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. ecotype Columbia (Col-
0) was used as the wild-type plant line. A T-DNA inser-
tion knockout mutant of uL4D (SALK 029203) (35) was
obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Cen-
ter (Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA) and is re-
ferred to as ul4d(KO) in this paper. Transformation of Ara-
bidopsis plants was performed using the floral dip method
(36) with Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101. Plant
growth conditions were as described previously (37). T1
transgenic plants were selected on Murashige and Skoog
(MS) medium supplemented with 15 #g ml−1 hygromycin.
T3 homozygous lines with single insertions of uL4D pro-
moter::uL4D(WT):FLAG and its variants were established
based on the segregation of hygromycin resistance.

For root observations, plants were grown on vertically
placed half-strength MS medium containing 1% (w/v) su-
crose, 0.5% (w/v) MES (pH 5.7) and 1.5% (w/v) gellan gum
for 10 days in a growth chamber at 22◦C under fluorescent
light with a 16 h-light/8 h-dark cycle. Root length was mea-
sured using RootNav software (38). For leaf morphology
analysis, plants were grown for 21 days as described previ-
ously (37) and one of the first pair of the true leaves was
dissected. Leaf index (ratio of length to width of the leaf
blade) was calculated using ImageJ software (National In-
stitutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

Chemicals

AdoMet and spermidine were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), and L-arginine was pur-
chased from Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan). Other
chemicals were obtained as described previously (18, 23).

Construction of plasmids used for plant transformation

Plasmids pYTJ10, pYTJ1, pYTJ7 and pYTJ4 (Supplemen-
tary Table S1) carry uL4D promoter::uL4D(WT):FLAG,
uL4D promoter::uL4D(R77A):FLAG, uL4D
promoter::uL4D(∆TV):FLAG and uL4D promoter::
uL4D(∆loop):FLAG DNA, respectively, in the pGWB10
T-DNA binary vector (39). To construct pYTJ10, the
−1020 to −1 nt region (relative to the translation start site)
of wild-type uL4D and the coding region were amplified
by PCR from genomic DNA of Col-0 using the primers
uL4Df and uL4Dr (Supplementary Table S2). The ampli-
fied fragment was subcloned into the pENTR/D-TOPO
vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) using the TOPO
cloning reaction. The cloned full-length uL4D(WT) DNA
was subsequently recombined into the pGWB10 T-DNA
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Figure 1. The stalling systems analyzed in this study. For each system, the gene and ORF (main ORF or uORF) in which stalling occurs, effector molecule,
and translation step at which stalling occurs (elongation or termination) are shown. Amino acid sequences relevant for stalling in CGS1 or those encoded
by the uORFs are shown. Amino acid residues important for NPmRS (17,21, 24,26,28,29,32–34) are marked in red. For AtAMD1, functional amino acids
are not reported, while importance of the amino acid sequence was shown by frame-shift mutation (31). The MTO1 (21) region of CGS1 is underlined
with ambiguous amino acids in dotted underline. Amino acid residues are numbered from the stalled residue (−1, marked with a clover). Approximate
position of the constriction region is shaded. Since the nascent peptide may form $-helix in the PTC-proximal region as reported in AAP and hCMV
(14,16), residues that cross over the constriction region may be shifted to the left.

binary vector using the Gateway system (40). For the con-
struction of uL4D(R77A), uL4D(∆TV) and uL4D(∆loop)
mutations, the overlap extension PCR method (41,42)
was employed. The flanking primers, R77Af and R77Ar
for the uL4D(R77A) mutation, dTVf and dTVr for the
uL4D(∆TV) mutation, and dLoopf and dLoopr for
the uL4D(∆loop) mutation, and the flanking primers
uL4Flankf and uL4Flankr (Supplementary Table S2)
were used. The mutated DNA fragment was introduced
into the uL4D(WT) coding region of pYTJ10 to generate
pYTJ1, pYTJ7 and pYTJ4 plasmids. For all constructs,
the integrity of PCR-amplified regions was confirmed by
sequence analysis.

Construction of plasmids used for stalling assay

Plasmid pST00 (Supplementary Table S1) carries the
M8:His:HA:DP75 sequence between the SP6 promoter
and the 30-nt poly(A) in the pSP64 poly(A) vector
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). The DP75 linker was de-
rived from the dipeptidyl-aminopeptidase B coding se-
quence (15,43). To construct pST00, the His:HA:DP75 cod-
ing region was amplified by PCR from pYY105, which car-
ries T7::His:HA:DP75:uORF2(WT) DNA in the pEX-A2
vector (43), using the primers DP75f and DP75r (Supple-
mentary Table S2). The amplified fragment was digested
with XbaI and BamHI and inserted between the XbaI
and BamHI sites of pYK00, which harbors M8:CGS1(WT)
DNA in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (18).

Plasmids pST55 and pST56 (Supplementary Ta-
ble S1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(WT) and
M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(D12N), respectively, in the
pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, com-
plementary oligonucleotides AAPf/AAPr or D12Nf/AAPr
(Supplementary Table S2), encoding wild-type or mutated
N. crassa arg-2 (24), respectively, were annealed and
filled-in using KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase (Toyobo,
Osaka, Japan). The amplified fragments were digested with
EcoRV and BamHI and inserted between the EcoRV and
BamHI sites of pST00.

Plasmids pTI5 and pTI6 (Supplementary Table S1)
carry M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(WT) and

M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(D12N), respec-
tively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To introduce the Myc
tag sequence between the HA tag and the DP75 linker in
pST55 and pST56, in vitro mutagenesis was carried out by
inverse PCR using the primers MycDP75f and HAMycr
(Supplementary Table S2), followed by digestion of the
plasmid DNA by DpnI (Toyobo). The amplified fragments
were self-ligated using T4 DNA ligase (Wako Pure Chemi-
cals) and T4 polynucleotide kinase (Toyobo). To construct
pTI5 and pTI6, complementary oligonucleotides 3xFLAGf
and 3xFLAGr (Supplementary Table S2) were annealed
and filled-in by PCR, and the amplified fragments were
ligated with the PCR-amplified fragment from the Myc
tag-fused pST55 or pST56 using Mycf and HAr primers
(Supplementary Table S2) by the SLiCE reaction (44).

Plasmids pST57 and pST58 (Supplementary Ta-
ble S1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(WT) and
M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(P21A), respectively, in the
pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids,
complementary oligonucleotides hCMVf/hCMVr or
hCMVf/P21Ar (Supplementary Table S2), encoding
wild-type or mutated uORF2 of hCMV gp48 (15,45),
respectively, were annealed and filled-in by PCR. The
amplified fragments were inserted into pST00 in the same
way as for the construction of pST55.

Plasmids pST76 and pST77 (Supplementary Ta-
ble S1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(WT) and
M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(fs), respectively, in the pSP64
poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, the coding re-
gion of the AtAMD1 S-uORF was amplified from pNU14
or pNU15, which carries GST:S-uORF(WT):RLUC or
GST:S-uORF(fs):RLUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A)
vector (31), using the primer sets SAMDC1f/SAMDC1r
or SAMDC1fsf/SAMDC1fsr (Supplementary Table S2),
respectively. The amplified fragments were inserted into
pST00 in the same way as for the construction of pST55.

Plasmids pST116 and pST117 (Supplementary Ta-
ble S1) carry M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) and
M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L), respectively, in the
pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct these plasmids, the
His:HA:DP75 tag sequence was amplified from pST00
using the primer sets DP75f/MAGDISr or DP75f/I5Lr
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(Supplementary Table S2), respectively, and the amplified
fragments were digested with XbaI and BamHI and
inserted between the XbaI and BamHI sites of pST00.

Plasmids pST124 and pST125 (Supplementary Table S1)
carry M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:MAGDIS(WT)
and M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L),
respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector. To construct
these plasmids, the His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75 tag
sequence was amplified from pTI5 using the primer sets
DP75fMAGDISr or DP75f/I5Lr (Supplementary Table
S2), respectively, and the amplified fragments were inserted
into pST00 in the same way as for the construction of
pST55. For all constructs, the integrity of PCR-amplified
regions was confirmed by sequence analysis.

In the Results section, M8:His:HA and M8:His:HA:3x
FLAG:Myc sequences are referred to as TagI and TagII, re-
spectively.

Construction of plasmids used for reporter assay

Plasmids pST122 and pST123 (Supplementary Ta-
ble S1) carry gp48 5′-UTR(WT):LUC and gp48 5′-
UTR(P21A):LUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A)
vector. To construct these plasmids, complementary
oligonucleotides hCMVf2/hCMVr2 or hCMVf2/P21Ar2
(Supplementary Table S2), which correspond to the wild-
type or mutated 5′-UTR of the hCMV gp48 sequence
(45,46), respectively, were annealed and filled-in by PCR.
The amplified fragments were digested with HindIII
and inserted at the HindIII site of pMI21, which carries
CGS1(WT):LUC in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (22).

Plasmids pST120 and pST121 (Supplementary Table
S1) carry AtAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC and AtAMD1 5′-
UTR(fs):LUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A) vector.
To construct these plasmids, the 5′-UTR of AtAMD1
was amplified from pSY209 or pSY214, which carry
S-uORF(WT):RLUC or S-uORF(fs):RLUC, respectively,
in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (31) using the primers
SAMDC1f2 and SAMDC1r2 (Supplementary Table S2).
The amplified fragments were digested with XbaI and
NcoI and inserted between the XbaI and NcoI sites of
pMI21.

Plasmids pST118 and pST119 (Supplementary Table
S1) carry mAMD1 5′-UTR(WT):LUC and mAMD1
5′-UTR(I5L):LUC, respectively, in the pSP64 poly(A)
vector. To construct these plasmids, complementary
oligonucleotides MAGDIS(WT)f/MAGDIS(WT)r or
MAGDIS(WT)f/MAGDIS(I5L)r (Supplementary Table
S2), which correspond to the wild-type or I5L mutant
5′-UTR (47), respectively, were annealed and filled-in by
PCR. pSR327 carries a chimeric 5′-UTR: −327 to −311
nt of the human AMD1 and −310 to −1 nt of the bovine
AMD1 (47). The amplified fragments were inserted into
pMI21 in the same way as for the construction of pST120.
For all constructs, the integrity of PCR-amplified regions
was confirmed by sequence analysis.

Plasmid pMI27 carries the RLUC gene in the pSP64
poly(A) vector (22). Plasmids pMT131 and pMT132 carry
the wild-type or mutated 5′-UTR of AtNIP5;1, respectively,
joined to the LUC gene in the pSP64 poly(A) vector (34).

Quantitative RT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted from plants grown for 14 days
using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Ger-
many) and treated with DNase I. Total RNA was reverse-
transcribed to cDNA using the SuperScript III First-
Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) with oligo-d(T)12–18
primers. Real-time PCR was performed using a LightCy-
cler 480 Real-time System (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and
the LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master kit. The Ara-
bidopsis UBQ5 gene was used as an internal control. The
primers used are listed in Supplementary Table S2.

In vitro transcription

DNA templates in the pSP64 poly(A) vector were lin-
earized with EcoRI and purified using the QIAquick Nu-
cleotide Removal Kit (Qiagen), with the exception of the
M8:His:HA:DP75 and M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75
fusion constructs. DNA templates for these plasmids and
nonstop RNAs were prepared by amplifying the corre-
sponding region by PCR using KOD-Plus-Neo DNA poly-
merase. For PCR amplification, SP65′fP (18) was used as
a forward primer and the reverse primers as listed in Sup-
plementary Table S2 were used. In vitro transcription in the
presence of a cap analog, m7G[5′]ppp[5′]GTP, was carried
out as described previously (22).

In vitro translation

Preparation of ACE and in vitro translation reactions using
ACE were carried out at 25◦C as described previously (23).
Unless otherwise stated, the template RNA was used at 50
fmol #l–1. For RNase A treatment, RNase A was added at
a final concentration of 0.5 mg ml−1 and reaction mixtures
were incubated for 15 min at 37◦C. For immunoblot analy-
sis, reaction mixtures were diluted with the 1× SDS-PAGE
gel sample buffer (50 mM Tris–HCI pH 6.8, 50 mM DTT,
10% (v/v) glycerol and 1% (w/v) SDS).

Immunoblot analysis

For immunoblot analysis of in vitro translation products,
samples were separated on a NuPAGE 4–12% or 12%
Bis–Tris Gel (Invitrogen), transferred to an Immobilon-P
membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), and immuno-
reacted with either a polyclonal anti-GST antibody (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), a mono-
clonal anti-HA antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), or
a monoclonal anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich).
MOPS running buffer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA, USA) was used for the GST tag-fusion construct.
MES running buffer (Life Technologies) was used for the
M8:His:HA:DP75 or M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75
fusion constructs. The signals were detected using an
Immobilon Forte Western HRP substrate (Millipore) and
visualized using a LAS-3000 mini imaging system (GE
Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). The band intensities
were quantified using MultiGauge software (Fuji Photo
Film, Tokyo, Japan).

Total proteins from Arabidopsis callus cultures were
separated by SDS-PAGE with MOPS running buffer and
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subjected to immunoblot analyses using a monoclonal
anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich), anti-uL22 an-
tiserum, anti-uL4 antiserum (Proteintech, Rosemont, IL,
USA), or anti-!-actin antiserum (Gene Tex, Irvine, CA,
USA). The polyclonal antibody against human uL4 (ac-
cession no. BC009888) recognizes both endogenous Ara-
bidopsis uL4A and uL4D as epitopes (48). The poly-
clonal antiserum raised against Arabidopsis uL22 was gen-
erated by immunizing rabbit with a synthetic peptide cor-
responding to amino acids 4–20 of Arabidopsis uL22B
(YSQEPDNQTKSCKARGS; At1g67430).

Isolation of Arabidopsis ribosomes

For ribosome isolation, liquid callus cultures were prepared
from Arabidopsis seedlings as described previously (23) and
harvested on the 21st day after callus induction. Frozen tis-
sues were homogenized in buffer D (49). After clarification
by centrifugation at 16 000 × g for 30 min, crude extract
(S16) was loaded on the 1.75 M sucrose cushion (100 mM
Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 40 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT
and 100 #g ml−1 cycloheximide) and centrifuged at 170 000
× g for 4 h at 4◦C in a TLA100.3 rotor (Beckman Coulter,
Brea, CA, USA) to obtain the S170 soluble protein fraction
and the P170 ribosomal pellet. The P170 fraction was sus-
pended in the resuspension buffer (100 mM Tris–HCl pH
8.0, 40 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT and 100 #g
ml−1 cycloheximide). For immunoblot analysis, the protein
concentration was measured using a Pierce 660 nm Protein
Assay Reagent (Invitrogen), in accordance with the manu-
facturer’s instructions.

Polysome profiling analysis

For the fractionation of total polysomes, ribosomes (P170)
were isolated as described above. Ribosome suspension was
loaded on a 15–60% (w/v) sucrose density gradient (40 mM
Tris–HCl pH 8.4, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 5 #g
ml−1 cycloheximide) and centrifuged at 275 000 × g for
1.5 h at 4◦C in an SW55 Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter). The
UV absorbance profile at 254 nm was recorded using an
ISCO 520 gradient system (ISCO, Lincoln, NE, USA). For
immunoblot analysis, fractions were analyzed as described
above.

Affinity purification of FLAG-tagged ribosomes

Immunoprecipitation of FLAG-tagged ribosomes using an
anti-FLAG M2 affinity resin (Sigma-Aldrich) was per-
formed as described previously (50) with some modifica-
tions. All procedures were carried out at 4◦C. After in vitro
translation of 25 pmol GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA in a 50-
#l reaction mixture, translation products were diluted with
50 #l of ice-cold 2× binding buffer (100 mM Tris–HCl
pH 7.5, 24 mM Mg(OAc)2, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 20
#g ml−1 cycloheximide and 0.05 U #l−1 RNase inhibitor
(Promega)) and 40 #l (bed volume) of anti-FLAG M2 affin-
ity resin. After incubation with gentle shaking for 1 h, the
resin was washed with ice-cold IXA-100 buffer (50 mM
Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 12 mM Mg(OAc)2, 1 mM
DTT, 1 mM PMSF and 20 #g ml−1 cycloheximide). Bound

proteins were eluted by the addition of 15 #l of the IXA-
100 buffer containing 200 #g ml−1 FLAG peptides (Sigma-
Aldrich). For immunoblot analysis, eluate was diluted with
2× SDS-PAGE gel sample buffer (100 mM Tris–HCI pH
6.8, 100 mM DTT, 20% glycerol and 2% SDS).

Reporter assay

Tester RNA at 2 fmol #l–1 carrying firefly luciferase (LUC)
reporter gene and 1 fmol #l–1 Renilla reniformis luciferase
(RLUC) control RNA were co-translated for 120 min. LUC
and RLUC activities were measured as described previously
(22), and the LUC activity was normalized with the control
RLUC activity to obtain reporter activity.

Statistical treatments

For comparisons of stalling efficiencies, Welch’s t-test fol-
lowed by false discovery rate (FDR) correction of Ben-
jamini and Hochberg (51) was applied. The same FDR cor-
rection was also applied to comparisons of mRNA levels
among the transgenic lines. For multiple comparisons of
plant phenotypes, the Tukey–Kramer test was applied. For
other comparisons, Welch’s t-test was applied.

RESULTS

Construction of transgenic Arabidopsis carrying mutations in
uL4

The uL4 protein contains a large loop structure termed the
internal extended loop, at the tip of which are two smaller
!-loop structures, designated here as Loops 1 and 2 (Sup-
plementary Figure S1A). Loops 1 and 2 protrude into the
exit tunnel to constitute the constriction region (Figure 2A).

In Arabidopsis, uL4 is encoded by two paralogous genes,
uL4A and uL4D (52,53), sharing 95% amino acid identity.
The amino acid sequences of Loops 1 and 2 are highly con-
served among eukaryotes (Figure 2B and Supplementary
Figure S1B). Since double-knockout mutant of uL4A and
uL4D is lethal (48), we introduced a modified uL4D gene
into the T-DNA insertion knockout mutant of uL4D, re-
ferred to here as the ul4d(KO) line, while keeping endoge-
nous uL4A intact (Figure 2C).

We constructed three mutant uL4Ds, namely
uL4D(R77A), uL4D(∆TV) and uL4D(∆loop) (Figure
2A–C). uL4D(R77A) carries an Arg-77 to alanine sub-
stitution, located near the tip of Loop 1. uL4D(∆TV)
carries deletions of Thr-75 and Val-79 flanking the tip,
while uL4D(∆loop) carries larger deletions flanking the
tip (deletions of Glu-71 to Thr-75 and Val-79 to Pro-86).
These mutant uL4Ds and the control gene, uL4D(WT),
were FLAG-tagged at their C-termini and placed under
the control of their native promoter (Figure 2C). The
C-terminus of uL4 is exposed to the ribosomal surface
(54). A large complex of the ribosome on mRNA can be
affinity-purified using a FLAG tag (50,55).

In Arabidopsis ecotype Col-0 wild-type plants (hereafter
Col-0), uL4A and uL4D mRNAs accumulate to compara-
ble levels (Supplementary Figure S2). uL4 mRNA accumu-
lation levels in the uL4D mutant plants that we constructed
were quantified (Figure 3). In all the transgenic plants, en-
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Figure 2. Construction of transgenic Arabidopsis carrying uL4D mutations and their phenotypes. (A) Structure of wheat 80S ribosome (PDB 4V7E) (54)
(Left panel) and expansion of the constriction region (Right panel). The $-carbon atoms of uL4 residues substituted in R77A (Arg-77) and deleted in ∆TV
(Thr-75 and Val-79) mutations are marked in violet and magenta balls, respectively, while those deleted in ∆loop (Glu-71 to Thr-75 and Val-79 to Pro-86)
mutation is marked with light brown main chain. (B) (Upper panel) Schematic representation of gene structures of uL4A and uL4D, and T-DNA insertion in
ul4d(KO) (SALK 029203). Exons and introns are indicated as boxes and lines, respectively, with the !-loop region marked in red. (Lower panel) Alignment
of amino acid sequences of Loop 1 and 2 regions. Substitutions and deletions in uL4D mutants are shown in reversed letters and underscores, respectively.
The residues of uL4 in physical contact with AAP nascent peptide as deduced by cryo-EM in WGE (14) are underlined in magenta in Arabidopsis uL4D.
(C) Schematic representation of uL4 gene sets carried by Arabidopsis wild-type Col-0, ul4d(KO), and FLAG-tagged uL4D mutant lines. (D–I) Rosettes
and one of the first pair of true leaves of wild-type Col-0, ul4d(KO), and FLAG-tagged uL4D mutant transgenic plants (indicated by labels) grown for 21
days. Independent transgenic line IDs used in this study are indicated. Bars = 10 mm. (J) Length-to-width ratio (leaf index) of Col-0 and uL4D mutant
plants. Different letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05, Tukey–Kramer test).
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Figure 3. Accumulation levels of endogenous uL4A and FLAG-tagged
mutant uL4D mRNAs in transgenic lines. Total RNA was extracted from
seedlings of wild-type Col-0 and transgenic plants 14 days after imbibi-
tion. uL4A (A), uL4D (B), and uL4D:FLAG (C) mRNAs were quantified
by qRT-PCR using UBQ5 mRNA as a control. Means ± SD of triplicated
experiments are shown. The y-axis in (C) was set so that the means, exclud-
ing Col-0, of uL4D:FLAG mRNA in (C) and uL4D mRNA in (B) are the
same. In (A) and (B), asterisks indicate significant differences from wild-
type Col-0 plants (q < 0.05, Welch’s t-test with FDR correction). In (A),
no significant difference was detected. The line IDs of transgenic lines that
were used for further experiments are shown in bold letters.

dogenous uL4A mRNA levels were similar to those in wild-
type Col-0 plants, whereas uL4D mRNA levels varied de-
pending on the mutant construct. In uL4D(WT):FLAG
and uL4D(R77A):FLAG plants, uL4D mRNA levels were
generally higher than in Col-0, while in uL4D(∆TV):FLAG
and uL4D(∆loop):FLAG plants, they were about the same
or lower than in Col-0. In subsequent experiments, we used
two independent transgenic lines for each mutant construct
(Figure 3, line IDs in bold letters).

Mutant uL4Ds complement the ribosome-deficient pheno-
types in vivo, except in uL4D(∆loop):FLAG plants

In Arabidopsis, mutations of ribosomal proteins often
have multiple effects on growth and development, includ-
ing narrower leaf morphology, termed the pointed leaf,
and a short-root phenotype (56). ul4d(KO) plants also
exhibited these phenotypes (Figure 2E and Supplemen-
tary Figure S3) (48,57,58). Both phenotypes were com-
plemented not only in the uL4D(WT):FLAG plants but
also in the uL4D(R77A):FLAG and uL4D(∆TV):FLAG

plants (Figure 2F–H and J, and Supplementary Figure
S3), indicating the functionality of mutant ribosomes in
vivo. In contrast, neither phenotype was complemented in
uL4D(∆loop):FLAG plants. Notably, the plants exhibited
even narrower leaves (Figure 2I and J).

Mutant uL4D proteins are efficiently incorporated into trans-
lating ribosomes, except in the uL4D(∆loop):FLAG line

To determine whether the uL4D mutant proteins are in-
corporated into ribosome particles, we tested the associa-
tion of FLAG-tagged uL4D proteins with 80S ribosomes
(Figure 4A). Since the ACE in vitro translation system is
prepared from callus cultures raised from the mutant Ara-
bidopsis seedlings (Supplementary Figure S4) (23), we used
the same culture system here. Crude extracts (S16) were sub-
jected to ultracentrifugation through a sucrose cushion to
obtain ribosomal pellet (P170) and post-ribosomal super-
natant (S170) fractions. Immunoblot analysis of the frac-
tions using an anti-FLAG antibody identified the ∼48-kDa
uL4D:FLAG proteins in the S16 and P170 fractions, but
not in S170, in all mutant lines (Figure 4A). This indi-
cates that the FLAG-tagged uL4D(WT), uL4D(R77A) and
uL4D(∆TV) proteins are efficiently incorporated into ri-
bosome particles. uL4D(∆loop):FLAG protein is also in-
corporated into ribosome particles; however, the antibody
detected only a faint band, indicating that the mutant ri-
bosome constitutes a very minor fraction of the total ri-
bosomes. Since the uL4D(∆loop):FLAG line did not seem
promising for use in the present study, we excluded this line
from further analyses.

To determine whether the mutant ribosomes are actively
translating, we performed polysome profiling of the P170
fractions using sucrose density gradient centrifugation. Im-
munoblot analysis detected mutant uL4Ds in the polysome,
monosome, and 60S subunit fractions, but not in the 40S
subunit and free-protein fractions (Figure 4B). Distribu-
tions of the mutant uL4Ds in polysome fractions appeared
similar to those of the total ribosome (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5), suggesting that the mutant uL4D-containing ribo-
somes can all achieve active translation in vivo.

Mutant ribosomes constitute substantial proportions of total
ribosomes in ACE

Since the uL4D:FLAG mutant lines carry an endogenous
uL4A, we investigated what proportion of ribosomes con-
sisted of mutant uL4Ds in ACE (hereafter, the constitution
fraction). To determine this, we subjected ACE prepara-
tions to immunoblot analysis using anti-uL4 antiserum, to
distinguish FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D from endogenous
uL4A by ∼1-kDa gel mobility shift (Figure 4C). The consti-
tution fractions ranged from 40% to 80% (Figure 4D), indi-
cating that substantial proportions of the ribosomes carry
mutant uL4D in ACE.

AdoMet-induced ribosome stalling of CGS1 is reduced in
uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ribosomes

When a ribosome stalls during translation, a peptidyl-
tRNA species accumulates as an intermediate of transla-
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Figure 4. Functionality and constitution fraction of FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes. (A) Crude extracts (S16), post-ribosomal super-
natants (S170), and ribosomal pellets (P170) prepared from callus cultures derived from wild-type Col-0 plants, ul4d(KO), and FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D
transgenic lines are shown. Total proteins (10 #g in S16/S170; 1 #g in P170) were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-
FLAG antibody, anti-uL22 antiserum, and anti-!-actin antiserum. Positions of FLAG-tagged uL4D mutant proteins (uL4D:FLAG), 19-kDa uL22, and
43-kDa !-actin bands are marked. !-Actin was used as a soluble protein marker. Note that uL4D(∆loop):FLAG protein is smaller than uL4D(WT):FLAG
by ∼1 kDa due to a 13-amino acid-deletion. A black dot in S170 marks the cross-reaction band. Representative results of two biological replicates are
shown. (B) P-170 fractions from uL4D(WT):FLAG w2 line, uL4D(R77A):FLAG r6 line, and uL4D(∆TV):FLAG d8 line were fractionated by ultracen-
trifugation through a 15–60% (w/v) sucrose density gradient. UV absorbance profile at 254 nm and immunoblot analysis using anti-FLAG antibody and
anti-uL22 antiserum are shown. Positions of free proteins and 40S subunit, 60S subunit, 80S ribosome and polysome fractions are indicated. Representative
results of two biological replicates are shown. (C) Immunoblot analysis of ACE batches using anti-uL4 antiserum, anti-FLAG antibody, and anti-uL22
antiserum. Representative results of three technical repeats are shown. Anti-uL4 detects both FLAG-tagged mutant uL4D and endogenous uL4A. (D) Im-
munoblot signals obtained using anti-uL4 antiserum in (C) were quantified, and the constitution fractions of FLAG-tagged uL4D-containing ribosomes
among total ribosomes were calculated. Means ± SD of three technical repeats are shown.

tion. A tRNA moiety confers a 10- to 20-kDa gel mobility
shift on the peptide, depending on the tRNA species and gel
conditions. Peptidyl-tRNA can be identified as an RNase-
sensitive band.

In response to AdoMet, CGS1 nascent peptide induces
ribosome stalling at the Ser-94 codon, leading to peptidyl-
tRNA accumulation (17). This response was recapitulated
in Col-0 ACE (Supplementary Results 1.1 and Figure S6)
(23). To determine the effects of mutant uL4D-containing
ribosomes, GST:CGS1(WT) RNA (Figure 5A and Supple-
mentary Figure S6A) (17) was translated in ACE in the
presence of AdoMet. Immunoblot analysis using an anti-
GST antibody detected a 55-kDa peptidyl-tRNA in addi-
tion to a 45-kDa full-length product, whereas in the absence
of AdoMet the peptidyl-tRNA was barely detectable (Fig-
ure 5A).

To evaluate the effect of uL4D mutations, we calculated
the stalling efficiency, which is defined as the peptidyl-
tRNA signal intensity divided by the sum of peptidyl-tRNA
and full-length product signal intensities (Supplementary
Figure S7A) (31,43). Since the ACE preparations contain
both mutant uL4D- and endogenous uL4A-containing ri-
bosomes, the stalling efficiency of the mutant ribosome
alone has to be evaluated. To achieve this, we corrected
the raw stalling efficiency for the constitution fraction of
the mutant ribosomes, referred to as the corrected stalling
efficiency. This calculation assumes that the stalling effi-
ciency of endogenous uL4A-containing ribosomes alone
is the same as that in Col-0 ACE, which we believe is
reasonable (Supplementary Figure S8A). The corrected
stalling efficiency of uL4D(∆TV):FLAG lines d3 and d8
ACE was 63% and 56%, respectively (Figure 5A, shaded
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Figure 5. Differential effects of uL4D mutant ribosomes on stalling. RNA construct shown above the bar graphs was translated in ACE prepared from wild-
type Col-0, or from two independent lines of FLAG-tagged uL4D mutants as indicated. (Left panels) Translation products were separated by SDS-PAGE
and analyzed by immunoblotting. The antibodies used to detect translation products are indicated. Immunoblots with anti-FLAG antibody and anti-uL22
antiserum are also shown. Positions of the full-length product (FL), peptidyl-tRNA (PtR), 48-kDa FLAG-tagged uL4Ds (uL4D:FLAG), and 19-kDa uL22
are marked. The experiments were carried out with two batches of ACE preparations for each of the Col-0 and mutant lines, and a representative result
of triplicate experiments in one of the batches is shown. (Right panels) The corrected stalling efficiencies (shaded box) relative to the raw stalling efficiency
in Col-0 ACE (open box) were calculated and means ± SD of six experiments performed with two ACE batches in triplicate are shown. Asterisks indicate
significant differences compared with Col-0 ACE (q < 0.05 by Welch’s t-test with false discovery rate (FDR) correction). (A) CGS1 system. GST:CGS1(WT)
RNA (Supplementary Figure S6A) was translated for 30 min in ACE in the absence (–) or presence (+) of 1 mM AdoMet. The immunoblot signals
of the ‘+’ lanes in the left panel were quantified and stalling efficiencies were calculated. The MTO1 region (21) is indicated by a filled blue box. (B)
hCMV system. TagI:DP75:hCMV(WT) RNA (W) and TagI:DP75:hCMV(P21A) RNA (m) (Supplementary Figure S10B) were translated for 30 min.
The immunoblot signals of the ‘W’ lanes were quantified. (C) AAP system. TagII:DP75:AAP(WT) RNA (Supplementary Figure S12B) was translated for
10 min in the presence of a low (L, 0.08 mM) or high (H, 2.08 mM) L-arginine concentration as indicated. The immunoblot signals of the ‘H’ lanes were
quantified. (D) AtAMD1 system. TagI:DP75:S-ORF(WT) RNA (Supplementary Figure S13B) was translated for 30 min in the presence of a low (L, 0.2
mM) or high (H, 0.7 mM) spermidine (Spd) concentration as indicated. The immunoblot signals of the ‘H’ lanes were quantified. (E) MAGDIS system.
TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) RNA (Supplementary Figure S14B) was translated for 10 min in the presence of a low (L, 0.2 mM) or high (H, 0.7 mM) Spd
concentration as indicated. The immunoblot signals of the ‘H’ lanes were quantified. TagI and TagII carry M8:His:HA and M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc
tags, respectively.
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bar), of the raw stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE (Fig-
ure 5A, open bar), while the corrected stalling efficiencies
of uL4D(WT):FLAG and uL4D(R77A):FLAG ACE were
not appreciably different from the raw stalling efficiency
of Col-0 ACE. These results show that uL4D(∆TV) mu-
tation weakens AdoMet-induced ribosome stalling, while
uL4D(R77A) mutation does not.

Affinity purification of stalled ribosome confirms the calcula-
tion of corrected stalling efficiency

To validate the calculation of corrected stalling efficien-
cies, GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA (Figure 6A) was used to
affinity-purify the FLAG-tagged mutant ribosomes by im-
munoprecipitation (IP) using an anti-FLAG antibody fol-
lowing translation in ACE. GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA is a
nonstop RNA that is truncated at the Gly-183 codon and
does not carry a stop codon. The use of this nonstop RNA
is necessary to affinity-purify the stalled ribosomes because
a ribosome that reached the termination codon will split
into large and small subunits and the peptidyl-tRNA will
be hydrolyzed into a peptide and tRNA (Supplementary
Figure S9A), while on the nonstop RNA, the 80S ribosome
will remain at the truncated RNA end with the peptidyl-
tRNA on it (Supplementary Figure S9A). For this experi-
ment, the RNA concentration was increased to reduce ribo-
some stacking behind the initially stalled ribosome at Ser-94
(Supplementary Figure S6C and D) (19).

When GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA was translated in Col-
0 ACE in the presence of 1 mM AdoMet (Figure 6B and C),
∼65-kDa peptidyl-tRNA [PtR(Gly-183), green clover] that
had translated to the truncated end of the nonstop RNA,
55-kDa peptidyl-tRNA [PtR(Ser-94), red clover] formed
on the stalled ribosome at Ser-94, and 45-kDa full-length
peptide (FL, green arrowhead) were identified. The stalling
efficiency in this experiment is defined as the signal in-
tensity of PtR(Ser-94) divided by the sum of PtR(Ser-94)
and PtR(Gly-183) signal intensities. The 45-kDa full-length
peptide was probably produced by spontaneous hydrolysis
of PtR(Gly-183). We previously observed spontaneous hy-
drolysis of peptidyl-tRNA at the nonstop RNA end (19).
Since spontaneous hydrolysis of PtR(Gly-183) could occur
at any step during this experiment, the signal intensity of
this full-length product was not taken into account for the
calculation of stalling efficiency.

After IP with the anti-FLAG antibody, anti-uL4 an-
tiserum detected only FLAG-tagged uL4D (Figure 6D),
indicating that IP efficiently purified FLAG-tagged mu-
tant ribosomes. The corrected stalling efficiencies of
uL4D(∆TV):FLAG lines d3 and d8 ACE before IP were
68 ± 4% and 66 ± 8%, respectively, while raw stalling effi-
ciencies after IP were 71 ± 6% and 72 ± 4%, respectively, of
that of Col-0 ACE before IP (Figure 6E). For all pairwise
comparisons of the corrected stalling efficiency before IP
and the raw stalling efficiency after IP, similar values were
obtained. These results support the validity of the corrected
stalling efficiency calculations.

Affinity purification of stalled ribosomes, however, can-
not be applied to NPmRS that occurs at the termina-
tion codon (Supplementary Figure S9B). Therefore, in the
present study, we used the corrected stalling efficiency that

was calculated and compared it with the raw stalling effi-
ciency of Col-0 ACE.

uL4D(∆TV) mutation reduces autonomous ribosome stalling
of the hCMV system

To further characterize the contribution of the constriction
region to NPmRS, we tested other stalling systems from
different eukaryotes. The 22-amino-acid uORF2 of hCMV
gp48 directs ribosomes to stall autonomously at the transla-
tion termination to downregulate gp48 expression (27,28).
The gp48 uORF2-mediated stalling occurred in Col-0 ACE,
and abrogation of stalling by Pro-21-to-alanine substitution
(P21A) of uORF2 (28) was reproduced in Col-0 ACE (Sup-
plementary Results 1.2 and Supplementary Figure S10),
thus showing recapitulation of the gp48 uORF2-mediated
autonomous stalling in Col-0 ACE.

We tested the effects of uL4D(∆TV) and uL4D(R77A)
mutations. The corrected stalling efficiency in
uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ACE was estimated to be 19–30%
of the raw stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE, while that of
uL4D(WT):FLAG ACE and uL4D(R77A):FLAG ACE
was not appreciably different from Col-0 ACE (Figure 5B).
The effects of uL4D mutations on CGS1 and hCMV sys-
tems were similar in that uL4D(∆TV) but not uL4D(R77A)
affected stalling; however, the reduction in the uL4D(∆TV)
mutant was stronger in hCMV than in CGS1.

To further confirm the accuracy of our calculation of the
corrected stalling efficiency, we mixed uL4D(WT):FLAG
w2 line ACE or uL4D(∆TV):FLAG d8 line ACE with Col-
0 ACE at different proportions, and analyzed the resulting
stalling efficiencies. Extrapolation of the regression lines of
the raw stalling efficiencies revealed stalling efficiency val-
ues for the mutant ribosomes alone that are similar to those
in Figure 5B, again supporting the validity of our corrected
stalling efficiency calculations (Supplementary Figure S11).

Both uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(∆TV) mutations reduce
arginine-induced ribosome stalling of the AAP system

The 24-amino-acid AAP nascent peptide, encoded by N.
crassa arg-2 uORF, causes NPmRS in response to L-
arginine (24,25). In Col-0 ACE, peptidyl-tRNA accumu-
lated in a L-arginine-dependent manner, whereas substi-
tution of Asp-12 to asparagine (D12N) of AAP, which
has been shown to abolish the response to L-arginine (25),
also abolished the peptidyl-tRNA accumulation in Col-0
ACE (Supplementary Results 1.3 and Supplementary Fig-
ure S12). Thus, L-arginine-dependent NPmRS of AAP was
recapitulated in Col-0 ACE.

Translation analyses in uL4D mutant ACE showed that
stalling at a high L-arginine concentration (2.08 mM)
was significantly reduced in both uL4D(R77A):FLAG and
uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ACE. The corrected stalling efficien-
cies were 57–61% and 37–42%, respectively, of the raw
stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE (Figure 5C). Compared
with the CGS1 and hCMV systems, AAP exhibited a qual-
itative difference in that a single-amino-acid substitution of
uL4D(R77A) affected stalling.
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Figure 6. Affinity purification of stalled ribosomes. (A) Schematic representation of GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA, which is a nonstop RNA that is truncated
at the Gly-183 codon located at the end of CGS1 exon 1 and does not carry a stop codon. The MTO1 region (21) is indicated by a filled blue box. (B and C)
GST:CGS1(G183-ns) RNA (500 fmol #l−1) was translated in ACE prepared from wild-type Col-0 and mutant lines expressing uL4D:FLAG in the absence
(–) or presence (+) of 1 mM AdoMet, as indicated. After 30 min of translation, stalled ribosomes were affinity-purified by IP using anti-FLAG antibody.
Translation products of input controls (B) and IP fractions (IP: $-FLAG) (C) were analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-GST antibody. Positions of
65-kDa peptidyl-tRNA [PtR(Gly-183)] produced at the nonstop RNA end of Gly-183 and the 55-kDa peptidyl-tRNA [PtR(Ser-94)] produced by AdoMet-
induced NPmRS at Ser-94, and the full-length peptide, which was dissociated from PtR(Gly-183) (FL), are marked. The band marked with a black dot
is probably a peptidyl-tRNA that is produced by a ribosome stacked behind the one stalled at the nonstop RNA end. Immunoblots using anti-FLAG
antibody and anti-uL22 antiserum are shown as loading controls. A representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. (D) Immunoblot analysis of
the translation mixture before (in) and after IP (IP) using anti-uL4 antiserum to show the constitution fractions of FLAG-tagged ribosomes. Positions
of the 48-kDa FLAG-tagged uL4D (uL4D:FLAG) and the 47-kDa endogenous uL4 are marked. The band marked as endogenous uL4 in Col-0 ACE
(lanes 1 and 2) includes both endogenous uL4A and endogenous uL4D, while that in uL4D:FLAG mutant ACE (lanes 3–14) is endogenous uL4A alone. A
representative result of triplicate experiments is shown. (E) The immunoblot signals in (B) and (C) were quantified. The corrected stalling efficiency in the
input sample (shaded box), and the raw stalling efficiency after IP (cross hatched box) were calculated and means ± SD (n = 3) are shown. No significant
difference was observed between the corrected stalling efficiency before IP and raw stalling efficiency after IP in each pair of the samples (P > 0.05 by
Welch’s t-test).

Both uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(∆TV) mutations strongly re-
duce polyamine-induced ribosome stalling in AtAMD1 sys-
tem

The 52-amino-acid uORF2 of AtAMD1 S-uORF directs
the ribosome to stall at the translation termination in re-
sponse to high polyamine concentrations. In the present
study, spermidine was used as an effector (31). In Col-0
ACE, peptidyl-tRNA accumulation was dependent on sper-

midine concentration (31), which was abolished by intro-
ducing a frame-shift mutation in S-uORF (Supplementary
Results 1.4 and Figure S13), indicating that Col-0 ACE re-
capitulates spermidine-dependent ribosome stalling.

The corrected stalling efficiency in uL4D(R77A):FLAG
and uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ACE at a high spermidine con-
centration (0.7 mM) was reduced to ∼23% and ∼15%, re-
spectively, of the raw stalling efficiency of Col-0 ACE, while
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uL4D(WT):FLAG ACE showed similar levels of stalling
efficiencies to Col-0 ACE (Figure 5D). As was the case in
AAP, both uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(∆TV) mutations re-
duced the stalling in AtAMD1; however, the effects of the
mutations were stronger than in AAP.

Neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(∆TV) mutation affects
polyamine-induced ribosome stalling on the six-amino-acid
uORF of MAGDIS

In mAMD1, a uORF encoding six amino acids, MAGDIS,
directs the ribosome to stall in response to polyamines.
Translation in Col-0 ACE showed peptidyl-tRNA accu-
mulation in a spermidine-dependent manner, while Ile-5
to leucine (I5L) substitution (32,33) of MAGDIS abol-
ished peptidyl-tRNA accumulation, indicating that the
spermidine-induced NPmRS is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE
(Supplementary Results 1.5 and Figure S14).

The corrected stalling efficiencies in uL4D:FLAG mutant
ACEs were all essentially the same as the raw stalling effi-
ciency of Col-0 ACE (Figure 5E). These results show that
neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(∆TV) mutation affects the
spermidine-dependent ribosome stalling directed by the six-
amino-acid uORF of MAGDIS.

5′-UTRs carrying the uORFs also depict the differential ef-
fects of uL4D mutations

Translation of a uORF generally downregulates transla-
tion of the main ORF, and if ribosomes stall on the uORF,
translation of the main ORF is strongly downregulated
(Supplementary Figure S15) (59). For the stalling analy-
ses, we joined artificial sequences of the tags and linker to
the uORF. In the case of MAGDIS, the constriction re-
gion is vacant when stalled on the natural uORF, whereas
in the present stalling analysis a 75-amino-acid DP75 linker
(15,43) resides in the constriction region. To test the effects
of uL4D mutations on the natural uORF sequence, the 5′-
UTR sequences of the hCMV, AtAMD1, and MAGDIS
systems were joined to a luciferase (LUC) reporter, and the
effects of uL4D mutations were analyzed by reporter assays
(Figure 7).

The 5′-UTR of hCMV gp48 (27,28) was joined to a
LUC reporter (Figure 7A, and Supplementary Figure S10A
and D) and was translated in ACE. When the RNA
was translated in uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ACE the relative re-
porter activity was ∼3 times higher than in Col-0 ACE
(Supplementary Figure S16). The relative reporter activ-
ity was corrected for the constitution fraction of FLAG-
tagged ribosomes, as for the stalling efficiency correction
(Supplementary Figure S8B). The corrected relative re-
porter activity in uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ACE was ∼6 times
the raw reporter activity of Col-0 ACE, while those in
uL4D(WT):FLAG and uL4D(R77A):FLAG ACE were es-
sentially the same as in Col-0 ACE (Figure 7A). When the
5′-UTR of AtAMD1 containing the S-uORF (Figure 7B,
and Supplementary Figure S13A, F, and G) (31) was ana-
lyzed, corrected reporter activities in uL4D(R77A):FLAG
and uL4D(∆TV):FLAG ACE were 7–9 times higher than
in Col-0 ACE (Figure 7B).

The 5′-UTR of mAMD1 was joined to the LUC re-
porter (Figure 7C, and Supplementary Figure S14A and

Figure 7. Differential effects of uL4D mutant ribosomes on LUC reporter
expression. RNA was translated in ACE prepared from wild-type Col-0 or
from two independent lines of FLAG-tagged uL4D mutants. After trans-
lation of RNA for 120 min, LUC activities were measured and normalized
with the Renilla luciferase (RLUC) activity of the co-translated control
RNA. The corrected reporter activities (shaded box) relative to the raw
reporter activity in Col-0 ACE (open box) were calculated and means ±
SD of six experiments performed with two ACE batches in triplicate are
shown. Asterisks indicate significant difference from raw reporter activ-
ity in Col-0 ACE (q < 0.05 by Welch’s t-test with FDR correction). (A)
hCMV system. 5′-hCMV:LUC(WT) and 5′-hCMV:LUC(P21A) RNAs
(Supplementary Figure S10A and D) were translated. LUC activities in 5′-
hCMV:LUC(WT) RNA relative to those of 5′-hCMV:LUC(P21A) RNA
were calculated. (B) AtAMD1 system. 5′-AtAMD1:LUC RNA (Supple-
mentary Figure S13A and F) was translated in the presence of 0.2 or 0.7
mM spermidine (Spd). LUC activities in the presence of 0.7 mM Spd
relative to those of 0.2 mM were calculated. (C) MAGDIS system. 5′-
mAMD1:LUC RNA (Supplementary Figure S14A and G) was translated
in the presence of 0.2 or 0.7 mM Spd. LUC activities in the presence of
0.7 mM Spd relative to those at 0.2 mM were calculated. (D) AUG-Stop
system. 5′-NIP5;1:LUC RNA (Supplementary Figure S17A and B) was
translated in the presence or absence of 0.5 mM boric acid. LUC activities
in the presence of boric acid relative to those in its absence were calculated.
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G) and translated in ACE. Relative reporter activities in
uL4D:FLAG mutant ACEs were essentially the same as in
Col-0 ACE (Figure 7C). These results are consistent with
those of the stalling efficiency analyses (Figure 5B, D and
E) and confirmed the effects of uL4D mutations on ribo-
some stalling.

Neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(∆TV) mutation affects
boric acid-induced ribosome stalling on AUG-stop

The 5′-UTR of AtNIP5;1, encoding a boric acid trans-
porter, has the shortest possible uORF, AUG-stop (Sup-
plementary Figure S17). Boric acid induces prolonged ri-
bosome stalling at AUG-stop (34). Since insertion of even
a single codon between the AUG and stop codons is detri-
mental to the response (34), joining a tag or linker sequence
is impossible. Therefore, effects of the uL4D mutations were
evaluated by a reporter assay. As in the case of MAGDIS,
neither uL4D(R77A) nor uL4D(∆TV) mutation affected
reporter activities (Figure 7D).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented reverse genetics-based biochem-
ical evidence showing that uL4 is involved in four of the
NPmRS in eukaryotes, namely the CGS1, hCMV, AAP,
and AtAMD1 systems. In contrast, the six-amino-acid
uORF of MAGDIS was unaffected. The results show that
the constriction region is crucial for inducing NPmRS,
when the nascent peptide is long enough to cross over the
constriction region, and that MAGDIS adopts a distinct
mechanism for NPmRS induction.

Construction of transgenic lines carrying uL4D mutations

In transgenic plants uL4D(WT):FLAG line w2 and
uL4D(R77A):FLAG lines r1 and r6, mutant uL4D mRNAs
accumulated to 4- to 12-fold higher levels than in wild-type
Col-0 plants (Figure 3). Nevertheless, free FLAG-tagged
uL4D proteins were undetectable in S170 fractions (Fig-
ure 4A), suggesting the existence of unknown regulatory
mechanism(s) at the mRNA and protein accumulation lev-
els (48).

Regarding the uL4D(∆TV):FLAG and
uL4D(∆loop):FLAG lines, mRNA accumulation was
similar to or less than that in Col-0 plants (Figure 3).
It is possible that high-level expressors were not iso-
lated owing to growth retardation, because NPmRS
is involved in a range of regulatory systems, including
metabolism (17,20,21,31) and transcription factor expres-
sion (43,60). In the construction of uL4D(∆TV):FLAG
and uL4D(∆loop):FLAG mutant plants, we also feared
the effects of a defect in ribosome biogenesis because
the alterations in Loop 1 might retard the integrity of
the internal extension loop (Supplementary Figure S1),
which has been shown to be essential for the large-subunit
assembly in bacteria and yeast (61–63). This might occur
in uL4D(∆loop):FLAG lines. A plausible scenario is that
uL4D(∆loop):FLAG protein was only poorly incorporated
into ribosome particles and the surplus protein was rapidly
degraded. Degradation of surplus ribosomal proteins has
been observed in yeast (64).

Differential effects of uL4D(R77A) and uL4D(∆TV) muta-
tions explain the structural data

The degree of reduction of stalling by uL4D(∆TV) and
uL4D(R77A) mutations showed qualitative differences
among the stalling systems. Structures of stalled ribosomes
in WGE have been solved in hCMV and AAP systems, and
physical contacts between the nascent peptide and constric-
tion region have been identified (14).

Cryo-EM studies of AAP-stalled ribosomes (14) showed
that Asp-12 contacts uL4 between Gly-76 and Val-79 (Ara-
bidopsis uL4D residue number) in Loop 1 (Figure 2B, ma-
genta underline). This is consistent with our finding that
uL4D(R77A) mutation strongly reduced the L-arginine-
dependent stalling of AAP (Figure 5C). In the hCMV sys-
tem, nascent peptide physically contacts Loop 2, but not
Loop 1 (14). This also is consistent with our finding that
uL4D(R77A) mutation did not affect hCMV stalling (Fig-
ures 5B and 7A). Asp-12 of AAP is important for stalling
(Figure 1) (24,26). Thus, our data interconnect structural
data and functional residues in the nascent peptide. Our
data also suggest that the physical contacts of the nascent
peptide with the constriction region observed by cryo-EM
are the cause, not the result, of ribosome stalling.

The effects of uL4D mutations were strongest in
AtAMD1 and weakest in CGS1. We previously reported
that, upon AdoMet-induced stalling of CGS1, 28S rRNA
residues undergo conformational changes (18). Among
these, EcU744 and EcA750 (in E. coli rRNA numbering)
mapped near the constriction region. Intriguingly, these
residues are located close to uL22. Corroborating the weak
effect of uL4D mutations in CGS1, the CGS1 nascent
peptide might interact with uL22, rather than uL4, al-
though other possibilities remain. In contrast, regarding the
AtAMD1 system, in which uL4D mutations had strong ef-
fects on stalling, its nascent peptide might strongly inter-
act with Loop 1 to induce polyamine-dependent ribosome
stalling.

uL4D(∆TV) mutation downregulated four NPmRS sys-
tems, while uL4D(R77A) mutation affected only two of
them. uL4D(∆TV) mutation probably exhibited a general
effect on interaction of nascent peptide and the constric-
tion by altering the geometry of the constriction region.
The two stalling systems affected by uL4D(R77A) muta-
tion would specifically interact with the Arg-77 that we mu-
tated, which was supported by cryo-EM study of AAP-
stalled ribosomes. Our data suggest that specific interaction
of nascent peptide and the amino acid residue(s) within the
!-loop(s) is superimposed over the general interaction with
the constriction region.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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Supplementary Results 
1.1. The CGS1 System in Col-0 ACE.  
To determine the effects of mutant uL4D-containing ribosomes on AdoMet-induced NPmRS, we used 
GST:CGS1(WT) RNA (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure S6A). The 183-amino-acid sequence of 
the CGS1 exon 1 coding sequence, which contains the MTO1 region, is necessary and sufficient for 
AdoMet-induced NPmRS (37). The MTO1 region is the cis element for the AdoMet-induced NPmRS 
that occurs at Ser-94 (21).    

AdoMet-induced NPmRS of CGS1 has been extensively studied by using WGE (17–22), but is 
only partially characterized in ACE (23). At the standard RNA concentration used in ACE (50 fmol 
μl−1), a second ribosome is stacked behind the initially stalled ribosome (19), and two peptidyl-tRNA 
species, PtR-I and PtR-II, are produced in ACE in vitro translation (Supplementary Figure S6B). To 
determine which one of the peptidyl-tRNA bands corresponds to the initially stalled ribosome at Ser-
94, increasing amounts of GST:CGS1(WT) RNA were translated in Col-0 ACE (Supplementary Figure 
S6C and D). By increasing the amount of RNA to be translated, the relative intensity of the peptidyl-
tRNA that corresponds to the secondary stalled ribosome will be reduced (19), because the number of 
ribosomes on one mRNA is reduced. The result indicated that PtR-I is the initially stalled ribosome at 
Ser-94, while PtR-II is the secondarily stalled ribosome. To confirm this, we analyzed the puromycin 
sensitivity of the peptidyl-tRNA (Supplementary Figure S6E and F). We previously reported that the 
initially stalled ribosome at Ser-94 exhibits lower reactivity to puromycin than the secondarily stalled 
ribosome in WGE (19). The results also indicated that PtR-I corresponds to the initially stalled ribosome 
at Ser-94. Therefore, PtR-I band intensities were measured in Figure 5A.  

mto1-1 mutation (G84S) abolishes AdoMet-induced NPmRS of CGS1 (17,21,22). Translation of 
GST:CGS1(mto1-1) RNA (Supplementary Figure S6A) in Col-0 ACE in the presence of AdoMet did 
not show peptidyl-tRNA accumulation (Supplementary Figure S6B). These results show that the 
AdoMet-induced NPmRS of CGS1 is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE (23). 
 
1.2. The hCMV System in Col-0 ACE 
The 22-amino-acid nascent peptide of hCMV gp48 uORF2 causes ribosome stalling autonomously to 
downregulate gp48 expression during the early stages of infection (28,65). This reaction occurs in WGE 
and the structure of stalled ribosome in WGE has been solved by cryo-EM (14,16), but has not been 
studied in ACE.  

Autonomous ribosome stalling of the hCMV system was analyzed in Col-0 ACE (Supplementary 
Figure S10). TagI:DP75:hCMV RNA (Supplementary Figure S10B) carries M8:His:HA tags (TagI) and 
DP75 linker fused in-frame to the N-terminus of hCMV gp48 uORF2. DP75 linker (15,43) was used to 
facilitate the detection of short polypeptide. After the translation of TagI:DP75:hCMV(WT) RNA in 
Col-0 ACE, translation products were analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-HA antibody, which 
detected 15-kDa full-length product and RNase-sensitive 37-kDa peptidyl-tRNA bands. In contrast, the 
translation of TagI:DP75:hCMV(P21A) RNA produced only 15-kDa full-length product 
(Supplementary Figure S10C). The P21A mutation has been reported to abolish the NPmRS (15,28). 
The results show that autonomous ribosome stalling of the hCMV system is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE.  

For the reporter assay in Figure 7A, 5′-hCMV:LUC RNA that carries the 5′-UTR of hCMV gp48 
fused to LUC reporter gene (Supplementary Figure S10D) was used.  
 
1.3. The AAP System in Col-0 ACE 
N. crassa arg-2 codes for an enzyme involved in L-arginine biosynthesis. The 24-amino-acid nascent 
peptide of AAP, the sequence encoded by arg-2 uORF, directs the ribosome to stall in response to L-
arginine during translation termination of AAP in WGE (24,25). This reaction occurs in WGE and the 
structure of the stalled ribosome in WGE has been solved by cryo-EM (14), but has not been analyzed 
in ACE. 

L-Arginine-induced ribosome stalling of the AAP system was analyzed in Col-0 ACE 
(Supplementary Figure S12). Since anti-HA antibody only poorly detected the translation products, the 
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experiments were carried out using TagII:DP75:AAP RNA that carry M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc tag 
sequences (Supplementary Figure S12B) and the translation products were detected using anti-FLAG 
antibody. Translation of TagII:DP75:AAP(WT) RNA in the presence of 2.08 mM L-arginine produced 
RNase-sensitive 40-kDa peptidyl-tRNA in addition to 25-kDa full-length product, and the peptidyl-
tRNA accumulation was evidently detected at 10 min after the start of translation (Supplementary 
Figure S12C). The accumulation of 40-kDa peptidyl-tRNA was also detected with 0.08 mM L-arginine, 
which is the basal L-arginine concentration in ACE (23), although the level of accumulation was lower 
than at 2.08 mM. This is consistent with a previous report describing that L-arginine-induced stalling 
was observed even at 0.01 mM (24). The accumulation of peptidyl-tRNA was diminished when 
TagII:DP75:AAP(D12N) RNA was translated in the presence of 2.08 mM L-arginine (Supplementary 
Figure S12C and D). The D12N mutation has been reported to abolish L-arginine-induced NPmRS of 
AAP (24). The results show that L-arginine-induced NPmRS of AAP is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE.  
 
1.4. The AtAMD1 System in Col-0 ACE 
AtAMD1 codes for an enzyme involved in spermidine and spermine biosynthesis in Arabidopsis. The 
52-amino-acid nascent peptide of S-uORF directs the ribosome to stall in response to high 
concentrations of polyamines during translation termination of S-uORF in WGE (31). This reaction is 
only partially characterized in ACE (31). 

Polyamine-induced ribosome stalling of the AtAMD1 system was analyzed in Col-0 ACE 
(Supplementary Figure S13). As an effector, spermidine was used in the present study (31). Polyamines 
are necessary for in vitro translation, but are inhibitory at high concentrations. We previously 
determined spermidine concentrations for stalling assays of AtAMD1 in WGE (31). In the present study, 
we confirmed that the same concentrations of spermidine (0.2 mM and 0.7 mM as control and stalling 
conditions, respectively) can be used in ACE. The spermidine concentration for the standard translation 
reaction in ACE is 0.5 mM (23). 

TagI:DP75:S-uORF(WT) RNA (Supplementary Figure S13B) was translated in Col-0 ACE in the 
presence of 0.2 or 0.7 mM spermidine and analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-HA antibody 
(Supplementary Figure S13C). In the presence of 0.7 mM spermidine, RNase-sensitive 37-kDa 
peptidyl-tRNA was detected in addition to 18-kDa full-length product, and the accumulation of 
peptidyl-tRNA was dependent on the spermidine concentration (Supplementary Figure S13D and E). 
Introduction of a frame-shift mutation in S-uORF abolished the peptidyl-tRNA accumulation 
(Supplementary Figure S13C), as previously reported (31). These results show that polyamine-induced 
NPmRS of AtAMD1 is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE.  

For the reporter assay in Figure 7B, 5′-AtAMD1:LUC RNA that carries the 5′-UTR of AtAMD1 
(Supplementary Figure S13A) fused to LUC reporter gene (Supplementary Figure S13F) was used. 
When the RNA carrying the WT S-uORF sequence was translated in Col-0 ACE, the reporter activity 
was reduced as the concentration of spermidine was increased, whereas the reporter activity was 
significantly higher if the S-uORF sequence bears a frame-shift mutation (Supplementary Figure S13G).  
 
1.5. The MAGDIS System in Col-0 ACE 
mAMD1 codes for an enzyme involved in spermidine and spermine biosynthesis in mammals. The six-
amino-acid uORF sequence, MAGDIS, of mAMD1 directs the ribosome to stall in response to high 
concentrations of polyamines in WGE (32,33). The ribosome stalling occurs at the termination codon 
of the uORF (32,33). Both mAMD1 and AtAMD1 genes codes for AdoMet decarboxylase, and are 
regulated by a uORF in a polyamine-dependent manner. However, the lengths and amino acid sequences 
of the uORFs are quite different. 

Polyamine-induced ribosome stalling of the MAGDIS system was analyzed in Col-0 ACE 
(Supplementary Figure S14). Since anti-HA antibody barely detected a peptidyl-tRNA band, 
TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) RNA (Supplementary Figure S14B) was translated in Col-0 ACE in the 
presence of 0.2 or 0.7 mM spermidine. Immunoblot analysis using anti-FLAG antibody detected double 
bands of ~38-kDa peptidyl-tRNA when translated in the presence of 0.7 mM spermidine, while 20-kDa 
full-length product predominated when translated in 0.2 mM spermidine (Supplementary Figure S14C, 
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lanes 1 and 2). The accumulation of peptidyl-tRNA was evident at 10 min of translation (Supplementary 
Figure S14D) and was dependent on the spermidine concentration (Supplementary Figure S14E and F). 
When TagII:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) RNA, which carries a mutation that abolishes the polyamine-
dependent NPmRS of MAGDIS (32), was used, peptidyl-tRNA accumulation was diminished. These 
results show that polyamine-induced NPmRS of mAMD1 is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE. Although the 
origin of the double bands for the peptidyl-tRNA is unknown, the intensities of the two bands paralleled 
in each of the experiments in Supplementary Figure S14. Therefore, we used both bands for calculation 
of stalling efficiencies in Supplementary Figure S14F and Figure 5E. 

For the reporter assay in Figure 7C, 5′-mAMD1:LUC RNA that carries the 5′-UTR of mAMD1 
(Supplementary Figure S14A) fused to LUC reporter gene (Supplementary Figure S14G) was used. 
 
1.6. The AUG-Stop System in Col-0 ACE 
The expression of Arabidopsis NIP5;1, encoding a boric acid transporter, is downregulated by ribosome 
stalling in response to high concentrations of boric acid at the minimum uORF, AUG-Stop, which is 
coupled with NIP5;1 mRNA degradation in WGE. We used a 306-nt 5'-UTR containing uORF3 and 
uORF4 (Supplementary Figure S17A and B) (34), of which uORF4 is the AUG-Stop. In general, at both 
the start and the termination codons, decoding by the ribosome takes longer than at other codons, and 
boric acid induces prolonged ribosome stalling at AUG-Stop. For this response, the AUG codon has to 
be directly followed by one of the stop codons, and insertion of even a single codon is detrimental to 
the response (34). This reaction has been studied in WGE (34), but not in ACE. 

 When 5′-NIP5;1(WT):LUC RNA (Supplementary Figure S17B) was translated in Col-0 ACE, 
relative reporter activity was reduced in a boric acid-dependent manner. In contrast, disruption of AUG 
abolished the response (Supplementary Figure S17C). These results show that the response of AUG-
Stop to boric acid is recapitulated in Col-0 ACE. 
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$,.-'$( =4"2T,/( L87%7LJ"&%&( ?,8,( L8,L"8,.Y( aJ"2%( =,JJ&( 4"F,( "( J"8T,( =,2%8"J( F"='7J,( %4"%( =72%"-2&(
2'=J,"&,&("2.(L87%,"&,&Y(!4,(L87%7LJ"&%&(?,8,(&'1:,=%,.( %7(a,8=7JJ(T8".-,2%(=,2%8-G'T"%-72( %7(71%"-2(
,F"='7J"%,.($-2-)L87%7LJ"&%&( G87$(?4-=4(F"='7J,&(?,8,( 8,$7F,.Y(!4,(,F"='7J"%,.($-2-)L87%7LJ"&%&(
?,8,( .-&8'L%,.( '&-2T( "( E7'2=,( 47$7T,2->,8( "2.( %4,( J9&"%,( ?"&( '&,.( %7( L8,L"8,( "2( S`^( /1# 2/"34(
%8"2&J"%-72(=7=#%"-JY(S`^(="2(1,(L8,L"8,.(*($72%4("G%,8(&7?-2T(S8"1-.7L&-&(&,,.&Y(67%,(%4"%(%4,(S`^(
L8,L"8"%-72(L87%7=7J(b5;c(4"&("(%9L7T8"L4-="J(,8878(7G($mµ(bN[cY,

(

!"##$%&%'()*+,D21"*%,!F?,E-&%8-1'%-72(7G(QHSI)%"TT,.($'%"2%('HCE)=72%"-2-2T(8-17&7$,&(-2(%4,(
L7J9&7$,( L87G-J-2TY( !4,( -$$'271J7%( &-T2"J&( -2( Q-T'8,( CR(?,8,( d'"2%-G-,.( "2.( %4,( .-&%8-1'%-72&( 7G(
QHSI)%"TT,.($'%"2%('HCE)=72%"-2-2T(8-17&7$,&(b.,%,=%,.(19('&-2T("2%-)QHSI("2%-17.9c("$72T(%7%"J(
8-17&7$,(b.,%,=%,.(19('&-2T("2%-)'H55("2%-&,8'$c(?,8,(="J='J"%,.Y(!4,(L7&-%-72&(7G(G8,,(L87%,-2&("2.(
CM+(&'1'2-%/(NM+(&'1'2-%/(OM+(8-17&7$,/("2.(L7J9&7$,(G8"=%-72&("8,(-2.-="%,.Y(!4,(9)"]-&(?"&(&,%(&7(
%4"%(%4,($,"2&(7G('HCEbe!cXQHSI(?5(J-2,/('HCEbP>>DcXQHSI(8N(J-2,/("2.('HCEb")BcXQHSI(.O(
J-2,("8,(*Y(A,"2&(o(+E(7G(%?7(1-7J7T-="J(8,L,"%&("8,(&47?2Y,



!"#"$"%&'( !"# $%&#

)( *M( )(

(

!"##$%&%'()*+, D21"*%, !A?( !4,( `I+*( &9&%,$( -2( `7J)M( S`^Y( bJc( +=4,$"%-=( 8,L8,&,2%"%-72( 7G(
'()*+'(,( W6S('&,.( G78( &%"JJ-2T( "&&"9( bQ-T'8,( UScY( !4,(W6S( ="88-,&( "( TJ'%"%4-72,(()%8"2&G,8"&,(
bI+!c(%"T(&,d',2=,(G'&,.(-2)G8"$,(%7(%4,(6)%,8$-2'&(7G(%4,(+'(,(,]72(*(=7.-2T(&,d',2=,(b*[/NOcY(!4,(
"$-27( "=-.( &,d',2=,&( "87'2.( %4,(A!3*( 8,T-72( 7G( %4,( ?-J.)%9L,( be!c(+'(, "2.(5"4,6,# bIOC+c(
$'%"%-72("8,(&47?2Y(S.7A,%)-2.'=,.(6a$W+(7=='8&("%(+,8)VC(b8,.(=J7F,8cY(!4,(A!3*(8,T-72(b5*c(-&(
-2.-="%,.Y(bTc('()*+'(,b-)c("2.('()*+'(,b5"4,6,c(W6S&(bUM(G$7J(gJh*c(?,8,(%8"2&J"%,.(-2(`7J)M(
S`^(G78(;M($-2(-2(%4,("1&,2=,(bfc(78(L8,&,2=,(bZc(7G(*($A(S.7A,%Y(<2(W6"&,(Z(J"2,&/(&"$LJ,&(?,8,(
%8,"%,.(?-%4(W6"&,(S(1,G78,(&,L"8"%-72(19(+E+)aSI^Y(!4,(L7&-%-72&(7G(%4,(CU)#E"(G'JJ)J,2T%4(L87.'=%(
bQHc/(%4,(jUU)#E"(L,L%-.9J)%W6S&(ba%W)<("2.(a%W)<<c/("2.(%4,(;U)#E"(&%"JJ,.(L,L%-.,(b+ac(L87.'=,.(
19(W6"&,(S(%8,"%$,2%("8,( -2.-="%,.Y(S(8,L8,&,2%"%-F,(8,&'J%(7G(.'LJ-="%,(,]L,8-$,2%&( -&(&47?2Y(b=c(
'()*+'(,b-)c(W6S(?"&( %8"2&J"%,.( -2(`7J)M(S`^("%(.-GG,8,2%(W6S(=72=,2%8"%-72&(G78(;M($-2Y( <2(
W6"&,(Z(J"2,&/(&"$LJ,&(?,8,(%8,"%,.(?-%4(W6"&,(S(1,G78,(&,L"8"%-72(19(+E+)aSI^Y(S(8,L8,&,2%"%-F,(
8,&'J%(7G(%8-LJ-="%,(,]L,8-$,2%&(-&(&47?2Y(R"2.&("8,($"8#,.("&(-2(bRcY(b-c(!4,(-$$'271J7%(&-T2"J&(-2(
b`c(?,8,( d'"2%-G-,.( "2.( 8,J"%-F,( -2%,2&-%9( 7G( a%W)<( %7( a%W)<<(?"&( ="J='J"%,.Y(A,"2&( o( +E( 7G( %48,,(
-2.,L,2.,2%( ,]L,8-$,2%&( "8,( &47?2Y( S&%,8-&#&( -2.-="%,( &-T2-G-="2%( .-GG,8,2=,&( =7$L"8,.( ?-%4( %4,(
&%"2."8.( =72.-%-72( "%( UM( G$7J( gJh*(W6S( b8#q(MYMU/(e,J=4r&( ")%,&%cY( bKc('()*+'(,b-)c(W6S(?"&(
%8"2&J"%,.(-2(`7J)M(S`^Y(SG%,8(;M($-2(7G(%8"2&J"%-72/(L'87$9=-2(?"&("..,.("%("(G-2"J(=72=,2%8"%-72(7G(
5($A("2.(&"$LJ,&(?,8,(?-%4.8"?2("%(%4,(-2.-="%,.(%-$,(L7-2%&Y(!4,(L7&-%-72(7G(%4,(;U)#E"(L,L%-.9J)
L'87$9=-2(-&(-2.-="%,.Y(S(8,L8,&,2%"%-F,(8,&'J%(7G(%8-LJ-="%,(,]L,8-$,2%&(-&(&47?2Y(bDc(!4,(-$$'271J7%(
&-T2"J&(-2(b^c(?,8,(d'"2%-G-,./("2.(%4,(-2%,2&-%9(7G('28,"=%,.(L,L%-.9J)%W6S(?"&(278$"J->,.(%7(%4"%("%(
%-$,( MY( A,"2&( o( +E( 7G( %48,,( -2.,L,2.,2%( ,]L,8-$,2%&( "8,( &47?2Y( S&%,8-&#&( -2.-="%,( &-T2-G-="2%(
.-GG,8,2=,&(1,%?,,2(a%W)<("2.(a%W)<<("%(,"=4(%-$,(L7-2%(b8#q(MYMU/(e,J=4r&(")%,&%cY(
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(

!"##$%&%'()*+, D21"*%, !E?, W"?( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=-,&Y( bJfKc( !4,( 8"?( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=-,&(
=788,&L72.-2T(%7(%4,(8-T4%(L"2,J&(7G(Q-T'8,(USf^/(8,&L,=%-F,J9/("8,(&47?2Y(S&%,8-&#&(-2.-="%,(&-T2-G-="2%(
.-GG,8,2=,&(=7$L"8,.(?-%4(`7J)M(S`^(bX#q(MYMU(19(e,J=4r&(")%,&%(?-%4(QEW(=788,=%-72cY,
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(

!"##$%&%'()*+,D21"*%,!U?,`788,=%-72(7G(8"?(F"J',&(7G(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=-,&("2.(8,L78%,8("=%-F-%-,&(G78(
%4,(=72&%-%'%-72(G8"=%-72(7G('HCE($'%"2%(8-17&7$,Y( (
bJc( `788,=%-72( 7G( %4,( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=9Y( !4,( 8"?( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=9( 8,J"%-F,( %7( `7J)M( S`^( b3()c(
=72%"-2&( =72%8-1'%-72&( G87$( 17%4( QHSI)%"TT,.( $'%"2%( 'HCE)( "2.( ,2.7T,27'&( 'HCS)=72%"-2-2T(
8-17&7$,&Y(!7(,F"J'"%,(%4,(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=-,&(7G(%4,($'%"2%('HCE)=72%"-2-2T(8-17&7$,&("J72,/(?,(
="J='J"%,.(%4,(=788,=%,.(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=-,&(b.()<c(19(%"#-2T(%4,(=72&%-%'%-72(G8"=%-72(7G($'%"2%('HCE)
=72%"-2-2T(8-17&7$,&(b+L<cX( (
3()(n(+LD(Z(+L<(](.()</(?4,8,(+LD(n(*(f(+L<Y( (

!4,8,G78,/( (
.()<(n(*(f(b*(f(3()c(m(+L<Y( (

+E(F"J',&(1,G78,(b3(<c("2.("G%,8(=788,=%-72(b.(<<c("8,/( (
.(<<(n(3(<(m(+L<Y( (

!4-&(="J='J"%-72("&&'$,&(%4"%(%4,(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=9(7G(,2.7T,27'&('HCS)=72%"-2-2T(8-17&7$,&("J72,(
b.()Dc(-&(%4,(&"$,("&(%4"%(-2(`7J)M(S`^(b/&!Y/(.()D(n(*c/(?4-=4(?,(1,J-,F,(-&(8,"&72"1J,Y(!4,(3(<(F"J',(
-&("&=8-1,.("JJ(%7(.(<<(-2(%4-&(="J='J"%-72Y( (

bTc(`788,=%-72(7G(%4,(8,L78%,8("=%-F-%9Y(H-#,?-&,/(%4,(8"?(8,L78%,8("=%-F-%9(8,J"%-F,(%7(`7J)M(S`^(b3PDc(
"2.( -%&( +E( F"J',&( b3(<c( ?,8,( =788,=%,.( G78( %4,( =72&%-%'%-72( G8"=%-72( 7G( $'%"2%( 'HCE)=72%"-2-2T(
8-17&7$,&(b+L<cX(
.PD<(n(*(f(b*(f(3PDc(m(+L<(
.(<<(n(3(<(m(+L<Y(
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(

!"##$%&%'()*+,D21"*%,!V?,SGG-2-%9(L'8-G-="%-72(&%8"%,T9(7G(%4,(&%"JJ,.(8-17&7$,&Y(!4,(T8,,2(8-17&7$,&(
8,L8,&,2%( ?-J.)%9L,( 8-17&7$,&/( "2.( %4,( 8,.( 8-17&7$,&( 8,L8,&,2%( QHSI)%"TT,.( $'%"2%( 8-17&7$,&Y(
%W6S&( "8,( 8,L8,&,2%,.( 19( =J7F,8&Y( !7( ="J='J"%,( %4,( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=9( 7G( QHSI)%"TT,.( $'%"2%(
8-17&7$,&( "J72,/( L,L%-.9J)%W6S&( G87$( 17%4( &%"JJ,.( "2.( 272)&%"JJ,.( $'%"2%( 8-17&7$,&( 4"F,( %7( 1,(
L'8-G-,.Y( bJc(SGG-2-%9(L'8-G-="%-72(7G( 8-17&7$,&( &%"JJ,.(.'8-2T( %4,( %8"2&J"%-72(,J72T"%-72(19( <aY(!4,(
A!3*(8,T-72(b5*c(-&(-2.-="%,.(19("(G-JJ,.(1J',(17]Y(bG!Y"c(32("(s278$"Jt(W6S(?-%4("(&%7L(=7.72/(%47&,(
8-17&7$,&(%4"%(.-.(27%(&%"JJ(19(6a$W+(?-JJ(%8"2&J"%,(%7(%4,(&%7L(=7.72("2.(.-&&7=-"%,(-2%7(J"8T,("2.(
&$"JJ(&'1'2-%&("2.(L,L%-.9J)%W6S("8,(49.87J9>,.(%7(%W6S("2.(L,L%-.,&Y(!4,8,G78,/(%47&,(8-17&7$,&(
%4"%(.-.(27%(&%"JJ(19(6a$W+(="227%(1,("GG-2-%9)L'8-G-,.Y(bP/7@"c(32("(1410"48(W6S/(%47&,(8-17&7$,&(
%4"%(.-.(27%(&%"JJ(19(6a$W+(?-JJ(%8"2&J"%,(%7(%4,(1410"48(W6S(,2.("2.(?-JJ(1,(&%"9-2T(%4,8,Y(!4,8,G78,/(
17%4(7G(%4,$(="2(1,("GG-2-%9)L'8-G-,.("2.(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=9(="2(1,(="J='J"%,.Y(bTc(SGG-2-%9(L'8-G-="%-72(
7G(8-17&7$,&(&%"JJ,.("%(%4,(%8"2&J"%-72(%,8$-2"%-72(19(<aY(bG!Y"c(32("(s278$"Jt(W6S(?-%4("(&%7L(=7.72/(
%47&,(8-17&7$,&(%4"%(.-.(27%(&%"JJ(19(6a$W+(?-JJ(%8"2&J"%,(%7(%4,(&%7L(=7.72("2.(.-&&7=-"%,(-2%7(J"8T,(
"2.( &$"JJ( &'1'2-%&( "2.( L,L%-.9J)%W6S( "8,( 49.87J9>,.( %7( %W6S( "2.( L,L%-.,&Y( !4,8,G78,/( %47&,(
8-17&7$,&(%4"%(.-.(27%(&%"JJ(19(6a$W+(="227%(1,("GG-2-%9)L'8-G-,.Y(bP/7@"c(32("(1410"48(W6S/(%47&,(
8-17&7$,&(%4"%(.-.(27%(&%"JJ(19(6a$W+(?-JJ(1,(&%"9-2T("%(%4,(1410"48(W6S(,2.Y(!4,8,G78,/(17%4(&%"JJ,.(
"2.(272)&%"JJ,.(8-17&7$,&(="2(1,("GG-2-%9)L'8-G-,.Y(B7?,F,8/(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=9(="227%(1,(="J='J"%,./(
1,="'&,(%4,&,(8-17&7$,&(1,"8(%4,(&"$,(L,L%-.9J)%W6S(&L,=-,&Y,
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(

!"##$%&%'()*+,D21"*%,!>I?(!4,(4`Ai(&9&%,$(-2(`7J)M(S`^Y(bJc(Uu)K!W(&,d',2=,(7G(4`Ai(789:#
bCNcY('3WQ&("8,(17],.("2.(%4,(&%"8%(=7.72(7G(789:(-&(.7'1J,)'2.,8J-2,.Y('3WQ5(-&(%4,(G'2=%-72"J('3WQ(
G78(6a$W+Y('3WQ*(b."&4,.(17]c(?"&(.-&8'L%,.("2.(%4,(@7>"#(&,d',2=,(G78('3WQ5(?"&(7L%-$->,.(-2(
L8,F-7'&(&%'.-,&(b5[/5V/CN/NUc/("2.(%4,(&"$,(&,d',2=,(?"&('&,.(-2(%4,(L8,&,2%(&%'.9Y(!4,(&'1&%-%'%,.(
2'=J,7%-.,( -2( a87)5*( %7( "J"2-2,( $'%"%-72( ba5*Sc( -2( '3WQ5/( ?4-=4( "17J-&4,&( %4,( 6a$W+( bNUc/( -&(
-2.-="%,.Y(bTc(+=4,$"%-=(8,L8,&,2%"%-72(7G()$7;*<=>?*@+AB(W6S(G78(&%"JJ-2T("&&"9(bQ-T'8,(URcY(!4,(
'3WQ5(?"&(:7-2,.(-2)G8"$,(%7(%4,(A:*C/0*CD(%"T&(b)$7;c("2.(Ea[U(J-2#,8Y(!4,("$-27("=-.(&,d',2=,&(
7G(%4,(789:#'3WQ5("2.(=E,D($'%"%-72("8,(&47?2Y(W-17&7$,(&%"JJ&("'%727$7'&J9("%(%4,(&%7L(=7.72(7G(
'3WQ5(b8,.(=J7F,8cY(b=c()$7;*<=>?*@+ABb-)c("2.()$7;*<=>?*@+ABb=E,Dc(W6S&(?,8,(%8"2&J"%,.(
-2( `7J)M( S`^( G78( ;M( $-2Y( !8"2&J"%-72( L87.'=%&( ?,8,( &,L"8"%,.( 19( +E+)aSI^( "2.( "2"J9>,.( 19(
-$$'271J7%%-2T('&-2T("2%-)BS("2%-17.9Y(Q78(W6"&,(Z(J"2,&/(&"$LJ,&(?,8,(%8,"%,.(?-%4(W6"&,(S(1,G78,(
&,L"8"%-72( 19( +E+)aSI^Y( !4,( L7&-%-72&( 7G( %4,( *U)#E"( G'JJ)J,2T%4( L87.'=%( bQHc( "2.( %4,( ;U)#E"(
L,L%-.9J)%W6S( ba%Wc( "8,( -2.-="%,.Y(S( 8,L8,&,2%"%-F,( 8,&'J%( 7G( .'LJ-="%,( ,]L,8-$,2%&( -&( &47?2Y( b-c(
+=4,$"%-=( 8,L8,&,2%"%-72( 7G(?F6@+AB*GH+(W6S('&,.( G78( 8,L78%,8( "&&"9( bQ-T'8,( [ScY(!4,( Uu)K!W(
&,d',2=,( bh*( %7( h*5*( 2%c( -2( bSc ?"&( :7-2,.( %7( %4,(GH+ 8,L78%,8( T,2,( %487'T4( "( J-2#,8( &,d',2=,/(
SSI`KKK``Y(
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!"##$%&%'()*+,D21"*%,!>>?(E,.'=%-72(7G(%4,(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=-,&(19(%4,($'%"2%(8-17&7$,&("J72,(19(
J-2,"8(8,T8,&&-72Y(bJc(`7J)M(S`^("2.('HCEbe!cXQHSI(J-2,(?5(S`^(?,8,($-],.("%(*XM/(;X*/(*X*/(*X;/(
"2.(MX*(F7J'$,(8"%-7&(bJ"2,&(*(%7(U/(8,&L,=%-F,J9c/(78(`7J)M(S`^("2.('HCEb")BcXQHSI(J-2,(.O(S`^(
?,8,($-],.("%(*XMY(;X*/(*X*/(*X;/("2.(MX*(F7J'$,(8"%-7&(bJ"2,&(N(%7(*M/(8,&L,=%-F,J9cY(!4,&,($-]%'8,&(
?,8,( '&,.( %7( %8"2&J"%,( )$7,*<=>?*@+ABb-)c( W6S( b+'LLJ,$,2%"89( Q-T'8,( +*MRcY( !8"2&J"%-72(
L87.'=%&(?,8,( &,L"8"%,.( 19( +E+)aSI^( "2.( "2"J9>,.( 19( -$$'271J7%%-2T( '&-2T( "2%-)BS( "2%-17.9Y(
<$$'271J7%&(?-%4("2%-)'HC("2.("2%-)'H55("8,("J&7(&47?2Y(a7&-%-72&(7G(%4,(G'JJ)J,2T%4(L87.'=%(bQHc/(
L,L%-.9J)%W6S( ba%Wc/( CO)#E"( QHSI)%"TT,.( 'HCE&( b'HCEXQHSIc/( ,2.7T,27'&( 'HCS( "2.( 'HCE(
b'HCS/(Ec/("2.(*V)#E"('H55("8,($"8#,.Y(!4,(,]L,8-$,2%&(?,8,(="88-,.(7'%(-2(72,(7G(%4,(1"%=4,&(7G(
S`^( L8,L"8"%-72&( G78( ,"=4( 7G( %4,( `7J)M( "2.($'%"2%( J-2,&/( "2.( "( 8,L8,&,2%"%-F,( 8,&'J%( 7G( %8-LJ-="%,(
,]L,8-$,2%&( -&( &47?2Y( bTc( H-2,"8( 8,T8,&&-72( b&7J-.( 1J',( J-2,c( 7G( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=9( F&( =72&%8'=%-72(
G8"=%-72(7G('HCEbe!cXQHSI(8-17&7$,Y(W"?(&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=-,&(71%"-2,.(G87$(J"2,&(*fU(7G(bSc(?,8,(
LJ7%%,.( "T"-2&%( %4,( =72&%-%'%-72( G8"=%-72&( 7G( %4,( 'HCEbe!cXQHSI( 8-17&7$,( 7G( ,"=4( 7G( %4,( S`^(
$-]%'8,&(b$,"2&(o(+E/(1(n(;cY(!4,(=72&%-%'%-72(G8"=%-72(?"&(.,%,8$-2,.(1"&,.(72(%4,(-2%,2&-%-,&(7G(%4,(
'LL,8("2.(J7?,8(1"2.&(7G(%4,(-$$'271J7%(?-%4("2%-)'HC("2%-17.9(bQ-T'8,(C`("2.(EcY(!4,(2'$1,8&(-2(
L"8,2%4,&,&(1,J7?(%4,(."%"(8,G,8(%7(%4,(J"2,(2'$1,8&(-2(bScY(!4,(1J',(.-"$72.(-2.-="%,&(%4,(,&%-$"%,.(
&%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=9( 19( %4,( 'HCEbe!cXQHSI( 8-17&7$,( "J72,Y( !4,( ."&4,.( 1J',( ='8F,&( 8,L8,&,2%( %4,(
'LL,8("2.(J7?,8(J-$-%&(7G(%4,($,"2(L8,.-=%-72(VUv(=72G-.,2=,(-2%,8F"JY(b=c(H-2,"8(8,T8,&&-72(b&7J-.(
$"T,2%"( J-2,c( 7G( &%"JJ-2T( ,GG-=-,2=9( F&( =72&%8'=%-72( G8"=%-72( 7G( 'HCEb")BcXQHSI( 8-17&7$,Y( W"?(
&%"JJ-2T(,GG-=-,2=-,&(71%"-2,.(G87$(J"2,&(Nf*M(7G(bSc(?,8,(LJ7%%,.("T"-2&%(%4,(=72&%-%'%-72(G8"=%-72&(7G(
%4,('HCEb")BcXQHSI(8-17&7$,(7G(,"=4(7G(%4,(S`^($-]%'8,&(b$,"2&(o(+E/(1(n(;cY(!4,(=72&%-%'%-72(
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Supplementary Table S1. Plasmids used in this study and primers used to construct plasmids. 

Name Constructa Source Primersb 

Forward        Reverse 
Plasmids used for construction of transgenic Arabidopsis 
pYTJ10 uL4D::uL4D(WT):FLAG this study uL4Df uL4Dr 
pYTJ1 uL4D::uL4D(R77A):FLAG this study R77Af R77Ar 
pYTJ7 uL4D::uL4D(ΔTV):FLAG this study dTVf dTVr 
pYTJ4 uL4D::uL4D(Δloop):FLAG this study dLoopf dLoopr 
Plasmids used for stalling assay 
pST00 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75 this study DP75f DP75r 
pST55 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(WT) this study AAPf AAPr 
pST56 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:AAP(D12N) this study D12Nf AAPr 
pST57 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(WT) this study hCMVf hCMVr 
pST58 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:hCMV(P21A) this study hCMVf P21Ar 
pST76 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(WT) this study SAMDC1f SAMDC1r 
pST77 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:S-uORF(fs) this study SAMDC1fsf SAMDC1fsr 
pST116 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(WT) this study DP75f MAGDISr 
pST117 SP6::M8:His:HA:DP75:MAGDIS(I5L) this study DP75f I5Lr 
pTI5 SP6::M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(WT) this study 3xFLAGf 3xFLAGr 
pTI6 SP6::M8:His:HA:3xFLAG:Myc:DP75:AAP(D12N) this study 3xFLAGf 3xFLAGr 
pNU14 SP6::GST:S-uORF(WT):RLUC Ref. 31   
pNU15 SP6::GST:S-uORF(fs):RLUC Ref. 31   
pYF2 SP6::GST:CGS1(WT) Ref. 68   
pYF3 SP6::GST:CGS1(mto1-1) Ref. 68   
pYK00 SP6::M8:CGS1(WT) Ref. 18   
pYY105 T7::His:HA:DP75:uORF2(WT) Ref. 43   
Plasmids used for reporter assay 
pST118 SP6::mAMD1 5'-UTR(WT):LUC this study MAGDIS(WT)f MAGDIS(WT)r 
pST119 SP6::mAMD1 5'-UTR(I5L):LUC this study MAGDIS(I5L)f MAGDIS(WT)r 
pST120 SP6::AtAMD1 5'-UTR(WT):LUC this study SAMDC1f2 SAMDC1r2 
pST121 SP6::AtAMD1 5'-UTR(fs):LUC this study SAMDC1f2 SAMDC1r2 
pST122 SP6::gp48 5'-UTR(WT):LUC this study hCMVf2 hCMVr2 
pST123 SP6::gp48 5'-UTR(P21A):LUC this study hCMVf2 P21Ar2 
pMI21 SP6::CGS1:LUC(WT) Ref. 22   
pMI27 SP6::RLUC Ref. 22   
pMT131 SP6::AtNIP5;1 5'-UTR(WT):LUC Ref. 34   
pMT132 SP6::AtNIP5;1 5'-UTR(ATCTAA):LUC Ref. 34   
pSY209 SP6::S-uORF(WT):RLUC Ref. 31   
pSY214 SP6::S-uORF(fs):RLUC Ref. 31   

aDouble colons indicate fusion of promoter sequence and an ORF, and single colons indicate an in-
frame translational fusion (i.e., Promoter::ORF:ORF: ...). 

bPrimers used for construction. Sequences of the primers are listed in Supplementary Table S2.  
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Supplementary Table S2. Primers used in this study.   

Name Sequence (5' to 3') Source 

Plasmid construction a 

uL4Df CACCGGAGTATTGTTGCCCTTTGTGAA this study 
uL4Dr CTGACTAGCGCCAAGCCACTT this study 
R77Af ACCGGAGCTGCCGTGTCACGTA this study 
R77Ar GTGACACGGCAGCTCCGGTT this study 
dTVf TGGGGAGGAAGAGCCTCACGTATCCCTCGTGTTC this study 
dTVr GTGAGGCTCTTCCTCCCCAGGACTCGGC this study 
dLoopf TCCGCCGGAAGAGCCGGTGGTGGAACTCACCG this study 
dLoopr ACCGGCTCTTCCGGCGGAGGTTTGGTGA this study 
uL4Flankf CACCGGAGTATTGTTGCCCTTTGTGAA this study 
uL4Flankr CTGACTAGCGCCAAGCCACTT this study 
DP75f GATTCTAGACATCATCATCATCATCATTACCC this study 
DP75r CATGGATCCGGCCATTCTGATATCCATTTCAATTTTATTGTCACT this study 

AAPf CATGATATCATGAACGGTCGCCCGTCAGTCTTCACTAGTCAGGATTACCTCTCAGACC
ATC this study 

AAPr CTAGGATCCGAGAGGCTCTCACGCGTTAAGGGCTCTCCACAGATGGTCTGAGAGG this study 

D12Nf CATGATATCATGAACGGTCGCCCGTCAGTCTTCACTAGTCAGAATTACCTCTCAGACC
ATC this study 

hCMVf CATGATATCATGGAACCGCTGGTGCTGAGTGCGAAAAAACTGAGCAGCCTGCTGAC this study 
hCMVr CTAGGATCCTCGAGTGCTTTAAGGAGGAATATATTTGCAGGTCAGCAGGC this study 
P21Ar CTAGGATCCTCGAGTGCTTTAAGGAGCAATATATTTGCAGGTCAGCAGGC this study 

hCMVf2 GATTCTAGAAATCAGTTGCCGGCCTTACCATGGAACCGCTGGTGCTGAGTGCGAAAAA
ACTGAGCAGCCTGCTGACCTGC this study 

hCMVr2 CATAAGCTTACCCAGACAACGGTGCTTTATAGACTCATCACTTAAGGAGGAATATATT
TGCAGGTCAGCAGGC this study 

P21Ar2 CATAAGCTTACCCAGACAACGGTGCTTTATAGACTCATCACTTAAGGAGCAATATATT
TGCAGGTCAGCAGGC this study 

SAMDC1f CATGATATCATGATGGAGTCGAAAGGTG this study 
SAMDC1r CTAGGATCCTCAGGATGGCCTCTTGGA this study 
SAMDC1fsf CATGATATCATGATGGAGCGAAAGGTG this study 
SAMDC1fsr CTAGGATCCTCAGGTATGGCCTCTTGGA this study 
SAMDC1f2 GATTCTAGATCTCATTGCTTCATCATTACCA this study 
SAMDC1r2 CATCCATGGCTCGCCTTGTTGTGTGAG this study 
MAGDISr CATGGATCCCTAGCTAATGTCGCCGGCCATGATATCCATTTC this study 
I5Lr CATGGATCCCTAGCTAAGGTCGCCGGCCATGATATCCATTTC this study 

MAGDIS(WT)f GATTCTAGACTTACACAGTATGGCCGGCGACATTAGCTAGCGCTCGCTCTACTCTCTC
TAACGGGGAAACAG this study 

MAGDIS(I5L)r GATTCTAGACTTACACAGTATGGCCGGCGACCTTAGCTAGCGCTCGCTCTACTCTCTC
TAACGGGGAAACAG this study 

MAGDIS(WT)r CATCCATGGTGGAAATAGAGGCAGATACAGCTCAGTCTCTTGTAGTCCGCTGTTTCCC
CGTTAG this study 

Myc:DP75f TCAGAGGAGGACCTGGAAGGTGGCGAAGAAGAAGTTGAG this study 
HAMycr GATCAGCTTCTGCTCAGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTATGGG this study 
Mycf GAGCAGAAGCTGATCTCAGAGGAG this study 
HAr AGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTATGGG this study 

3xFLAGf GTTCCAGATTACGCTGACTACAAAGACCATGACGGTGATTATAAAGATCATGACATCG
ACTACAAAGACG this study 

3xFLAGr GATCAGCTTCTGCTCCTTGTCGTCATCGTCTTTGTAGTCGATGTCATGATC this study 

Generating DNA templates for in vitro transcription 

SP65’fp CATCAGAGCAGATTGTACTG Ref. 18 
G183r ACCGGCATGAACAGT this study 
poly(A)r ACGAGCCGGAAGCATAAAG this study 

Quantitative RT-PCR 

RT-uL4Af AAGAAGAAGGGGTATGTGCT this study 
RT-uL4Ar CACCGAGCCATTTGGTGAAGT this study 
RT-uL4Df GGGTTAAGGCTAAGAAGGAG this study 
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RT-uL4Dr TCGGTGTAGTCACTGTCTGA this study 
RT-FLAGf ACAGTGACTACACCGAGTTC this study 
RT-FLAGr TCATCGTCATCCTTGTAGCT this study 
UBQ5f GTGGTGCTAAGAAGAGGAAGA this study 
UBQ5r TCAAGCTTCAACTCCTTCTTT this study 

aRestriction sites used for cloning the PCR-amplified fragments are underlined. 
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